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Abstract

Integration between fiber-optic and wireless communications systems in
the “last mile” access networks is currently considered as a promising
solution for both service providers and users, in terms of minimizing
deployment cost, shortening upgrading period and increasing mobility
and flexibility of broadband services access. To realize the seamless
convergence between the two network segments, the lower capacity of
wireless systems need to be increased to match the continuously in-
creasing bandwidth of fiber-optic systems. The research works included
in this thesis are devoted to experimental investigations of photonic-
wireless links with record high capacities to fulfill the requirements
of next generation hybrid optical fiber-wireless access networks. The
main contributions of this thesis have expanded the state-of-the-art in
two main areas: high speed millimeter-wave (mm-wave) communication
links and radio-over-fiber (RoF) systems employing wireless multi-input
multi-output (MIMO) multiplexing technologies.

Regarding high speed mm-wave links, this thesis focuses on high
capacity fiber-wireless transmissions in both the V-band (50-75 GHz)
and the W-band (75-110 GHz). Photonic mm-wave signal generation
techniques with both coherent and incoherent optical sources are stud-
ied and demonstrated. Employments of advanced modulation formats
including phase-shift keying (PSK), M-quadrature amplitude modula-
tion (QAM) and orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM)
for high speed photonic-wireless transmission are experimentally inves-
tigated. Furthermore, this thesis also studies the implementation of
bidirectional operations in hybrid optical fiber-wireless systems.

In addition, this thesis proposes and demonstrates the seamless trans-
lation of both fiber wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) and polar-
ization multiplexing (PolMux) RoF systems into wireless MIMO links, to
increase the spectral efficiency and overall throughput of bandwidth lim-
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ited fiber-wireless systems. Two different modulation formats: MIMO-
OFDM and MIMO-quadrature PSK (QPSK), are experimentally inves-
tigated based on different channel estimation techniques.

In conclusion, the results presented in the thesis show the feasibility
of employing mm-wave signals, advanced modulation formats and spatial
multiplexing technologies in next generation high capacity hybrid optical
fiber-wireless access systems.



Resumé

Integrationen mellem fiberoptiske og tr̊adløse kommunikationssystemer
i “last mile” acces-net betragtes p̊a nuværende tidspunkt som en lovende
løsning for b̊ade leverandører og brugere i forhold til lavere implementer-
ingsomkostninger, kortere opgraderingstider samt højere mobilitet og
fleksibilitet for adgang til bredb̊andsservice. For at realisere den sømløse
konvergens mellem to netværkssegmenter, må den lavere kapacitet af
tr̊adløse systemer øges for at tilpasses den stigende b̊andbredde i fiberop-
tiske systemer. Forskningen, som indg̊ar i denne afhandling, fokuserer p̊a
eksperimentelle undersøgelser af hybride tr̊adløse/fiberoptiske forbindel-
ser med rekordhøj kapacitet. De væsentlige bidrag for denne afhandling
har udvidet state-of-the-art indenfor især to hovedomr̊ader: Højhastigh-
ed millimeter-bølge (mm-bølger) kommunikationsforbindelser og radio-
over-fiber (RoF) systemer, som anvender tr̊adløs multipel input multipel
output (MIMO) multiplexningsteknologi.

I forbindelse med højhastigheds- mm-bølge forbindelser fokusere den-
ne afhandling p̊a høj kapacitets fiber-tr̊adløs transmission i b̊ade V-
b̊andet (50-75 GHz) og W-b̊andet (75-110 GHz). Optisk mm-bølge sig-
nal generationsteknik med b̊ade kohærente og inkohærente optiske kilder
er undersøgt og demonstreret. Anvendelsen af avancerede modulations-
formater (faseskift keying (PSK), M-kvadratur amplitude modulation
(QAM) og ortogonale frekvens division multiplexning (OFDM)) for høj-
hastigheds hybride fiberoptisk/tr̊adløs transmission er eksperimentelt
undersøgt. Ydermere undersøges der ogs̊a i denne afhandling imple-
menteringen af tovejs operationer i optiske hybride fiberoptiske/tr̊adløse
systemer.

Endvidere foresl̊ar og demonstrerer denne afhandling den sømløse
oversættelse af b̊ade fiber bølgelængde division multiplexning (WDM)
og polarisation multiplexing (PolMux) RoF systemer i tr̊adløse MIMO
forbindelser for at øge den spektrale effektivitet og den samlede kapacitet
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p̊a b̊andbredde begrænsede fiber-tr̊adløse systemer. To forskellige mod-
ulationsformater: MIMO-OFDM og MIMO-kvadratur PSK (QPSK), er
eksperimentelt undersøgt baseret p̊a forskellige kanal estimerings tekni-
kker.

Som konklusion viser resultaterne i afhandlingen muligheden for at
anvende mm-bølge signaler, avancerede modulationsformater og rumlige
multiplexning teknologi i næste generations med høj kapacitet hybride
fiberoptiske/tr̊adløse acces systemer.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Outline of the thesis

The overall objective of this thesis is to develop ultra-broadband hy-
brid optical fiber-wireless communication links with record capacities
employing photonic technologies. The thesis is organized in 3 chapters
as follows: Chapter 1 introduces the context of the main research pa-
pers included in this thesis. Section 1.2 provides a short overview of the
application scenarios of the hybrid optical fiber-wireless systems with
emphasis on the motivation of converging fiber-optic access and wireless
networks and the necessity of increasing the wireless-link capacity. In
section 1.3, high capacity millimeter-wave (mm-wave) photonic-wireless
links for hybrid fiber-wireless access networks are presented, where differ-
ent photonic up-conversion schemes for mm-wave signal generation are
particularly highlighted. Section 1.4 presents the idea of adopting multi-
input multi-output (MIMO) technology in the optical fiber-wireless sys-
tem, which combines multiple parallel channels into the system hence
achieving higher overall transmission throughput. Section 1.5 analyzes
the state-of-the-art in both the high capacity mm-wave communication
links and MIMO multiplexing technology. Finally, Section 1.6 describes
the main contributions of this thesis and how they have extended the
state-of-the-art.

Chapter 2 describes the main contributions of each publication in-
cluded in this thesis. To conclude, Chapter 3 summarizes the main
achievements of this thesis and provides an outlook to the future ad-
vancement of hybrid optical fiber-wireless communication links.

1
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1.2 Hybrid optical fiber-wireless
communication links for next generation
access networks

Over the last decades, driven by the increasing number of internet users,
the worldwide demand for data communication has been growing with
enormous rates. By 2012, the internet users as a percentage of total pop-
ulation had reached 34.3%, among which in Europe and North America,
this number was as high as 63.2% and 78.6%, respectively [1]. As a
consequence, the global internet protocol (IP) traffic has increased more
than fourfold from 2007 to 2012, while an increase of threefold is pre-
dicted over the year from 2012 to 2017, resulting in 1.4 zettabytes by the
end of 2017 [2]. A recent study shows that the global mobile data traffic
is growing in a speed of three times faster than fixed data traffic, with
a conservative estimation of 13-fold increase between 2012 and 2017,
reaching 11.2 exabytes/month [3]. Such growing demand has put se-
vere pressure on the communication network infrastructures. Therefore,
in order to meet the future capacity requirements, the developments of
so called next generation networks (NGN) have attracted tremendous
research attentions in recent years [4].

NGN can be separated into two segments: the next generation core
networks and the next generation access (NGA) networks [5]. For core
networks, transmission capacity has been increasing in a rapid pace due
to the photonic technology advancements and worldwide deployment of
fibers. However, in the NGA networks, which bridge the users and the
core networks, mass deployment of fiber-optic infrastructure to reach
numerous end users will result in significant investment for operators.
In addition, future long-term upgrading of fiber-optic access networks is
expected to be difficult and time consuming [6].

In contrast, wireless access networks require less and fast infrastruc-
ture deployment and can be easily upgraded over time [7]. Figure 1.1
presents examples of some current wireless standards in terms of through-
put versus carrier frequency, for different application scenarios. For
example, long term evolution (LTE) is for wireless wide area network
(WWAN), WiFi (802.11) is for wireless local area network (WLAN)
and Bluetooth is for wireless personal area network (WPAN). From the
users point of view, an exponentially growing number of laptops, mul-
tifunctional smartphones and tablets in the recent years indicates that
mobility is a very desirable functionality and connections via wireless
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Figure 1.1: Throughput and allocated frequency of selected wireless standards.
GSM: Global System for Mobile Communications. UMTS: Universal Mobile Telecom-
munications System. LTE: Long Term Evolution. UWB: ultra-wide band. WiMAX:
Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access. WWAN: wireless wide area net-
work. WLAN: wireless local area network. WPAN: wireless personal area network.

media are preferred compared to fixed wireline connections, provided
that the two have the same communication speeds. In this context,
a hybrid optical fiber-wireless access network architecture can be envi-
sioned by converging the fiber-optic networks and the wireless networks.
The optical networks can provide high capacity backhaul by delivering
data from the central office (CO) to the wireless access points (WAP) or
base stations (BS), while the wireless networks can maintain the mobility
and flexibility of providing broadband services to the end users. Such a
hybrid architecture has the potential to provide a viable solution for the
‘last mile’ access networks. For implementation, radio-over-fiber (RoF)
technology is considered as a promising candidate for signal delivery and
BS simplification, and the technical details of this technology are well
explained in [8].

Figure 1.2 shows some typical application scenarios of next gen-
eration hybrid optical fiber-wireless systems in access and in-building
networks, supporting applications such as high-definition TV (HDTV),
video conferencing, interactive online gaming, e-learning, e-health care
services and others. In addition, a high capacity wireless system can
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Figure 1.2: Application scenarios of next generation hybrid optical fiber-wireless
systems in access and in-building networks. RN: remote node. P2P: point-to-point.

serve as a backup link to protect and recover transmission in case of
breakdown of the primary optical fiber link. Furthermore, a wireless
link can be established to bridge two spans of fiber networks for users in
either metropolitan areas or rural areas, where full deployment of optical
fibers is impractical.

Currently, the capacity and coverage of optical systems is advanc-
ing at a remarkable speed. On the contrary, the transmission speed
of current wireless systems is highly limited by the available band-
width in the RF spectrum. Therefore, the capacity bottleneck of the
hybrid optical fiber-wireless system is the wireless section. To sup-
port bandwidth-intensive services, e.g. Super Hi-Vision / Ultra HDTV
data (24 Gbit/s - 72 Gbit/s), OC-768/STM-256 data (43 Gbit/s), and
100 GbE (100 Gbit/s), there is a conceivable demand in the coming
years for wireless links with capacity of Gbit/s, tens of Gbit/s or even
up to 100 Gbit/s, in order to realize the seamless convergence with the
fiber-optic networks [9]. Current wireless technologies operating in low
frequency bands are highly congested and no longer capable of sup-
porting such capacity requirements. There are mainly three approaches
where research efforts can be made to take on the challenge: (1) moving
the carrier frequency to mm-wave range where a broader bandwidth is
available; (2) employing advanced modulation formats to increase the
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signal spectral efficiency to improve the data throughput over the limited
bandwidth; (3) applying spatial division multiplexing (SDM) schemes to
combine more parallel channels into one system.
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1.3 High capacity photonic-wireless mm-wave
links

In order to solve the congestion in current frequency bands and allow the
development of broadband wireless communications, moving the wire-
less signal carrier to mm-wave bands was proposed as a straightforward
solution. The mm-wave band, by its definition, is a range of electro-
magnetic waves with frequencies between 30 GHz and 300 GHz, or the
wavelength of one to ten millimeter in free space. Currently, the fre-
quency bands below 60 GHz have limited unlicensed bandwidth left for
wireless transmission. In 60 GHz band, or more specifically, the V-band
(50-75 GHz), regulatory agencies have allocated up to 7 GHz bandwidth
for unlicensed use in North America and South Korea (57-64 GHz), as
well as in Japan (59-66 GHz), while up to 9 GHz in European Union
(57-66 GHz) [11]. 60 GHz band communication has been standardized
by several working groups such as WirelessHD, ECMA-387 and IEEE
802.15.3c for WPAN scenarios, for short-range wireless applications like
high-definition multimedia interface (HDMI) cable replacement [10–12].
Furthermore, there are more proposals to adopt the 60 GHz technology
for WPAN [13], WLAN [14] and data center interconnects [15].

In order to further increase the wireless capacity to reach and exceed
100 Gbit/s, an even broader bandwidth is required. Consequently, the
under-exploited higher frequency range at 100 GHz and above is becom-
ing a timely relevant research topic for its wider bandwidth availability.
Recently, the W-band (75-110 GHz) is attracting increasing attention
due to its potential to provide the requested high capacity [16]. In US,
the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has opened the com-
mercial use of spectra in the 71-75.5 GHz, 81-86 GHz, 92-100 GHz, and
102-109.5 GHz bands, which are recommended for high-speed wireless
communications [17]. All these facts drive industrial considerations of
including the mm-wave communication links into the next generation
hybrid optical fiber-wireless networks. However, there are still techni-
cal challenges in terms of mm-wave generation, spectral efficiency and
detection.
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1.3.1 Photonic up-conversion techniques for mm-wave
generation

Due to the high free space loss and atmospheric attenuation for mm-
wave signals, the coverage of each wireless transmitter is reduced to few
10s to few 100s meters, meaning that a large number of BSs will be
required to provide extensive geographical coverage in mm-wave link-
based hybrid fiber-wireless networks [18]. Consequently, cost-effective
and simplified BS designs are essential to make the systems commercially
viable. The generation of mm-wave signals with high output power,
broad bandwidth while maintaining high phase noise performance is de-
sirable to carry high-speed wireless signals. Conventional approaches
using the electrical up-conversion method to generate mm-wave signal
requires high frequency RF source, mixer or cascaded frequency mul-
tipliers [19, 20]. This method can normally meet the transmission re-
quirements in terms of the phase noise and power performance of the
generated signals. However, considering the trade-off between further
extension of the signal bandwidth and the increasing of system com-
plexity, this approach is not regarded to be an optimal solution. The
report of the experimental analysis of a W-band wireless link based on
electrical up-conversion is included in PAPER 1, which shows that the
wireless data rate is highly limited by the system bandwidth.

On the other hand, the generation of wireless signal using photonic
techniques has the advantage of the broad bandwidth that optoelec-
tronic components can achieve. The principle of this approach is based
on photonic heterodyning mixing [18, 21, 22]. Various techniques for
the mm-wave signals generation have been proposed and can be gener-
ally categorized into two main groups. The first kind employs coherent
optical sources for the heterodyne mixing, which can be achieved by
using a Mach-Zehnder modulator (MZM) [23], a dual-mode distributed-
feedback laser (DFB) [24], a sub-harmonic mode-locked lasers [25,26], or
using a optical frequency comb (OFC) generator [27]. Figure 1.3 illus-
trates three common coherent up-conversion schemes employing a single
wavelength laser source for photonic-wireless communication links.

Scheme A is similar to a conventional double sideband (DSB) RoF
system, where the data is firstly modulated to the RF carrier before
being fed to the optical modulator. The difference is that a carrier
suppressed-DSB (CS-DSB) scheme is used to eliminate chromatic dis-
persion induced periodical radio frequency (RF) power fading in the
fiber and to reduce the RF source requirement by half [28]. Simi-
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larly, scheme B also applies the CS-DSB modulation technique. In this
scheme, instead of modulating the data to an RF carrier, the data is di-
rectly modulated onto the lightwave forming a optical baseband signal,
before being fed to a two tone generator for frequency up-conversion.
By doing this, the bandwidth limitation of the RF devices such as the
mixer can be taken away. Both scheme A and B can up-convert am-
plitude modulation formats such as on-off keying (OOK) and pulse am-
plitude modulation (PAM) signals. However, as both the upper- and
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lower-sidebands contain the modulated signal, the heterodyne mixing
can cause the loss of phase information. As a result, they are not suitable
for complex signal formats containing phase modulation, e.g. phase-shift
keying (PSK), quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) and complex-
valued orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) signals. Re-
search efforts were made to accommodate the schemes to transmit com-
plex signals. By shifting the baseband signal to an intermediate fre-
quency (IF) before mixing with the RF in scheme A, after heterodyne
beating, the up-converted complex signal can move aside from the fre-
quency component generated by direct mixing the data-contained side-
bands, or so called “beating noise”, so that both intensity and phase
information can be preserved [29,85].

Different from scheme A and B, scheme C separates the upper- and
lower-sidebands after the two tone generator, as shown in Fig. 1.3. The
data is modulated onto one sideband and the other sideband serves as a
carrier signal during the heterodyne up-conversion. In this scheme, the
signal and the carrier are combined before transmitting through the fiber
link, forming a single sideband (SSB) RoF signal, which can preserve
complex signal formats after the heterodyne mixing while eliminating
the RF power fading effect in the fiber. In this thesis, PAPER 9
and PAPER 10 report on experimental demonstrations of W-band
transmissions based on this scheme.

Unlike the first kind of mm-wave generation based on coherent spec-
tral lines, the second approach employs two separate free-running light
sources performing a incoherent frequency up-conversion. As shown in
Fig. 1.4, there are also mainly three schemes to be considered. In scheme
D, both optical carriers are modulated while scheme E and F only mod-
ulate data onto one branch, leaving the other laser as the RF carrier
generating signal during the up-conversion process. Similar to scheme
A and B in the coherent up-conversion cases, scheme D can only applies
to amplitude modulation formats with the same reasons explained be-
fore, if not being further modified. Scheme E and F working with the
same principle, only differ from a architectural point of view: combine
the carrier generating laser in the CO or in the BS, or in another words,
remote up-conversion or local up-conversion. As the the typical coverage
of access networks are within 20 km, the difference between the transmi-
ssion performance of the two schemes are negligible [31]. Both the two
schemes have their own advantages, depending the specific application
scenarios. For example, if we want to simplify all BSs and maximize the
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centralized functionalities in the CO, scheme E is preferable. Neverthe-
less, in certain cases we want to establish a wireless bridge as a relay
for optical baseband connections, or in a wavelength division multiplex-
ing (WDM) system where spectral resources are all taken by transmitted
signals, the local up-conversion scheme, or scheme F is more suitable.
For example, PAPER 2 - PAPER 7 in this thesis apply the remote
up-conversion method to centralize both the signal laser and the carrier
laser in the CO, while in PAPER 8 we employ the local up-conversion
scheme in a dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) access
network for the convergence of the wireline and wireless systems.
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1.3.2 Spectrally efficient modulation formats for
photonic-wireless communications

In conventional intensity modulation / direct detection (IM/DD) RoF
systems, amplitude-shift keying (ASK) modulation is the most com-
monly used data format. However, ASK can only achieve an RF spec-
tral efficiency of 0.5 bit/Hz, considering the full spectral width of the
RF signal. This means 200 GHz overall bandwidth will be required for
100 Gbit/s ASK signal transmission, which is very unlikely to realize
without moving the carrier frequency to terahertz (THz) range. For
this reason, in order to transmit higher capacity signal within limited
bandwidth, more advanced modulation formats are needed to provide
higher spectral efficiency. Thanks to the recent advances in digital signal
processing (DSP)-based coherent receiver technologies, complex modu-
lation formats such as PSK, M-QAM and O-OFDM signals have been
considered in fiber-wireless systems [32–34]. We can divide these mod-
ulations into single carrier and multi-carrier formats.

For single carrier signals, quadrature PSK (QPSK) and 16-QAM
signals possess 1 bit/Hz and 2 bit/Hz spectral efficiencies, respectively.
It means that to transmit the same data capacity, QPSK and 16-QAM
only take half and a quarter spectral bandwidth compared with ASK.
PAPER 2, PAPER 9 and PAPER 10 employ QPSK formats for
fiber-wireless transmission in the W-band. Transmission of a single- and
dual-channel of 16-QAM signal over a photonic-wireless link is presented
in PAPER 3.

OFDM is a common multi-carrier modulation format with highest
spectral density between the subcarriers and has been widely adopted for
wireless communications [35, 36]. Complex modulation formats like M-
QAM can be used to modulate each subcarrier, resulting in higher overall
spectral efficiencies than single carrier signals with the same modulation
orders. OFDM provides a very good solution for hybrid optical fiber-
wireless systems as it is robust against fiber dispersion effects (chromatic
dispersion and polarization mode dispersion) in optical fiber channels
and frequency-selective multipath fading in wireless channels, as well
as efficient DSP-based implementation [37, 38]. Furthermore, as the
OFDM signal is normally generated in the digital domain, it has extra
flexibility to maximize the spectral utilization efficiency, by applying
bit-loading and/or power-loading techniques depending on the frequency
response of the transmission channels [39,40]. In this thesis, our works of
high capacity W-band wireless transmission of complex OFDM signals
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are reported in PAPER 4, PAPER 5, and PAPER 6. A W-band
fiber-wireless transmission in the uplink direction employing intensity
modulation OFDM is presented in PAPER 7.

1.3.3 Detection of mm-wave signals

The up-converted mm-wave signal can be radiated into the air by differ-
ent types of antennas. Due to the limited signal power after opto/electro
(O/E) up-conversion, we employ high directivity standard horn anten-
nas with 24/25 dBi gain in the works of this thesis. As a result, wireless
links fulfilling the line-of-sight (LOS) requirement are investigated. Af-
ter the wireless transmission, another high gain antenna picks up the
mm-wave signal and forwards it to a receiver for further transmission
performance evaluation. In order to overcome the impediment of us-
ing conventional low frequency electronic devices and equipment for the
mm-wave signal acquisition and processing, it is necessary to perform a
frequency down-conversion.

(a) (b)

LO

IF/
baseband

mm-wave mixermm-wave

ED
baseband

Figure 1.5: mm-wave receiver architectures: (a). down-conversion with envelope
detector (ED) and (b). coherent down-conversion based-on an electrical mixer and a
local oscillator (LO).

Two different mm-wave receiver architectures are presented in Fig. 1.5.
Figure 1.5(a) shows a frequency down-conversion using a Schottky diode-
based envelope detector (ED). Because the mm-wave carrier frequency
is out of the bandwidth of the detector, only the desired envelope of
the signal is recovered. As this scheme can not detect the phase of the
transmitted signal, only amplitude modulations like ASK and PAM can
be recovered by this receiver structure. Additionally, as the operational
bandwidth of the ED is closely related to the impedance which effects
the reflections, it is difficult to reach high bandwidth while matching the
50Ω impedance. Therefore, bandwidth of most current commercially
available EDs are limited to a few GHz, making high speed transmission
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over 10 Gbit/s difficult to achieve using this scheme.
Figure. 1.5(b) presents a coherent down-conversion structure using

an electrical mixer. By mixing the incident signal with the local oscilla-
tor (LO) signal, the mm-wave can be directly down-converted to base-
band or to an IF that is within the operational bandwidth of the equip-
ment, while the phase information is simultaneously detected. Mean-
while, compared with the ED, electrical mixers normally have less con-
strains in operational bandwidth, which brings possibility to transmit
wireless signals occupying wide bandwidth. To evaluate complex signal
formats, the down-converted signals are first fed into a digital storage
oscilloscope (DSO) for the analogue-to-digital conversion (ADC), before
being processed and demodulated by offline DSP. With the help of DSP,
it is possible to compensate the phase and frequency offset caused by
the free-running laser beating and other impairments induced by tra-
nsmission, such as chromatic dispersion, imbalances in the transmitter
and receiver, etc [41, 42].

We use the coherent down-conversion scheme combined with DSP-
based receiver in most of the mm-wave transmission works that are in-
cluded in this thesis, namely, PAPER 1-10. The ED-based receiver
scheme is employed in our bi-directional mm-wave transmissions re-
ported in PAPER 9 and PAPER 10, for the wireless signal detection
in the uplink direction.
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1.4 Wireless MIMO technology for hybrid
optical fiber-wireless access networks

In optical fibers, WDM and polarization multiplexing (PolMux) are two
typical multiplexing schemes to provide more dimensions to simulta-
neously transmit multiple parallel channels. On the other hand, in
bandwidth limited wireless systems, a comparably more straightforward
solution to apply the “parallelism” is to use SDM, by physically combin-
ing multiple low capacity point-to-point wireless links. Recently, multi-
antenna technologies such as MIMO are widely put into service in wire-
less radio systems for highly reliable communications [43–45]. Further-
more, MIMO technology has improved transmission distances and data
rates supported by modern wireless networks without adding power or
bandwidth expenditure [46]. Under those circumstances, a RoF system
combining optical WDM and/or PolMux or other types of multiplexing
technologies together with wireless MIMO offers a viable solution pro-
viding higher system throughput and bandwidth utilization efficiency in
bandwidth limited systems [47–49].

Figure 1.6 displays a RoF access network enabled by wireless MIMO
technology. Optical fiber links distribute the WDM/PolMux RoF sig-
nals from the CO to a number of BSs. Within the coverage of each BS
locate N remote antenna units (RAU), which translate the multiplexed
RoF signals into a wireless N×N MIMO system. The wireless channel
capacity can be increased by the factor of N without additional transmit-
ting power or spectral resources. Technically, the key issue for a MIMO
system is to adaptively demodulate the received spatial-correlated radio
signals in the case of various resolvable and irresolvable wireless paths
interfering each other. For implementation, accurate channel estimation
is indispensable for designing the channel equalizer in the DSP receiver.
In this thesis, two types of channel estimation methods are investigated
targeting diverse signal formats. A channel estimation method based on
training symbols is used for multi-carrier signals like OFDM. Instead,
for single carrier signals with a constant envelope, e.g PSK signals, a
constant modulus algorithm (CMA)-based channel estimation can be
applied.
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CO RoF links

BSs

RAUs

Figure 1.6: RoF access network scenario with wireless MIMO implementation. CO:
central office. BSs: base stations. RAUs: remote antenna units.

1.4.1 MIMO-OFDM RoF systems enabled by
training-based channel estimation

As mentioned in the previous section, OFDM signal is a promising can-
didate for future hybrid optical fiber-wireless access systems due to its
robustness against frequency selective fading or narrowband interference
in wireless channels. The combination of MIMO with OFDM gives an
attractive solution for WLANs, WWANs and fourth-generation (4G)
mobile cellular wireless systems [44, 50–52]. On the other hand, re-
cent research efforts on high capacity optical baseband transmissions
also turn to OFDM for higher spectral efficiency [53, 54]. To imple-
ment PolMux OFDM in both direct detection (DD) and coherent optical
systems requires DSP-based MIMO channel estimation to mitigate the
linear channel effects including chromatic dispersion (CD), polarization
mode dispersion (PMD), polarization dependent loss (PDL) and cross-
polarization interference [55–59]. In general, the synthesized channel
can be estimated by using preamble or training symbols known to both
the transmitter and receiver, which develops many numerical techniques
to perform channel estimation.

Inspired by the usage of MIMO-OFDM in both wireless and fiber-
optic transmission systems, we look into its potential in hybrid optical
fiber-wireless system to further capacity enhancement. By accommo-
dating the channel estimation method based on training sequences pro-
posed in [59] to RoF and wireless MIMO systems, we successfully prove
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Figure 1.7: Block diagram of the digital signal processing used in the CMA-based
MIMO signal receiver.

and experimentally demonstrate the possibility of using this method to
equalize the linear effects both from the fiber and the wireless transmi-
ssion. In this thesis, PAPER 11 reports a 2×2 MIMO-OFDM trans-
mission in an optical WDM fiber-wireless access system, while PolMux
MIMO-OFDM signal transmissions with detailed explanation of the
training-based channel estimation method are reported in PAPER 12
and PAPER 13.

1.4.2 CMA-based blind channel estimation for
MIMO-QPSK RoF systems

Single carrier signals, which normally don’t require complex electron-
ics like an arbitrary waveform generator (ArWG) to generate, should
also be considered in the MIMO RoF systems. On the other hand, a
training-based channel estimation method often needs a large number
of overhead symbols to extract the channel response, resulting in the
decrease of the net data rate in the system. Furthermore, to obtain
preamble or training symbols in the receiver, precise synchronization or
timing recovery is essentially necessary [54,60] since preamble-based ap-
proaches are all decision-directed. Considering most of synchronization
algorithms cannot give a satisfying performance as spatial-correlation
exists in the MIMO case [61], blind channel estimation without resorting
to the preamble or training symbols can be very practically promising for
MIMO signal demodulation in reality. Therefore, we implement a blind
channel estimation to demodulate the spatial-correlated MIMO signals
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employing the well-known CMA at the DSP receiver [62]. Figure 1.7
shows the structure of the channel estimator based on a lattice filter
with transfer functions Hxx, Hxy,Hyx and Hyy, which represents the in-
verse spatial-correlated matrix of the MIMO channel. Each filter block
is implemented in the time domain as a finite impulse response (FIR)
filter with optimized number of taps. We use CMA to perform blind
filter adaption, which minimize the time averaged error

εCMA = 1− |Si|2 (1.1)

implying the mean distance of equalized symbols Si from the constant
unit circle in the complex plane. The filter coefficients are adapted ac-
cording to the algorithm iterations to minimize εCMA. In PAPER 14,
we report a MIMO-QPSK RoF transmission based on such channel es-
timation.

1.5 State-of-the-Art

In this section, we review the state-of-the-art related to the research top-
ics of this Ph.D. thesis, which are divided into two categories: high-speed
mm-wave photonic-wireless communication links and MIMO technology
in hybrid optical fiber-wireless systems.

1.5.1 Mm-wave photonic-wireless communication links

Mm-wave signal, by its definition, means an RF signal of wavelength
within 1 mm to 10 mm in free space, equivalent to a frequency be-
tween 30 GHz and 300 GHz. Due to the spectrum congestion, future
high capacity wireless link will unlikely concentrate on the frequency
range of below 60 GHz. Therefore, this section will review the recent
research front-line of mm-wave communications with carrier frequencies
of 60 GHz and above.

For 60 GHz fiber-wireless systems, many research groups have pro-
posed and demonstrated optical mm-wave generation and transmission
using different techniques for different scenarios. Gigabit capacity trans-
missions employing ASK signals in the 60 GHz have been reported for
wireless and wireline networks convergence [63–73], multiband transmi-
ssion [74,75], duplex RoF systems [76,77] and HD video delivery [78,79].
In terms of data rate, a photonic mm-wave transmission of 12.5 Gbit/s
over 3.1 m wireless distance was demonstrated [80]. To date, this is the
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highest capacity reported in the 60 GHz band using ASK modulation,
to my best knowledge. Nevertheless, considering practical issues such
as regulations on spectral allocation in the 60 GHz, higher spectral ef-
ficiency becomes necessary to achieve equivalent capacity. Therefore,
more and more recent research efforts primarily focus on the higher
spectral efficient OFDM signals rather than signal carrier signals, for
transmission with the 7 GHz unlicensed bandwidth. Point-to-point high
speed 60 GHz wireless system demonstrations employing OFDM signals
have been reported for single-band [29,39,40,81–84], multiband [85] and
bidirectional transmissions [86,87]. To my best knowledge, a most recent
report on a 40 Gbit/s transmission over 10 m wireless distance within
7 GHz available bandwidth achieved by using OFDM modulation, adap-
tive bit-loading and an I/Q imbalance compensation algorithm, is the
highest capacity point-to-point wireless link in 60 GHz up to this mo-
ment [88].

More and more research attentions are now attracted by the W-band
(75-110 GHz) because of its broader available bandwidth for communi-
cation purpose. Similarly, both single carrier and multi-carrier signals
are investigated in this frequency range. For single carrier modulations,
20 Gbit/s and 25 Gbit/s ASK transmissions in the W-band with the help
of uni-traveling carrier photodiode (UTC-PD) and ED with record-high
modulation (26 GHz) and video bandwidths (37 GHz) are respectively
reported in [89] and [90]. Employing coherent technology in RoF sys-
tems gives the possibility of using higher order modulation formats like
QPSK and 16QAM. An three-orthogonal-channel QPSK RoF system
with overall data rate of up to 40 Gbit/s was demonstrated without wire-
less transmission [33]. Currently, a transmission of 37.38 Gbit/s QPSK
signal with 40 GHz bandwidth over 20 km SMF and 0.3 m air was
achieved with the help of a ADC of 30 GHz (80 GSa/s) and a 45 GHz
bandwidth (120 GSa/s) [91]. The same authors further improved the
wireless distance to 7.5 m by employing Cassegrain-type antennas of
50 dBi gain [92]. Furthermore, a 40 Gbit/s 16QAM was transmitted
over 0.3 m wireless distance without using any mm-wave amplifiers in
the link [93]. To date, more research works with record high capacity
wireless transmissions in both 60 GHz band and W-band combine high-
order modulation formats, multiple frequency bands and SDM schemes
like MIMO technologies to further increase the overall speed. These
works are to be discussed in the next section.

Carrier frequencies around 300 GHz where there is almost no limi-
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tation in terms of available bandwidth are also investigated for wireless
communications. Therefore, ASK signal is typically used in this fre-
quency range. Data rates of 16 Gbps and 28 Gbps are reported with
wireless transmission of 0.5 m [94, 95]. Efforts have also been made to
use complex signal formats in the 300 GHz range. A 29.9 Gbit/s QPSK
signal transmitted over up to 0.2 m wireless is reported in [96]. Fur-
thermore, simultaneous transmissions of 5 Gbaud QPSK signals in both
100 GHz and 300 GHz carriers were experimentally demonstrated [97].

Most recently, a single-input single-output (SISO) photonic wire-
less link with a record data rate of 100 Gbit/s 16QAM signal transmi-
ssion over 20 m wireless distance was reported with carrier frequency
at 237.5 GHz [98], which was achieved by employing a mode-locked
laser (MLL), a UTC-PD, a pair of cylindrical horn antennas with plano-
convex dielectric lens of 86 dBi combined gain and an electronic mm-
wave receiver with active monolithic integrated circuit (MMIC).

1.5.2 MIMO technology for fiber-wireless transmission
systems

Today, MIMO technology has been widely adopted in wireless communi-
cation systems. First simulational studies revealing the potential large
capacities of multi-antenna systems were done in the 1980s [99], and
followed research works explored the systems from an analytical point
of view [100–102]. Since then, MIMO technology has began to attract
increasing interests for wireless systems.

In the field of optical transmission systems, MIMO was first consid-
ered for free space optical communications [103–105], before drawing the
interests of the society of fiber-optic systems for modal multiplexing and
inter-symbol interference (ISI) equalization in multimode fiber (MMF)
fiber links [106–108]. Since then, increasing research efforts have been
put into PolMux coherent optical transmissions, when MIMO began to
be widely considered for fiber polarization demultiplexing [55–59,109].

For hybrid fiber-wireless systems, early simulation works have been
conducted towards integrating MIMO-OFDM techniques with RoF [110,
111] and DWDM systems [112]. The MIMO-RoF using 16QAM-OFDM
is detailed analyzed and demonstrated with separate fibers for each
RAU, in which the wireless transmission distance is up to 8 m with
a optimum antenna separation of 1 meter [47].

Training-based MIMO channel estimation has been explored at 60 GHz
and 100 GHz RoF systems. Recently, RoF systems with wireless MIMO
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transmissions of 5 Gbit/s OOK and 27.15 Gbit/s 16QAM signals are
respectively demonstrated employing training sequences [113–115]. For
multi-carrier modulation formats, more than 50 Gbit/s MIMO-OFDM
fiber-wireless transmissions over 4 m wireless in the 60 GHz band are
reported [116, 117]. Most recently, a PolMux MIMO-OFDM signal tra-
nsmission over 40 km fiber and 5 m wireless distance with data rate
of 30.67 Gbit/s at 100 GHz is reported, which also uses training-based
channel estimation [118].

On the other hand, efforts are also paid to blind channel estimation
without training symbols to eliminate synchronization requirements.
CMA-based channel estimation has been widely used for MIMO-QPSK
system in 40 GHz band [119], 60 GHz band [120] as well as W-band
[121–126]. In [121, 122], remote RoF distribution and coherent het-
erodyne up-conversion is applied to a 20 Gbaud QPSK signal, which
is transmitted over 20 km SMF plus a 0.9 m wireless MIMO link.
In [123–126], localized incoherent heterodyne beating with free-running
lasers are employed after optical baseband QPSK signal transmission in
the fiber, resulting in data rates of up to 108 Gbit/s with single channel
and 120 Gbit/s with multi-channel signals, respectively. Furthermore, a
112 Gbit/s PolMux-16QAM signal transmission over 400 km SMF plus
a 0.5 m wireless 2× 2 MIMO link at 35 GHz is also successfully demon-
strated with CMA-based channel estimation [127]. Most recently, one
more dimension of multiplexing using antenna horizontal- and vertical-
polarizations is proposed to enhance the performance of wireless MIMO
system in a fiber-wireless link [128].

1.6 Contributions of the thesis beyond the
State-of-the-Art

In this section, I highlight the achievements of my Ph.D. project to show
how my thesis has significantly extended the state-of-the-art of high ca-
pacity hybrid optical fiber-wireless communication systems by employing
coherent and incoherent photonic mm-wave generation schemes, single-
and multi-carrier advanced modulation formats, coherent heterodyne
and incoherent envelope detection techniques, as well as wireless spatial
division multiplexing with MIMO technologies. The achievements are
divided into two topics in conjunction with the discussed state-of-the-art
including high speed mm-wave communications and RoF systems using
wireless MIMO technologies.
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Table 1.1: Main experimental contributions to the state-of-the-art of mm-wave
communications reported in this thesis.

PAPER
No.

Mod. format Data rate
(Gbit/s)

Frequency
range (GHz)

Fiber links Wireless
distance

(m)

1 ASK 0.5 87-88 20km NZDSF 0.5

2 QPSK 25 75-100 22.8km SMF 2.13

3 16QAM &
PolMux

100 75-100 – 1.2

4 3-band
QPSK-
OFDM

8.3/ch 79.25-94.25 22.8km SMF 2

5 4-band
16QAM-
OFDM

9.6/ch 78.9-93.3 – 1.3

6 3-band
16QAM-
OFDM

42.13 78.5-93.5 – 0.6

7 16QAM-
OFDM

1.48 79.08-79.92 22.8km SMF 2.3

8 ASK 2.5 57.5-62.5 25km SMF 6

9 DL: QPSK 16 73.4-89.4 26km SMF 1

UL: ASK 1.25 86.35-88.85 +100m MMF 1

10 DL: QPSK 16 73.4-89.4 26km+10km 15

UL: ASK 1.25 86.35-88.85 SMF 5

1.6.1 High capacity mm-wave photonic-wireless
communications

Table 1.1 gathers the main experimental achievements in the topic of
mm-wave communications during this Ph.D. project. It shows the em-
ployed modulation formats, achieved data rates, RF carrier frequencies,
transmitted fiber links and wireless distances. These research works
performed during my Ph.D. have led to the demonstrations of mm-wave
communication links achieving data rates and transmission distances
that are part of today’s state-of-the-art.

A detailed W-band channel characterizations including path loss,
directivity, phase noise and the first fiber-wireless transmission demon-
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stration in the framework of the Ph.D. project is reported in PAPER 1.
Through this work, the W-band channel was evaluated for benchmarking
its feasibility of high capacity data transmissions. My works presented
in PAPER 2 and PAPER 3 improves previous results in [33, 93] in
terms of capacity, BER performances and achieved wireless distances.
In particular, PAPER 3 reports on the new wireless capacity record
at the time being with an overall wireless data rate of 100 Gbit/s, set-
ting a milestone in the research of high capacity fiber-wireless systems.
PAPER 4-6 presents W-band transmissions of single- and multi-band
complex OFDM signals by employing an optical frequency comb gener-
ator (OFC), indicating a potential improvements in spectral efficiency
compared with single carrier modulations. An initial effort for bidi-
rectional W-band fiber-wireless implementation by emulating a uplink
transmission is presented in PAPER 7. Novelty of this paper is the
re-modulation and further fiber propagation of the down-converted IF
signal at the wireless receiver after the W-band link. In collaboration
with Nanophotonic Technology Center (NTC) in Polytechnic Univer-
sity of Valencia, we reported in PAPER 8 the use of optical frequency
comb for centralized up-conversion of DWDM signals to simultaneously
support multi-band, multi-user with both wireless and wireline services.

PAPER 9 starts to consider the implementation of bidirectional
W-band fiber-wireless transmissions for the first time. A simple struc-
tured WAP that fulfills the requirements of multi-gigabit asymmetrical
downloading and uploading is proposed by employing digital coherent
receiver in the downlink and incoherent ED in the uplink. PAPER 10
further extend the W-band bidirectional transmission by introducing a
wireless bridge between two segment of fiber-optic systems to realize a
seamless fiber-wireless-fiber integration. Additionally, by employing an
active wireless transmitter, up to 15 meters transmission is successfully
demonstrated for the first time.

1.6.2 RoF systems with wireless MIMO technologies

A summary of the experimental achievements in the topic of MIMO RoF
systems during this Ph.D. project is presented in Table 1.2, which shows
the optical multiplexing schemes with modulation formats, achieved
data rates, RF carrier frequencies, overall spectral efficiency and demon-
strated wireless distances. The ideas of transparently translating the
fiber-optic WDM and PolMux into the 2 × 2 MIMO systems enabled
by both training symbols and CMA blind equalization, are novel for the
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Table 1.2: Summary of experimental achievements in MIMO RoF systems reported
in this thesis.

PAPER
No.

Technology Data
rate

(Gbit/s)

Carrier
frequency
(GHz)

Spectral
efficiency
(bit/s/Hz)

Wireless
distance

(m)

11 WDM-MIMO-
OFDM

0.397 5.65 1.27 1

12 PolMux-MIMO-
OFDM

0.797 5.65 1.27 3

13 PolMux-MIMO-
OFDM

1.59 5.65 2.52 1

14 PolMux-MIMO-
QPSK

5 5.4 4 2

time being and have been proved to be promising solutions for higher
capacity and carrier frequencies in later research works [117,125].

PAPER 11 reports on the first experimental demonstration of an
all-VCSEL WDM-MIMO-OFDM RoF system at 5.6 GHz enabled by
training-based channel estimation algorithm. A net rate of 397 Mbit/s
16QAM-OFDM signal transmission is recovered after the fiber-wireless
transmission. To further increase the spectral efficiency of a single op-
tical wavelength channel RoF system, PolMux-MIMO-OFDM transmis-
sions are proposed and demonstrated. A 797 Mbit/s 4QAM-OFDM tra-
nsmission over 22.8 km SMF and 3 m wireless MIMO link is reported in
PAPER 12, while PAPER 13 presents a transmission of 1.59 Gbit/s
16QAM-OFDM over 22.8 SMF plus 1 m wireless link. Net spectral
efficiency of 1.27 bit/s/Hz and 2.52 bit/s/Hz are respectively achieved.

PAPER 14 reports an experimental demonstration of PolMux-
MIMO-QPSK transmission with a line rate of 5 Gbit/s and a spectral
efficiency of 4 bit/s/Hz, enabled by CMA-based blind channel estima-
tion. This is the first report on CMA-based PolMux RoF plus wireless
2× 2 MIMO transmission demonstration, to the best of my knowledge.
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Description of Papers

This thesis is based on a set of papers already published or accepted for
publication in peer-reviewed journals and conference proceedings. These
papers present the results obtained during the course of my doctoral
studies, combining theoretical analysis, simulational and experimental
evaluations. These papers are grouped into two categories: generation
and transmission of mm-wave signals in high capacity hybrid optical
fiber-wireless systems (PAPER 1 to PAPER 10) and MIMO multi-
plexing technology in RoF access systems (PAPER 11 to PAPER 14).

2.1 High capacity mm-wave links in hybrid
optical fiber-wireless systems

PAPER 1 presents a detailed experimental investigation of a hybrid
optical-fiber wireless communication system operating in the W-band
(75-110 GHz). Frequency up- and down-conversion for the W-band sig-
nal generation and detection are both performed by electrical means
by using a frequency sexupler and a narrowband mixer. Detailed mea-
surements of W-band wireless channel properties such as channel loss,
frequency response, phase noise, and capacity are presented and dis-
cussed. Finally, a 500 Mbit/s ASK signal transmission over a 20 km
NZDSF link and 0.5 m wireless distance is experimentally demonstrated
for the purpose of performance analysis.

Contributions: Xiaodan performed the experiment and measurements
planning, experiment set up, data acquisition and signal demodulation.
Prepared manuscript.

25
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In PAPER 2, we demonstrate a photonic up-converted fiber-wireless
system with 25 Gbit/s QPSK signal transmission in the W-band for in-
building wireless networks. The W-band radio-over-fiber (RoF) signal is
generated and distributed to the remote antenna unit (RAU) by launch-
ing two free-running lasers with 87.5 GHz separation into a 22.8 km
SMF from the central office (CO). One laser carries 12.5 Gbaud optical
baseband QPSK data, and the other acts as a carrier frequency gener-
ating laser. The two signals are heterodyne mixed at a photodetector
after fiber transmission, and the baseband QPSK signal is transparently
up-converted to the W-band. Up to 2.13 m air transmission is demon-
strated. At the receiver, a double stage frequency down-conversion
are performed in electrical and digital domain, respectively. bit-error-
rate (BER) performance well below the 2×10−3 forward error correction
(FEC) limit is achieved after offline DSP equalization and signal demod-
ulation. Theoretical analysis and simulations focusing on the optical
signal power ratio for heterodyne mixing are also presented, showing a
consistency with the experimental results.

Contributions: Proposing the idea. Experiment design, theoretical
analysis of photonic up-conversion and electrical down-conversion, mea-
surements planning, W-band wireless link setup and optimization, data
acquisition and signal processing. Prepared manuscript.

PAPER 3 reports on an experimental demonstration of a dual chan-
nel photonic wireless link in the W-band with a overall capacity of
100 Gbit/s, employing PolMux in optical fiber and spatial multiplex-
ing in wireless. An optical 12.5 Gbaud PolMux 16-QAM baseband sig-
nal is up-converted to the W-band by incoherent heterodyne mixing
with a second free-running laser at a fast response photodiode (PD)
in the wireless transmitter. At the receiver, the signal is firstly elec-
trically down-converted to an intermediate frequency (IF) centered at
13.5 GHz, before being sampled by a 80 GSa/s ADC for offline DSP
down-conversion and signal demodulation. The measured wireless dis-
tances are up to 2 meters and 1.2 meters for one polarization channel
and both channels, respectively. BER performances below the 7% over-
head FEC limit of 2× 10−3 are achieved in all transmission cases. This
paper sets a milestone in hybrid optical fiber-wireless communication
systems by reaching the 100 Gbit/s capacity for the first time.

Contributions: Proposing the idea. Experiment design, theoretical
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analysis of photonic up-conversion and electrical down-conversion, mea-
surements planning, PolMux emulator and W-band wireless link setup
and optimization, data acquisition and signal processing. Prepared
manuscript.

PAPER 4 presents a scalable high-speed W-band fiber wireless com-
munication system. Three-channel baseband QPSK-OFDM signals with
data rates of 8.3-Gb/s/ch are generated in a 15-GHz bandwidth by em-
ploying an optical frequency comb generator. The baseband signals are
seamlessly translated from the optical to the wireless domain by inco-
herent up-conversion method. The W-band wireless carrier is generated
with a second free-running laser. After wireless transmission, a W-band
electronic down-converter and a digital signal processing-based receiver
are used. The three-channel QPSK-OFDM W-band wireless signals are
transmitted over 0.5- and 2-m air distance with and without 22.8-km
SMF, respectively, with achieved performance below the forward error
correction (FEC) limit of 2× 10−3.

Contributions: Designed and built the experimental setup of optical
heterodyning up-conversion, W-band wireless transmission link and the
two-stage RF down-conversion. System optimization. Assisted with
manuscript preparation.

In PAPER 5, a photonic generation and wireless transmission of single
and multi-channel orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM)
modulated signals in the 75-110 GHz band is experimentally demon-
strated employing I/Q electro-optical modulation and optical hetero-
dyne up-conversion. A theoretical description on receiver signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) in the line-of-sight (LOS) wireless transmission is also pre-
sented. The wireless transmission of 16QAM-OFDM signals is demon-
strated with a BER performance within the FEC limits. Firstly, signals
of 19.1 Gb/s in 6.3 GHz bandwidth are transmitted over up to 1.3-
m wireless distance. After that, an optical comb generator is further
employed to support different channels, allowing the cost and energy
efficiency of the system to be increased and supporting different users in
the system. Four channels at 9.6 Gb/s/ch in 14.4-GHz bandwidth are
generated and transmitted over up to 1.3 m wireless distance. The tra-
nsmission of a 9.6-Gb/s single channel signal occupying 3.2-GHz band-
width over 22.8 km of standard SMF and 0.6 m of wireless distance is
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also demonstrated in the multiband system.

Contributions: Designed and built the experimental setup of optical
heterodyning up-conversion, W-band wireless transmission link and the
two-stage RF down-conversion. System optimization. Assisted with
manuscript preparation.

PAPER 6 reports on an extended work with similar system architec-
ture with the works presented in PAPER 4 and PAPER 5. By using
an improved DSP channel estimation algorithm, photonics-wireless tra-
nsmission of 8.9 Gbit/s, 26.7 Gbit/s and 42.13 Gbit/s 16QAM-OFDM
W-band signals are successfully demonstrated, with achieved bit-error-
rate (BER) performance below the FEC limit.

Contributions: Designed and built the experimental setup of optical
heterodyning up-conversion, W-band wireless transmission link and the
two-stage RF down-conversion. System optimization. Assisted with
manuscript preparation.

In PAPER 7, we propose and experimentally emulate a uplink fiber-
wireless transmission in the W-band. The W-band OFDM signal is
generated photonically with heterodyne up-conversion. After wireless
transmission and electrical down-conversion, the intermediate frequency
(IF) signal is re-modulated onto the lightwave for a further transmission
over 22.8 km SMF. Both a 740.8 Mbit/s QPSK-OFDM signal and a
1.48 Gbit/s 16QAM-OFDM signal transmitted over the fiber-wireless
link can be demodulated with a BER performance well below the FEC
limit. This work is our first step towards the bidirectional transmissions
in hybrid optical fiber-wireless systems.

Contributions: Proposed the idea of uplink transmission in the W-
band. Experiment design and measurements planning, data acquisition
and signal processing. Prepared manuscript.

PAPER 8 reports on a dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM)
fiber-wireless access system in the 60 GHz band that enables smooth in-
tegration between the fiber-optic networks and the high speed wireless
networks. By employing an centralized optical frequency comb (OFC),
both the wireline and the wireless services for each DWDM user can be
simultaneously supported. Besides, each baseband channel can be trans-
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parently replicated to multiple RF bands for different wireless standards,
which can be flexibly filtered at the end user to select the on-demand
band, depending on the applications. For demonstration, a 2.5 Gbit/s
ASK signal is transmitted through the system and successfully achieve
a bit-error-rate (BER) performance well below the 7% overhead FEC
limit of BER 2 × 10−3 for both the wireline and the 60 GHz wireless
signals after 25 km SMF plus up to 6 m wireless link.

Contributions: Proposed the original idea. Experiment planning,
setup and optimization, data acquisition and signal processing. Pre-
pared manuscript.

PAPER 9 presents our first experimental demonstration of a bidirec-
tional transmission link in W-Band for hybrid access networks. In the
downlink, a 16 Gbit/s QPSK single sideband (SSB) RoF signal is gen-
erated at the CO and distributed to a simple structured wireless access
point (WAP) for coherent photonic heterodyne mixing. Electrical down-
conversion are used in the downlink receiver and offline DSP evaluation
is performed. In the uplink direction, the frequency up-conversion of
a 1.25 Gbit/s ASK signal is conducted in electrical domain by using
the same frequency sexupler as reported in PAPER 1, while the down-
conversion is performed by a envelope detector. In both directions, fiber-
wireless transmissions over a 26 km SMF and a 100 m MMF plus up to
1 m air distance are successfully achieved.

Contributions: Proposed the original idea. Experiment planning,
setup and optimization, data acquisition and signal processing. Pre-
pared manuscript.

In PAPER 10, we demonstrate a bidirectional wireless bridge, or a
fiber-wireless-fiber link, in the W-band enabling the seamless conver-
gence between the wireless and fiber-optic access networks. In the
downlink, a 16 Gbit/s QPSK signal is photonically up-converted at the
wireless transmitter and electrically down-converted at the wireless re-
ceiver. The down-converted signal is re-modulated on to the lightwave
and transmit further through the fiber-optic system. In the uplink,
both up-and down-conversion are performed by electrical means. Fur-
thermore, we investigate both passive and active wireless transmitters
in this work for both downlink and uplink transmissions. With an active
wireless transmitter, fiber-wireless-fiber transmissions over 26 km SMF,
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up to 15 meters wireless distance, and a final 10 km SMF are success-
fully achieved with a BER below the 7% FEC limit in the downlink. In
the uplink, the wireless distance is limited to 5 meters due to physical
constrains in the lab. However, further extension of the wireless distance
is promising.

Contributions: Proposed the original idea. Experiment planning,
setup and optimization, data acquisition and signal processing. Pre-
pared manuscript.

2.2 MIMO multiplexing implementation in
RoF systems

In PAPER 11 we propose and demonstrate the first experimental re-
sults of fiber-wireless transmissions of a 2×2 MIMO-OFDM RoF signal
for WDM-PON system using all-VCSELs optical sources. Error free
transmission are achieved over a 20 km NZDSF and a 2 meter 2 × 2
wireless MIMO link for RoF signals of 4QAM-OFDM at 198.5 Mbit/s
and 16QAM-OFDM at 397 Mbit/s. We investigate the effects of various
wireless transmission distances and antenna separations to evaluate the
robustness of the MIMO-OFDM channel estimation algorithm based on
training symbols. No penalty was observed when varying the antenna
separation of the sub-elements of the MIMO-OFDM signal with a 1 m
wireless distance. This work is potentially an attractive candidate for
future femto-cell networks especially for in-door office environments.

Contributions: Design and build the wireless MIMO link, system op-
timization and data acquisition. Assisted with manuscript preparation.

PAPER 12 presents a 2 × 2 MIMO wireless over fiber transmission
system by seamlessly translation of 4QAM-OFDM on dual polarization
states at 795.5 Mbit/s net data rate using digital training-based channel
estimation. The OFDM signals are arranged in frames of 10 symbols,
out of which 3 are training symbols used for synchronization and channel
estimation. A cyclic prefix with 0.1 symbol length is added in each
symbol. An external cavity laser (ECL) operating at 1550 nm is used as
laser source. The signal is successfully transmitted over 22.8 km SMF
with wireless distance up to 3 m. This work proves that a training-based
scheme can be developed to estimate the combined effects from both the
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fiber PolMux and the wireless MIMO transmission channel.

Contributions: Idea of converging PolMux & MIMO-OFDM, training-
based channel estimation. Build the wireless MIMO link. Prepared
manuscript.

PAPER 13 presents an extended work of PAPER 12 by proposing
a spectral efficient radio over WDM-PON system by combining optical
PolMux and wireless MIMO multiplexing techniques. A detailed de-
scription of the training-based zero forcing (ZF) channel estimation al-
gorithm compensating both the polarization rotation and wireless multi-
path fading is provided. For demonstration, a 795.5 Mb/s net data rate
QPSK-OFDM signal with error free (< 1 × 10−5) performance and a
1.59 Gb/s net data rate 16QAM-OFDM signal with BER performance
of 1.2 × 10−2 are achieved after transmission in 22.8 km SMF followed
by 3 m and 1 m air distances, respectively.

Contributions: Idea of converging PolMux & MIMO. Design and build
the wireless MIMO link. Signal processing. Assisted with manuscript
preparation.

In PAPER 14, we report an experimentally demonstration a 5 Gbit/s
fiber-wireless transmission system combining optical PolMux and wire-
less MIMO spatial multiplexing technologies. The optical-wireless chan-
nel throughput is enhanced by achieving a 4b/s/Hz spectral efficiency.
Based on the implementation of constant modulus algorithm (CMA), the
2× 2 MIMO wireless channel is characterized and adaptively equalized
for signal demodulation. The performance of the CMA-based channel
adaptation is studied and it is revealed that the algorithm is particularly
advantageous to the MIMO wireless system due to the inter-channel de-
lay insensitivity. The hybrid transmission performance after a 26 km
SMF plus up to 2 m wireless MIMO link is investigated.

Contributions: Idea of converging PolMux & MIMO. Design and build
the wireless MIMO link. Signal processing. Prepared manuscript.
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Conclusion

3.1 Conclusions

The increasing demand for higher wireless bandwidth continually places
tremendous pressure on the “last mile” network infrastructures. This
thesis addresses the implementation and performance evaluation of high
speed hybrid optical fiber-wireless communication links for access net-
works. The research results presented in this thesis are pioneering in
two main areas: firstly, in the high capacity millimeter-wave (mm-wave)
photonic-wireless transmission systems using high-order modulation sig-
nals and coherent heterodyne digital receivers. Transmission of up to
100 Gbit/s wireless signal at a carrier frequency of 100 GHz was ex-
perimentally demonstrated. Secondly, in the seamless translation of
WDM/PolMux RoF transmissions into wireless MIMO systems with
both OFDM and QPSK signal formats. All in all, these achievements in
this thesis have shown great potential to fulfill the requirements of high
capacity and high spectral efficiency of next generation hybrid optical
fiber-wireless networks.

3.1.1 High capacity mm-wave fiber-wireless
communication systems

Along the way of this Ph.D. project, there is a continuous research
focus on the different methods for the generation, transmission and
detection of large bandwidth, high frequency photonic-wireless signals
with high spectral efficiency. Both the electrical up-conversion method
(PAPER 1, PAPER 9 and PAPER 10) and photonic frequency

33
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up-conversion methods (PAPER 2-10) for the generation of mm-wave
signals are investigated. Among the photonic generation techniques, I
study the heterodyne mixing up-conversion with both incoherent free-
running lasers in PAPER 2-8, and with coherent optical sources in
PAPER 9 and PAPER 10.

In terms of modulation formats, this thesis covers the simple ASK
modulation in PAPER 1 and PAPER 8-10, single carrier QPSK sig-
nal in PAPER 2, PAPER 9 and PAPER 10, 16QAM signal in
PAPER 3, as well as the multi-carrier OFDM signals in PAPER 4-7.

With respect to wireless capacity, a time being record 100 Gbit/s
16QAM signal transmission is successfully demonstrated in PAPER 3.
Furthermore, transmission of multi-channel OFDM signals with a overall
net rate of 42.13 Gbit/s is reported in PAPER 6.

Finally, from an architecture point of view, the thesis stresses down-
link transmissions in PAPER 1-6 and PAPER 8, uplink transmission
in PAPER 7 and bidirectional transmissions in PAPER 9 and 10, for
practical implementations of hybrid optical fiber-wireless systems.

3.1.2 MIMO multiplexing for RoF system

RoF systems enabled by wireless MIMO multiplexing technologies are
shown in this thesis to be a prospective candidate for next generation
fiber-wireless access networks. By seamlessly translating fiber WDM/
PolMux RoF signals into wireless MIMO systems, overall system cover-
age, robustness and throughput can be enhanced. PAPER 11 presents
the first experimental demonstration of a WDM-MIMO-OFDM RoF
system based on directly-modulated VCSELs. Instead, integrations of
PolMux RoF systems with wireless MIMO technology are studies in
PAPER 12, PAPER 13 and PAPER 14.

Different modulation formats are enabled by different channel es-
timation methods in MIMO systems. For multi-carrier OFDM sig-
nals, training-based channel estimation method providing lower compu-
tational complexity and better performance is employed in PAPER 11,
PAPER 12 and PAPER 13. On the other hand, for single car-
rier signal like QPSK, a blind channel estimation based on CMA can
eliminate the requirement of synchronization and increase net data rate
without sacrificing signal bandwidth for training symbols. The exper-
imental demonstration with MIMO-QPSK transmission is reported in
PAPER 14.
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3.2 Future Work

In spite of the encouraging and substantial research accomplishments in
the very recent years, there are still many issues need to be identified
and studied in the future in the research direction of high speed optical
fiber-wireless communications. In this section I would like to provide
my vision of the future work that could be pursued in the area of high
capacity hybrid optical fiber-wireless systems, on top of the research
achievements presented in this thesis.

3.2.1 Real-time implementation of high capacity
photonic-wireless links

So far to the best of my knowledge, all the reported front-line wireless
transmission demonstrations with high order modulation formats are
enabled by offline DSP demodulation, which is still one step away from
real-time implementation. Therefore, research efforts on real-time high
speed wireless transmissions with the help of field-programmable gate
array (FPGAs) or application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) are
foreseen to be under intensive research years from now.

A milestone in the real-time implementation of a digital coherent
receiver was a 90 nm CMOS ASIC with a 20 GSa/s ADC and DSP for
40 Gbit/s PolMux-QPSK demodulation, accomplished by Nortel Net-
works (now Ciena Corporation) in 2008 [129], who achieved 100 Gbit/s
ASIC PolMux-QPSK architecture by both dual sub-carrier implemen-
tation and single carrier implementation in 2009 [130]. In 2011, AT&T
labs reported on a single-carrier coherent 112 Gbit/s PolMux-QPSK
real-time transmission employing a state-of-the-art ASIC with 56GS/s
ADC/DSP [131]. Although current demonstrations only focus on base-
band coherent optical transmissions, these technology advances indi-
cate a promising future realization of real-time high capacity photonic-
wireless transmissions.

3.2.2 Towards Terabit/s wireless communication links

Technology roadmap studies show that the demand of bandwidth for
both wireline and wireless services is growing with tremendous rates,
and no end of this progress is in sight. Therefore, it is necessary to look
ahead for even faster solutions in wireless systems. There are mainly
two directions of research line: moving the carrier frequency further up
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to sub-THz or even THz range for broader bandwidth, and continuing
with the concept of “parallelism” which is widely adopted in fiber-optic
systems, by implementing more parallel channels in wireless MIMO sys-
tems.

The current capacity record of a single-input single-output (SISO)
wireless link is 100 Gbit/s with a carrier frequency of 237.5 GHz [98],
which brings the potential to double the capacity by employing MIMO
technology. We have enough confidence to believe that the next mile-
stone of Terabit/s wireless transmission can be achieved in the coming
years.
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1 Introduction
The seamless convergence of wireless and fiber-optic net-
works requires wireless links with increased capacity to
keep the pace with high-speed fiber-optic communication
systems.1,2 Millimeter-wave (mm-wave) technology is a
promising approach to satisfy the high-capacity requirement
for the future wireless access networks. The applications
and use of the 60-GHz band are well studied and reported
in the literature.3,4 Nevertheless, the underexploited higher-
frequency range from 100 to 300 GHz is becoming a timely
relevant research topic due to its capability to offer an even
wider bandwidth for even faster gigabit-class wireless access
rate. Recently, many efforts have contributed to achieving
data transmission in the W-band wireless systems, including
mm-wave generation and modulation techniques, transmis-
sion performance tests, and analysis.5–7 In most of these
works, although they provide details of their experiment con-
figurations, there is limited reported details and studies on
the wireless channel characteristics, with less studies consid-
ering the combined optical fiber-wireless channel situation.
In particular, due to the atmosphere absorption and high
free-space loss of mm-wave carrier, the mm-wave wireless
transmission distance is highly limited. In this context, the
well-known radio-over-fiber (RoF) technology, which
integrates optical and wireless systems, provides a solution
to increase the coverage while maintaining the mobility of
the broadband services in the local area networking scenario.

In this paper, we experimentally demonstrate a RoF sys-
tem with a 75 to 100 GHz wireless link. A K-band RF signal
modulated with data, is up-converted to W-band by a six-
time frequency multiplicator. Using this method, 100-GHz
photodetector (PD) and W-band amplifiers at the transmitter
and receiver, which will increase the operational complexity
and system cost, are not needed, as we target short-range
high-capacity wireless link with potential reduced complex-
ity. The characteristics of the wireless link are detailed tested
and analyzed in terms of frequency response and emission
distance. These characteristics are used as basic-considerations
for the optimum design of our W-band wireless link. Further-
more, up to 500 Mbit∕s amplitude shift keying (ASK) data
traffic transmission over 20-km optical fiber and 50-cm wire-
less link is used for our experimental demonstrations and
analysis.

2 Experimental Setups
In order to characterize the W-band wireless channel, two
subsystems are first built, as shown in Fig. 1. The character-
istics measurements of the 100-GHz wireless analogue
channel are performed in Fig. 1(a). In our experiment, a
12.5 to 18.4 GHz (K-band) RF signal is generated, followed
by a sextuple millimeter source (Agilent E8257DS15) to
up-convert the signal into the 75 to 110 GHz.

After that, a wireless link is established between a pair of
W-band horn antennas of a 24-dBi gain and less than 4
deg half-power beam width. The receiving antenna is directly
connected to a sub harmonic mixer for frequency down-
conversion. The local oscillator (LO) signal is 18 times
multiplied in the sub harmonic mixer and then mixed with0091-3286/2012/$25.00 © 2012 SPIE
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the receivedW-band signal. In thisway, theW-band signals are
down-converted to intermediate frequency (IF) at the output of
the sub harmonic. Furthermore, a bandpass filter (BPF) is
placed after the mixer to filter other harmonics noise due to
the imperfect operation of the mixer. Subsequently, the char-
acteristics of the IF signal such as signal power, spectrum, and
phase noise are analyzed with an electrical spectrum analyzer
(ESA). In the secondsubsystemasshown inFig. 1(b), apseudo
randombit sequence (PRBS) of length27 − 1 is generated by a
pulse pattern generator (PPG) and up-converted toK-band at a
vector signal generator (VSG). The up-converted RF signal is
transmitted over the wireless link. The received IF signal is
sampled by a 40 GSa∕s analog digital converter (ADC) and
thendemodulatedbyadigital signalprocessing (DSP) receiver
using envelop detection scheme.

Figure 2 shows the schematic diagram of our experimen-
tal setup of a RoF system including a 75 to 110 GHz wireless
link. A DFB laser of 10-MHz linewidth with central wave-
length of 1550 nm is fed into a Mach-Zehnder Modulator
(MZM) with 15-GHz bandwidth, where a K-band RF signal
carrying ASK data traffic is intensity-modulated onto the
optical carrier. After 20-km non-zero dispersion shifted
fiber (NZDSF, NZDþ, zero dispersion at 1540 nm) and
a low-noise Erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA), the
K-band RF signal is recovered by a photodiode (PD) before

up-conversion and transmission over the W-band wireless
link. Similarly, a DSP receiver is used to demodulate the
received signals after ADC. It is noted that the 20-km
NZDSF and preamp EDFA are used to minimize the impact
of fiber dispersion and nonlinear effect on the generated
mm-wave signals due to the high nonlinearity of the up-
conversion process.

3 Results

3.1 Wireless Link Characteristics

Figure 3 shows the W-band channel response by measuring
the received IF power as a function of signal frequency in
terms of different wireless distances. We can see that, in gen-
eral, the received power decreases with the increase of RF
frequency in a given distance. It also shows that when the
two horn antennas are placed close to each other and the
wireless distance is assumed to be zero, the received
power is significantly decreased in certain RF frequencies.
By taking into account the type of antennas used in the
experiment, far-field propagation takes places at air distances
more than 36.8 cm. Therefore, near-field coupling may intro-
duce such unpredictable behavior.

The relative wireless channel loss as a function of distance
is measured and shown in Fig. 4(a). In this measurement, the
source RF is set to be 16.6 GHz, corresponding 99.6 GHz
after up-conversion. From Fig. 3 it can be seen that at
this frequency there is no severe destructive interference
at all distances. Because of the complexity of direct measur-
ing theW-band RF signal power, the IF power at the receiver
is measured based on the linear performance of the LNA.
Therefore, the received power at ∼0-cm wireless distance
is set as a reference level. From the figure it can be seen
that the wireless loss increments are 6, 10, and 14 dB
when the wireless distance increasing from 1 m to 2, 3,
and 4 m, respectively, showing a consistency with the cor-
responding theoretically calculated values 6.021, 9.542, and
12.04 dB for the same distance increments. The 2-dB differ-
ence between the theoretical and measured value for increas-
ing wireless distance from 1 to 4 m is attributed to a slight
alignment error when the antenna separation becomes large.

Figure 4(b) shows the impact of the alignment between
the transmitting and receiving antennas on the received
power. During this measurement the distance between the
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two antennas is fixed at 40 cm. We only change the align-
ment angle between the axes of two antenna’s horns to mea-
sure the changing of received IF power. It is observed that the
ultimate performance of the wireless link is extremely related
to the optimum of alignment. From the figure it can be seen
that when the alignment angle is increased from 0 to 45 deg,
the power penalty in received signal is around 34 dB.

3.2 Wireless Data Transmission

In this subexperiment, the transmission performance of the
wireless channel is evaluated. The subsystem setup is shown
in Fig. 1(b). According to the Fig. 3, the mixer has the best
frequency response when the input RF frequency is
14.6 GHz, which corresponds to the W-band frequency of
87.6 GHz. Moreover, the LO frequency is set to
4.813 GHz, which results in an output IF of 960 MHz
(for 1 Gbps transmission, LO is set to 4.803 GHz, corre-
sponding IF is 1140 MHz). However, the transmitted data
rate is therefore limited by the narrow bandwidth of the
received IF signal. Figure 5 shows the measured bit error
rate (BER) performance under different data rates and the
wireless distances between the antennas. We begin our mea-
surement from 50 cm distance, at which error-free demodu-
lations are achieved at data rates of 800 Mbit∕s and lower,
while 1 Gbit∕s transmission has a BER of 7.5 × 10−4.
Assuming the forward error correction (FEC) limit of
2 × 10−3, transmissions at all the measured bit rates are

well below this limit. In the experiment, ∼105 sampled
bits were used to analyze the BER performance offline.
Meanwhile, we can notice that as the distance and bit rate
increase, the BER performance goes worse.

3.3 Radio-Over-Fiber System

After characterizing the wireless channel properties and the
data transmission performance of the W-band link, a RoF
experimental system is established. The wireless distance
is fixed at 50 cm, and the alignment of antenna’s horns is
optimized during our measurement. A phase noise character-
ization is first studied by transmitting a signal frequency RF
carrier through the system and compared with the received IF
signal after up-conversion and down-conversion. Figure 6
shows the comparison of the phase noise curves between
the transmitted and the received RF signal. It can be seen
that the phase noise increases approximately 25 dBc · Hz−1

after the transmission. This is introduced by the frequency
nonlinear up-/down-conversions, fiber transmission, and
phase noise of the LO signal. From the figure we can
also see that the phase noise level of the received IF signal
is below −60 dBc · Hz−1 between 100 Hz and 1 kHz and
well below −70 dBc · Hz−1 above 1 kHz. This phase
noise floor is considerably well for the demonstrated ASK
data transmission at 500 Mbit∕s.8,9

System transmission test is demonstrated using the same
input RF signal (14.6 GHz, corresponding to 87.6-GHz wire-

Fig. 3 TheW -band channel frequency response in terms of different
wireless distances.
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Fig. 5 Measured bit error-rate performance against the wireless dis-
tance without optical links.
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less signal) with the previous transmission test in the subsys-
tem [Fig. 1(b)]. In the experiment, the wireless distance is set
to 50 cm. The BER performance as a function of the received
optical power for 500 and 312.5 Mbit∕s data rates in both
with and without 20 km fiber transmission are shown in
Fig. 7. It can be observed that there was approximately
1-dB receiver penalty between optical back-to-back with
0.5-m wireless transmission and 20-km NZDSF transmission
to achieve a BER of 2 × 10−3.

4 Conclusions
In this report, we experimentally demonstrated a millimeter-
wave wireless link operating at 75 to 100 GHz frequency
band.Detailed characteristics of thisW-bandwireless channel
werefirstanalyzedin termsoffrequencyresponse,phasenoise,
emissiondistance, directivity, etc. inorder to estimate andopti-
mize the channel performance for data transmission. 3.5m for
312.5 Mbit∕s, and less than1mfor1 Gbit∕swireless100GHz
transmission were successfully demonstrated to achieve BER
performance below theFEC limit. Furthermore, by employing
the RoF technology, 500-Mbps composite transmission
performance over 20-km NZDSF and the wireless channel
was also presented. Our results show the importance of

characterizing the hybrid optical-fiber wireless channel for
75- to 110-GHz operation; the data-system experiment
shows the potential of high-capacity short-range wireless
access systems. Further work is ongoing on comparison of
our experimental results and theoretical modeling.
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Abstract: In this paper, we demonstrate a photonic up-converted 25 Gbit/s fiber-wireless
quadrature phase shift-keying (QPSK) data transmission link at the W-band (75–110 GHz).
By launching two free-running lasers spaced at 87.5 GHz into a standard single-mode fiber
(SSMF) at the central office, a W-band radio-over-fiber (RoF) signal is generated and
distributed to the remote antenna unit (RAU). One laser carries 12.5 Gbaud optical
baseband QPSK data, and the other acts as a carrier frequency generating laser. The two
signals are heterodyne mixed at a photodetector in the RAU, and the baseband QPSK
signal is transparently up-converted to the W-band. After the wireless transmission, the
received signal is first down-converted to an intermediate frequency (IF) at 13.5 GHz at an
electrical balanced mixer before being sampled and converted to the digital domain. A
digital-signal-processing (DSP)-based receiver is employed for offline digital down-
conversion and signal demodulation. We successfully demonstrate a 25 Gbit/s QPSK
wireless data transmission link over a 22.8 km SSMF plus up to 2.13 m air distance with a
bit-error-rate performance below the 2� 10�3 forward error correction (FEC) limit. The
proposed system may have the potential for the integration of the in-building wireless
networks with the fiber access networks, e.g., fiber-to-the-building (FTTB).

Index Terms: Microwave photonics, radio over fiber, optical communications.

1. Introduction
The emergence ofmobile devices such asmultifunctionmobile phones and tablets accompaniedwith
future bandwidth intensive applications, e.g., 3-D Internet and Hi-Vision/Ultra High Definition TV data
(more than 24 Gbit/s) [1], has become one of the drivers for demanding wireless data capacity on the
scale of tens of gigabits per second. It is highly desirable that the future wireless links will possess the
same capacity with the optical fibers to realize the seamless hybrid fiber-wireless access over the last
mile [2]. Radio-over-fiber (RoF) communication systems are considered to be one of the most
promising candidates to provide ultrabroadband services while maintaining high mobility in this
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context. As shown in Fig. 1, an in-building hybrid fiber-wireless access system implemented via RoF
technology provides an elegant solution for flexible multiservice wireless access. A key point in such
scenario is that the remote antenna units (RAUs) should keep a simple, passive and compact
structure, leading to a low-cost implementation [3], [4].

Meanwhile, there are mainly two approaches to achieve tens of gigabits per second wireless
capacity. One possible solution is to increase the wireless spectral efficiency to enlarge the data
throughput over the same bandwidth [5]. However, it will largely increase the signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) requirement, as well as the receiver complexity. Another straightforward solution is to raise
the carrier frequency to higher frequency bands, e.g., millimeter-wave (MMW) range (30–300 GHz),
where a broader bandwidth is available. Currently, the frequency bands below 100 GHz have
limited unlicensed bandwidth left for wireless transmission [6]. In recent years, a number of
multigigabit hybrid fiber-wireless links operating at the 60 GHz band are investigated and reported
[5], [7], [8]. Nevertheless, the under-exploited higher frequency range at 100 GHz and above is
becoming a timely relevant research topic for its wider bandwidth availability.

Recently, theW-band (75–110 GHz) is attracting increasing attention due to its potential to provide
the requested high capacity [6]. The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has opened the
commercial use of spectra in the 71–75.5 GHz, 81–86 GHz, 92–100 GHz, and 102–109.5 GHz
bands [9], which are recommended for high-speed wireless communications. Analysis and
measurements on W-band signal generation, detection, and wireless transmission properties are
under intensive investigation. In terms of signal generation and detection scheme, W-band channel
properties measurements and signal transmissions based on electronically frequency up and down-
conversion are reported in [10]–[12], while an up to 40 Gbit/s wireless signal transmission in the
W-band using both photonic generation and detection without air transmission is demonstrated and
detailed analyzed [13], [14]. Specifically, an ultrabroadband photonic down-converter based on
optical comb generation that can operate from microwave up to 100 GHz has recently been
introduced [15]. Considering the wireless distance, data rate, and signal formats transmitted in the
W-band, to date, 10 Gbit/s transmission over 400 m single-mode fiber (SMF) plus 120 m wireless
distance with simple amplitude shift-keying (ASK) modulation is reported [16], while an error-free
ð1� 10�12Þ 20 Gbit/s on–off-keying (OOK) signal transmission through 25 km SMF and 20 cm
wireless is demonstrated [17]. To achieve higher spectral efficiency, quadrature phase shift-keying
(QPSK) and 16-quadrature amplitude modulation (16-QAM) have also been used to obtain 20 Gbit/s
[18] and 40Gbit/s [19] in theW-band. In [18] and [19], a coherent optical heterodyningmethod is used
to generate the W-band wireless carrier, and transmission performance below forward error
correction (FEC) limit of 2� 10�3 is achieved with 30 mm wireless distance. By using an optical
frequency comb generator, a three-channel 8.3 Gbit/s/ch optical orthogonal frequency-division-
multiplexing (OOFDM) transmission over 22.8 km SMF with up to 2 m air distance is reported in [20].
More recently, an up to 100 Gbit/s line rate wireless transmission in the W-band with air distance of
1.2 m by combining optical polarization multiplexing and wireless spatial multiplexing has been
demonstrated; however, there are only a few meters of fiber transmission [21]. Nevertheless,
considering the integration of the in-building wireless networks with the existing optical fiber access
networks, e.g., fiber-to-the-building (FTTB) networks, a system with a better compromise between
fiber transmission distance, wireless coverage, and data rate need to be further developed.

Fig. 1. Hybrid fiber-wireless access system for multiapplications in-building environment.
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In this paper, we propose and experimentally demonstrate a hybrid fiber-wireless link at theW-band
which can be potentially used for integrating the in-building wireless access networks with the optical
fiber access networks, as shown in Fig. 1. By using photonic up-conversion technique with two free-
running laser heterodyning (incoherentmethod), the proposed system seamlessly converts an optical
baseband signal into the W-band. For demonstration, a 25 Gbit/s QPSK signal occupying a
bandwidth of 25 GHz centered at 87.5 GHz is transmitted. AW-band low-noise amplifier (LNA) and a
broadband balancedmixer are employed at the receiver for down-converting the received signal to an
intermediate frequency (IF) centering at 13.5 GHz, and a digital-signal-processing (DSP)-based
signal demodulator is implemented for digital down-conversion, I/Q separation, synchronization,
equalization, and signal demodulation. The data transmitted after 22.8 km SMF plus 2.3 m wireless
are successfully recovered with a bit-rate-ratio (BER) performance well below the FEC limit of
2� 10�3. The RAU in this proposed downlink system consists of only a fast responsive
photodetector and a W-band horn antenna, therefore fulfilling the passive, simplicity, and low-cost
requirements. When considering the bidirectional transmission, an electrical local oscillator (LO)
may also be needed in the RAU for a low-cost optical modulation in the uplink.

2. Principle of Incoherent Heterodyne Up-Conversion and Two Stage
Down-Conversion
Fig. 2 shows the block diagram of the proposed system. The W-band signal is generated by
heterodyning mixing the baseband optical signal with a second free-running lightwave at the
photodetector. At the receiver, the W-band signal is first down-converted electrically to an IF and
then sampled and digitally converted down to the baseband.

At the transmitter, the inphase and quadrature branches of the I/Q modulator are, respectively
modulated by two binary data sequences IðtÞ and QðtÞ. The baseband optical QPSK signal ÊsðtÞ
and the carrier frequency generating laser ÊcðtÞ can be represented as

ÊsðtÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ps

p
� IðtÞ þ jQðtÞ½ � � e �j !s tþ�sðtÞð Þ½ � �ês (1)

ÊcðtÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Pc

p
� e �j !c tþ�cðtÞð Þ½ � �êc (2)

where Ps, !s, and �sðtÞ represent the optical power, angular frequency, and phase of the signal
laser, respectively, and Pc , !c and �cðtÞ represent the carrier generating laser. ês and êc are the
optical polarization unit vectors. The combined signal is beating at a photodiode for heterodyne up-
conversion, and the output signal Eout ðtÞ can be described as

Eout ðtÞ / EsðtÞ þ jEcðtÞj j2¼ Ps þ Pc þ ERF ðtÞ
ERF ðtÞ ¼ 2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
PsPc

p
� IðtÞ � sin 4!t þ4�ðtÞð Þ þQðtÞ � cos 4!t þ4�ðtÞð Þ½ � �êsêc

4! ¼ !c � !s; 4�ðtÞ ¼ �cðtÞ � �sðtÞ (3)

where ERF ðtÞ represents the generated RF signal transmitted into the air with carrier frequency of
4!. At the receiver, an electrical sinusoidal LO signal is mixed with the received RF signal at a

Fig. 2. Block diagram of hybrid optical fiber-wireless system using incoherent heterodyne up-conversion
and electrical and digital down-conversion.
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balanced mixer. The LO signal with power PLO , angular frequency !LO , and phase �LOðtÞ is
expressed as ELOðtÞ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
PLO

p � cosð!LOt þ �LOðtÞÞ. Then, the W-band signal is down-converted into
an IF signal, which is expressed as

EIF ðtÞ ¼ ERF ðtÞ � ELOðtÞh i
¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
PsPcPLO

p
� IðtÞ � sin 4!IF t þ4�IF ðtÞð Þ þQðtÞ � cos 4!IF t þ4�IF ðtÞð Þ½ � �êsêc

4!IF ¼!LO � ð!c � !sÞ; 4�IF ðtÞ ¼ �LOðtÞ � �cðtÞ � �sðtÞð Þ: (4)

The angle brackets denote low-pass filtering used for rejecting the components at 4!þ !LO . From
the equation, it can be seen that he phase noise of the signal laser, carrier laser and LO signal are
all included in 4�IF ðtÞ. The IF signal is then sampled and converted to digital domain, where the
second stage down-conversion takes place. Assuming the sampling period of the analog-to-digital
conversion (ADC) is Ts, the output signal after down-conversion and low-pass filtering can be
expressed as

ERx ðnTsÞ ¼ EIF ðnTsÞ � ej4!IF nTs
� �

¼ 1
2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
PsPcPLO

p
� IðnTsÞ � sin 4�IF ðnTsÞð Þ � jIðnTsÞ � cos 4�IF ðnTsÞð Þ þQðnTsÞ½
� cos 4�IF ðnTsÞð Þ þ jQðnTsÞ � sin 4�IF ðnTsÞð Þ� �êsêc

¼ � 1
2
j

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
PsPcPLO

p
� IðnTsÞ þ jQðnTsÞð Þ � e j4�IF ðnTsÞð Þ �êsêc : (5)

It is noted that the system loss is not considered in the expressions. As shown in (5), the term
IðnTsÞ þ jQðnTsÞ is our desired QPSK signal, while the expðj4�IF ðnTsÞÞ item contains all the phase
noise accumulated during the transmission, which is to be corrected during DSP demodulation [13].
The efficiency of the phase noise correction depends on the signal linewidth, which should be kept
as narrow as possible by using narrow linewidth lasers for the heterodyne up-conversion [14]. It is
also shown that maximum value of the signal power is achieved when the polarization states ês and
êc are aligned.

3. Experimental Setup
Fig. 3 shows the schematic of the experimental setup. A optical carrier emitted from an external
cavity laser (ECL, �1 ¼ 1552:0 nm) with 100 kHz linewidth is fed into a integrated LiNbO3 I/Q
modulator, where two independent 12.5 Gbaud binary data streams (pseudo-random bit sequence
(PRBS) of length 215 � 1) modulate the phase of the optical carrier, resulting in a 25 Gbit/s optical
baseband QPSK signal at the output of the modulator. An erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) is
employed for amplification, and an optical bandpass filter (OBPF) with 0.8 nm bandwidth is used to
filter the out-of-band noise. Subsequently, the optical QPSK signal is combined with an
unmodulated CW optical carrier from a second ECL ð�2 ¼ 1551:3 nmÞ with 100 kHz linewidth,
corresponding to a 0.7 nm difference from the central wavelength of the baseband QPSK signal.

Fig. 3. Experimental setup for hybrid fiber-wireless transmission of 25Gbit/s QPSK signals in theW-band.
BPG: Binary pattern generator. (The eye diagram of the QPSK baseband signal is shown in the inset.)
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The combined QPSK signal and the unmodulated CW carrier can be then transmitted to a RAU
where they are heterodyne mixed at a 100 GHz photodetector (u2t XPDV4120R). Optical
transmission through 22.8 km of standard single-mode fiber (SSMF) is evaluated during the
experiment. As the combined signal can be considered as a single sideband (SSB) RoF signal, the
periodical RF power fading in a conventional double sideband (DSB) modulated RoF system
caused by the fiber dispersion no longer exists [7]. Fig. 4 shows the optical spectra of the combined
signal at point (a) in Fig. 3. The signal after the photodetection is an electrical QPSK signal at the
W-band of a 25 GHz total bandwidth with the central frequency at 87.5 GHz, which is fed to a
rectangular W-band horn antenna with 24 dBi gain. After wireless transmission, the W-band QPSK
signal is received by a secondW-band rectangular horn antennawith 25 dBi gain. The received signal
is amplified by a 25 dB gain LNA (Radiometer Physics W-LNA) with a noise figure of 4.5 dB.
Subsequently, an electrical down-conversion is performed at a W-band balanced mixer driven by a
74 GHz sinusoidal LO obtained after frequency doubling from a 37 GHz signal synthesizer (Rohde &
Schwarz SMF 100A), and the signal located in the 75–100GHz band is translated to a IF of 1–26GHz
with a central frequency at 13.5 GHz. The IF signal is sampled at 80 GS/s by a digital signal analyzer
with 32 GHz real time bandwidth (Agilent DSAX93204A) and demodulated by offline DSP. The DSP
algorithm consists of frequency down conversion, I/Q separation, synchronization, equalization, data
recovery by symbol mapping, and BER tester. In the equalization module, due to the inherent
constant envelop nature of the QPSK signal, a five-tap constant-modulus algorithm (CMA) pre-
equalizer is first employed for blind channel equalization, followed by a carrier-phase recovery
process and a post-equalization in the form of a nonlinear decision feedback equalizer (DFE). Amore
detailed description of the receiver can be found in [14]. We can clearly observe the performance
improvement by comparing the received signal constellations with/without the CMA equalization for
the 25 Gbit/s W-band QPSK signal shown in Fig. 5.

4. Experimental Results and Discussions
An optimal ratio between the carrier generating signal power Pc and the baseband QPSK signal
power Ps before the combining and heterodyning is first evaluated with respect to BER performance.
Fig. 6 illustrates the measured BER performance and the theoretical equivalent isotropic radiated
power (EIRP) as a function of the power ratio between Pc and Ps. We can observe that the best BER
performance occurs when the carrier power equals to the signal power, where the maximum signal
EIRP is generated. This performance is also in accordancewith that shown in (3), as themaximumRF
signal power can only be obtained if Pc and Ps are equal when the combined optical power is kept
constant.

Fig. 4. Optical spectra at the input of the photodetector [point (a) in Fig. 3] with and without the QPSK
data modulation.
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After fixing the operational power ratio at the optimal value, the evaluation of the system
transmission properties is performed. Fig. 7 illustrates the error-vector-magnitude (EVM) of the
demodulated signal as a function of the transmitted wireless distance with the corresponding signal
constellations shown in the insets. By fixing the received optical power by the PD at 1.5 dBm, it can
be seen that a gradually degradation of EVM performance with the increase of the wireless
transmission distance. At 50 cm, the received signal has an EVM of 26% and the clusters in the
constellation are small and clearly separated, while the value becomes 53% with the distance
increasing to 120 cm, and the corresponding constellation becomes disseminated, which is due to
the decreased SNR at the receiver, as well as the decreased accuracy of the antenna alignment.

Fig. 8 displays the system BER performances as a function of the received optical power at the
PD [point (a) in Fig. 3] with wireless distances at 1 and 2.13 m for both without optical fiber and with
22.8 km SMF transmission. It is noted that the SNR of the received IF signal is quite limited by the
responsivity of the PD (�0.3 A/W at 87.5 GHz), the saturation level of the W-band LNA (�20 dBm
maximum input power) and the low conversion efficiency of the broadband electrical mixer.
However, considering a 7% FEC overhead can potentially be effective for BER of 2� 10�3, we can
observe that for both the 1 m and 2.13 m wireless cases, the BERs are well below this limit.

Fig. 6. Measured BER performance and simulated EIRP as a function of power ratio between the carrier
generating signal and the baseband QPSK signal ðPc=PsÞ with constant 1.5 dBm combined power at
the PD after 1 m of wireless transmission.

Fig. 5. Received constellations of 25 Gbit/s W-band QPSK signal after 0.5 m of air transmission. (a) Without
CMA equalization. (b) With CMA equalization.
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Receiver sensitivities at the FEC limit are 0 dBm and 3 dBm for the 1 and 2 m wireless distance,
respectively. It can be seen that all the measured curves are quite linear with respect to the power
change, which is almost only due to change of SNR at the receiver, as the CMA equalizer can
correct a certain degree of distortion introduced during the transmission. Moreover, because of the
uncorrelated phase relation between the carrier and the baseband signal, the relative phase delay
caused by the fiber dispersion only has effect on the baseband signal itself. It is observed that the
22.8 km SMF induces less than a 0.5 dB penalty for both cases, which confirms the possibility for
integrating the proposed system with the FTTB networks.

5. Conclusion
We have demonstrated a 25 Gbit/s hybrid fiber-wireless transmission system in the W-band with
22.8 km SSMF plus up to 2.13 m of air distance. The W-band QPSK signal is generated by
transparent photonic up-conversion using incoherent heterodyning between two free-running lasers.
Electrical down-conversion combined with DSP receiver makes the system robust against phase
noise and distortion. The RAU structure consisting of only a fast responsive PD and a transmitter

Fig. 8. BER as a function of received optical power at the PD for wireless distances at 1 and 2.13 m.
(Insets: the received constellations after 1 m and 2.13 m wireless plus 22.8 km SMF transmission.)

Fig. 7. EVM versus wireless distance with 1.5 dBm optical power at the PD (corresponding constellations
are shown in the insets).
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antenna is kept passive and simple to maintain its flexibility. Thus, this systemmay have the potential
to be used in the integration of the in-building distribution networks with the fiber access networks like
FTTB systems.
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two free running lasers. Bit-error-rate performance below the FEC limit is
successfully achieved for air transmission distances up to 120 cm.
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1. Introduction

Hybrid optical fiber-wireless transmission systems with ultrahigh capacities will serve as the
key building block to support the next generation truly user-centered networking. Users will
create a virtual ’personal atmosphere’ of connectivity to the world, that will follow the users
whether they are on their workplace, traveling or at home. This user personal atmosphere will
be powered by ubiquitous access and control to services and application enabled by seamless
broadband wireless-fiber connections to a large range of devices in their near vicinity. To re-
alize the seamless integration of wireless and fiber-optic networks, the wireless links needs to
be developed to match the capacity of high-speed fiber-optic communication systems, while
preserving transparency to bit-rates and modulation formats [1].

Currently, the W-band (75-110 GHz) has attracted increasing interest as a candidate radio
frequency (RF) band to provide wireless communication links with multi-gigabit data trans-
mission. Technology roadmap studies show that there is a conceivable demand in the years to
come for 100 Gbit/s wireless capacity links [2]. Among current and emerging applications to
use such high capacities are wireless closed-proximity transmission links and short range wire-
less communications. As an example, transmission of super Hi-Vision format is expected to
require a transmission speed of 24 Gbit/s [2]. These trends accompanied by the growing de-
mand for flexible access to cloud services with high speed peripherals motivate us to look for
technologies and techniques to realize 100 Gbit/s fiber-wireless transmission links.

Wireless data transmission above 10 Gbit/s with simple amplitude shift-keying modulation
(ASK) in the W-band have been demonstrated by mainly using millimeter-wave electronics [3]
and hybrid photonic-electronic techniques [4, 5]. More advanced modulation formats in the
W-band such as differential phase shift-keying (DPSK), binary/quadrature phase shift-keying
(BPSK/QPSK) with data rates of 10 Gbit/s and 20 Gbit/s are reported in [6–8]. Most recently,
40 Gbit/s 16-level quadrature amplitude modulation (16-QAM) wireless transmission in the
W-band is presented [9]. We have previously demonstrated 40 Gbit/s signal generation in the
W-band by employing photonic up-conversion of all-optical frequency division multiplexed
(OFDM) QPSK signals, with detection performed by photonic down conversion supported by
digital coherent demodulation [10]. Regarding achieved air transmission distances for bit-rates
above 20 Gbit/s in the W-band, so far 20 cm for 20 Gbit/s ASK transmission [5] and 3 cm for
40 Gbit/s 16-QAM transmission [9] are reported. However, both capacity and wireless trans-
mission distance need to be further developed.

In this paper, we report on a hybrid optical fiber-wireless transmission link achieving
100 Gbit/s by transparent photonic up-conversion of a polarization multiplexed (PolMux) 16-
QAM optical baseband signal with wireless transmission in the W-band. Bit-error rate (BER)
performance below 2× 10−3 is successfully achieved for wireless transmission distances up
to 120 cm. Considering a 7% FEC overhead, error free transmission of an overall net bit rate
of 93 Gbit/s can be expected. We believe this is a breakthrough in hybrid optical fiber-wireless
transmission systems that open the door for ultra-high capacity short range and close-proximity
user-centered networking.

2. Principle of heterodyne up-conversion and two stage down-conversion

In our proposed system, the RF signal is generated by direct heterodyning with two free run-
ning lasers. After the wireless transmission, two stage down-conversion is implemented before
signal demodulation. First stage is electrically down-converting the RF signal to a lower in-
termediate frequency (IF) and the second stage is implemented in digital domain using digital
signal processing (DSP) method. The block diagram of this architecture is shown in Fig. 1.

At the transmitter, an I/Q modulator is used to generate signals with high level modulation
format. The inphase and quadrature branches are respectively modulated with multilevel signals
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I(t) and Q(t). The output optical baseband signal at frequency ω1 from the I/Q modulator is
combined with a carrier frequency generating laser with frequency ω2 before the photodiode.
The optical baseband signal Ês(t) and the carrier frequency generating laser signal Êc(t) can
be represented as:

Ês(t) =
√

Ps · [I(t)+ jQ(t)] · exp[− j(ω1t +φ1(t))] · ês (1)
Êc(t) =

√
Pc · exp[− j(ω2t +φ2(t))] · êc (2)

where Ps, Pc are optical power of the signal laser and the carrier frequency generating laser,
φ1(t) and φ2(t) are phases of the signal and carrier frequency generating laser, and ês , êc are
the polarization unit vectors.

After heterodyne beating at the photodiode, the generated electrical signal consists of a base-
band component and a RF signal with carrier frequency ωRF = |ω1 −ω2|. So the RF signal
transmitted into the air can be expressed as:

ERF(t) = 2
√

PsPc · [I(t)cos(ωRFt +φRF(t))+Q(t)sin(ωRFt +φRF(t))] · êsêc (3)
with phase of φRF(t) = φ1(t)−φ2(t). At the receiver, an electrical local oscillator (LO) (Eq. (4))
signal is mixed with the received RF signal at a balanced mixer to firstly down-convert the RF
signal into an IF signal. Equation (5) describes the down-converted IF signal.

ELO(t) =
√

PLO · cos(ωLOt +φLO(t)) (4)

EIF(t) = 〈ERF(t) ·ELO(t)〉=
√

PsPcPLO · [I(t)cos(ωIFt +φIF(t))

+Q(t)sin(ωIFt +φIF(t))] · êsêc (5)

where angular frequency ωIF equals to ωRF −ωLO and phase φIF(t) equals to φRF(t)−φLO(t).
The angle brackets denote low-pass filtering used for rejecting the components at ωRF +ωLO.
The IF signal is then converted into the digital domain for digital down-conversion and demod-
ulation. The signal after the digital down-converter can be expressed as:

ERx(t) = 〈EIF(t) · exp( jωIFt)〉= 1
2
√

PsPcPLO · [I(t)+ jQ(t)] · exp(− jφIF(t)) · êsêc (6)

It is noted that the system loss is not considered in the expressions. From Eq. (6) we can see
that the transmitted baseband signal I(t) + jQ(t) can be recovered at the DSP receiver. The
accumulated phase offset and phase noise during transmission is contained in the term φIF(t),
which can be later corrected in DSP [10]. Maximum value of the RF signal power is achieved
when the polarization states ês and êc are aligned.

3. Experimental setup

Figure 2 presents the experimental set-up of the W-band wireless link under consideration.
We adopt the 16-QAM baseband transmitter proposed in [11]. The ECL feeds a integrated
LiNbO3 double-nested Mach-Zehnder modulator (MZM) with Vπ of 3.5 V. The in-phase (I) and
quadrature (Q) branches of the modulator are driven by 12.5 Gb/s four-level electrical signals.
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Each four-level signal is derived from two copies of pseudorandom bit sequences (PRBS) of
length 215 − 1, decorrelated with a relative delay of 6 bit periods. The two four-level signals
were decorrelated by 33 symbol periods before being applied to the modulator. The output
of the modulator is a 16-QAM optical baseband signal with a data rate of 50 Gbit/s, whose
capacity is doubled to 100 Gbit/s by implementing polarization multiplexing.

Fig. 3. Optical spectra of the 16-QAM signal and carrier frequency generating laser signal
before the photodiode.

Up-conversion to the W-band is performed by direct heterodyning in a fast response 100 GHz
bandwidth photodetector (PD, u2t XPDV4120R). An erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA)
is used to boost the signal power before heterodyne beating. Heterodyning is performed for
each of the polarization states (X and Y) of the optical baseband signal with the correspon-
dent aligned polarization state of an carrier frequency generating laser signal. An ECL with
100 kHz linewidth is used as the carrier frequency generating laser with a wavelength separa-
tion of 0.7 nm from the PolMux 16-QAM optical signal, resulting in an 87.5 GHz central carrier
frequency for the up-converted W-band wireless signal. Figure 3 shows the optical spectra of
the signals before the PD.

At the wireless transmitter side, each up-converted signal, corresponding to the X and Y
PolMux components, is fed to a W-band horn antenna with 24 dBi gain. The two transmitter
antennas radiate simultaneously facing a receiver antenna. Detection is performed aligning a
transmitter-receiver antenna pair at a time by aligning the receiver angle to a given transmitter
antenna. No crosstalk is observed from the second antenna due to high directivity of the system.
After air transmission, the signals are received by a horn antenna with 25 dBi gain and amplified
by a W-band 25 dB gain low-noise amplifier (LNA) (Radiometer Physics W-LNA) with a noise
figure of 4.5 dB. Subsequently, electrical down-conversion is performed by using a W-band
balanced mixer driven by a 74 GHz sinusoidal LO signal obtained after frequency doubling
from a 37 GHz signal synthesizer (Rohde & Schwarz SMF 100A). In this way, the detected
wireless signal located in the 75-100 GHz frequency region is translated to the 1-26 GHz band
with a central frequency around 13.5 GHz. Analog-to-digital conversion is performed by an
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Wireless receiver: W-band antenna, LNA, mixer (c) Global view of the wireless link setup
with both the wireless transmitter and receiver.

80 GS/s real-time digital sampling oscilloscope (DSO, Agilent DSAX93204A) with 32 GHz
analog bandwidth. Offline signal demodulation is performed by a DSP-based receiver, con-
sisting of frequency down conversion, I/Q separation, carrier recovery and filtering, equalizer,
symbol decision and BER tester [10]. Figure 4a and Figure 4b shows the electrical spectra of
the received IF signal and the signal after digital down-conversion and low pass filtering with
cutoff frequency of 0.75×baud rate, respectively. From the figures it can be seen that there are
narrow lobes within the main lobes of the signal spectra, resulting from the delayed PRBS at the
16-QAM baseband transmitter as well as the fast frequency shifting after heterodyning beating
up-conversion. The photographs of the wireless transmitter, receiver and the whole wireless
setup are shown in Fig. 5a, 5b and 5c, respectively.

4. Results and discussions

Bit-error rate (BER) measurements are performed for both cases of single polarization (without
polarization multiplexing) and PolMux 16-QAM signals achieving total bit rate of 50 Gbit/s
and 100 Gbit/s respectively, with total number of 320000 bits for error counting. The BER
results are shown in Fig. 6 as a function of the received optical power into the photodiodes for
a given air transmission distance d.

For the single polarization 16-QAM case, Fig. 6a presents the BER results for transmission
distances of 50 cm, 150 cm and up to 200 cm. As we can see from Fig. 6a, considering a 7%
FEC overhead can potentially be effective for BER of 2× 10−3, error free transmission of net
data rate of 46.5 Gbit/s is achieved for all air transmission cases. For the case of PolMux, the
separation between the two transmitting antennas is 36 cm (see Fig. 2) while air transmission
is measured for a distance d to the receiver antenna of 50 cm, 75 cm and 120 cm. Longer
transmission distances were hampered by power budget limitation. The BER performance of
100 Gbit/s PolMux 16-QAM signal is shown in Fig. 6b, by averaging the BER of both X and
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(a) (b)

Fig. 6. Measured BER curves versus optical power into photodiode for: (a) 50 Gbit/s single
polarization 16-QAM, (b) 100 Gbit/s PolMux 16-QAM.

(a) (b)

Fig. 7. Constellations of received signals of (a) X-branch and (b) Y-branch after 120 cm
wireless transmission (8 dBm input power into PD).

Y branches. From the figure we can observe that a BER value below 2× 10−3 is achieved at
1.5 dBm, 3.5 dBm and 5.5 dBm received optical power at PD for air transmission distance of
50 cm, 75 cm and 120 cm, corresponding to radiated RF power of ∼-23 dBm, -19 dBm and
-15 dBm, respectively. It is noted that far field propagation takes places at air distances more
than 36.8 cm by taking into account the type of antennas used in the experiment.

Comparing the BER performance at the BER of 2×10−3 for 50 cm air transmission of single
polarization in Fig. 6a and PolMux in Fig. 6b, we attribute the observed 0.5 dB optical power
penalty to imperfect separation of the two polarization states in the beam splitter used in the
up-conversion stage. Figure 6b also indicates the required optical power to achieve 2× 10−3

BER at 120 cm is 6 dBm, corresponding to an equivalent isotropically radiated power (EIRP)
of 12.5 dBm. We believe that longer air transmission distances can be achieved by using a W-
band power amplifier at the transmitter and a higher gain LNA at the receiver side. Figure 7
shows the received 16-QAM constellations of the X and Y branches after 120 cm wireless
transmission at 8 dBm optical power, with BER of 3.2×10−4 and 3.1×10−4, respectively.

5. Conclusion

100 Gbit/s wireless transmission in the 75-110 GHz band employing photonic generation is suc-
cessfully demonstrated with air transmission distance of 120 cm. A dual-polarization 16-QAM
baseband optical signal is up-converted by optically heterodyning with a free-running optical
carrier generating laser to generate 100 Gbit/s at 87.5 GHz center wireless carrier frequency.
This is the highest achieved capacity for a W-band wireless link, to our best knowledge.
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Abstract— In this letter, we present a scalable high-speed
W-band (75–110-GHz) fiber wireless communication system.
By using an optical frequency comb generator, three-channel
8.3-Gb/s/ch optical orthogonal frequency-division-multiplexing
(OOFDM) baseband signals in a 15-GHz bandwidth are seam-
lessly translated from the optical to the wireless domain. The
W-band wireless carrier is generated from heterodyne mixing the
OOFDM baseband signal with a free-running laser. A W-band
electronic down-converter and a digital signal processing-based
receiver are used. Three-channel QPSK-OFDM W-band wireless
signals are transmitted over 0.5- and 2-m air distance with and
without 22.8-km single-mode fiber, respectively, with achieved
performance below the forward error correction limit.

Index Terms— Digital signal processing, microwave photonics,
optical frequency comb generator, optical orthogonal frequency-
division multiplexing (OOFDM), wireless communication.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE bandwidth demand of wireless applications, such as
super Hi-Vision/Ultra High Definition TV data (more

than 24 Gb/s) [1], is unprecedentedly growing, so it is
highly desirable that next generation hybrid wireless-optical
systems can bring the capacities from optical links into radio
links, to realize the seamless integration of wireless and
fiber-optic network [2], while preserving transparency to bit
rates and modulation formats. Among some millimeter-wave
frequency bands of interest, the W-band (75–110 GHz) has
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lower atmospheric propagation loss and a broader transmission
window compared for example to the 60 GHz and 120 GHz
[2], and recently is attracting increasing attention. There are
several GHz unregulated bandwidths in the W-band, which
could be potentially used to provide for us high capacity
wireless links.

To date, 10 Gb/s [3] and 20 Gb/s [4] with amplitude shift-
keying modulation (ASK) W-band transmission systems have
been reported. To achieve higher capacity, spectral efficient
modulation techniques such as quadrature phase-shift keying
(QPSK) and 16-quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) have
also been used to obtain 20 Gb/s [5] and 40 Gb/s [6] in the
W-band wireless links. In these schemes, hybrid photonic-
electronic up-conversion (coherent method) is used to generate
the W-band wireless carrier, and 20 cm “error free” (1×10−12)
wireless transmission in [4] and 30 mm wireless transmission
with achieved performance below the forward error correction
(FEC) limit in [5, 6] are demonstrated. Recently, a pho-
tonic up/down-conversion (incoherent method) with RF/bit-
rate transparency has also been proposed for a 40 Gb/s W-band
system, however, without wireless transmission [7].

In this letter, we report on a scalable system by com-
bining OOFDM and coherent all-optical frequency division
multiplexed techniques to achieve high capacity wireless com-
munications in the 75–110 GHz band. By using photonic
up-conversion technique (incoherent method), the proposed
system seamlessly converts a high-speed optical OFDM base-
band signal into the W-band. This scheme is fully transparent
to modulation format and bit-rate, as well as fully scalable to
the RF carrier frequency. Furthermore, we measure fiber wire-
less transmission performance and demonstrate the scalability
of the proposed system.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experiment setup of the proposed W-band wireless
transmission system is shown in Fig. 1. At the QPSK-OOFDM
transmitter, a 100 kHz linewidth optical carrier emitted from
an external cavity laser (ECL, λ1 = 1549.942 nm) is modu-
lated by an optical frequency comb generator employing an
overdriven Mach-Zehnder modulator (MZM). The MZM is
biased in its nonlinear region by equalizing the power of the
central 3 comb lines. A 25 GHz bandwidth reflective fiber
Bragg grating (FBG) is used to further rectify 3 lines by
filtering out high-order sidebands. The frequency spacing of

1041–1135/$26.00 © 2011 IEEE
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three-channel) after down-conversion mixer at the receiver.

the comb lines is set to 5 GHz. Subsequently, an arbitrary
waveform generator (AWG, Tektronix AWG 7122C) operating
at 8 GS/s drives an optical in-phase/quadrature (I/Q) modulator
which is biased at its null point to encode all the comb
lines with QPSK-OFDM simultaneously. An erbium-doped
fiber amplifier (EDFA) and a 0.8 nm bandwidth optical filter
in the transmitter are used to compensate the loss of the
optical comb generator and the optical I/Q modulator and
filter the outband noise. In the signal generation, a data
stream with a pseudo-random bit sequence (PRBS) word
length of 215–1 is mapped onto 128-point inverse fast Fourier
transform (IFFT) and 80 QPSK subcarriers (SCs) consists
of 4 pilot SCs and 76 data SCs. 10 training symbols in
each 267 data symbols are used for time synchronization and
channel estimation. The cyclic prefix is 1/10 of the IFFT
length so that the OFDM symbol size is 141. At the output
of the I/Q modulator, the generated optical signal is seamless,
resulting in 3-channel optical OFDM signal at 8.3 Gb/s/ch
(8 GS/s × 2 × 76/141 × 257/267) with a total spectral
bandwidth of 15 GHz (3 channels × 8 GS/s × 80/128).
Because the comb spacing is integral multiple of the OFDM
SC spacing, all of the OFDM SCs from different comb
lines are orthogonal to each other. It is noted that these
3-channel OFDM signals are correlated, the de-correlation of
3-channel and the effect of inter-channel interference (ICI)
between different channels are under further investigation from
a practical point of view.

The optical QPSK-OFDM signal is then combined with a
100 kHz linewidth free-running CW laser (λ2 = 1549.248 nm)
for W-band wireless signals generation [7]. The optical spec-
tra of both single-channel and 3-channel are shown in the
insets of Fig. 1. The single-channel signal is tested when the
5 GHz driving RF signal of optical comb generator is off.

Received constellation
One-tap equalizer
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One-tap equalizer with
ISFA+DPLL algorithm
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Fig. 3. Received constellations of 8.3-Gb/s W-band signals (single-channel)
after 22.8-km SMF and 2-m air distance transmission (a) without ISFA-DPLL
(BER of 4×10−3) and (b) with ISFA-DPLL (no error in 38 400 bits).

After 22.8 km of single mode fiber (SMF) propagation, the
combined optical signal is heterodyne mixed in a 100 GHz
bandwidth photodiode (PD, u2t XPDV4120R) to generate a
W-band wireless signal which is fed to a W-band horn antenna
with 24 dBi gain. After air transmission, the signal is detected
by a horn antenna with 25 dBi gain and amplified by a W-band
25 dB gain low-noise amplifier (LNA, Radiometer Physics
W-LNA). Subsequently, a W-band balanced mixer driven by a
74 GHz sinusoidal local oscillator (LO) signal after frequency
doubling from a 37 GHz signal synthesizer (Rohde & Schwarz
SMF 100A) is adopted to realize electrical down-conversion.
The electrical spectra of QPSK-OFDM intermediate frequency
(IF) signals after down-conversion are shown in Fig. 2.

At the receiver side, the IF signal is converted to digital
signal by an 80 GS/s real-time digital sampling oscilloscope
with 32 GHz analog bandwidth (Agilent DSAX93204A). After
that, offline signal demodulation is performed by a digital sig-
nal processing (DSP)-based receiver, consisting of frequency
down-conversion, time synchronization, frequency and chan-
nel estimation, pilot-based phase estimation, data mapping and
bit error rate (BER) tester. To eliminate the dispersion and
nonlinearity effects induced by fiber and wireless transmission,
one-tap equalizer and an effective algorithm combining the
intra symbol frequency-domain averaging (ISFA) [8] and
digital phase-locked loop (DPLL) are programmed for channel
estimation. We can clearly observe the performance improve-
ment by comparing the received constellations with/without
ISFA-DPLL for 8.3 Gb/s W-band signals shown in Fig. 3.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the experiment, the millimeter-wave carrier frequency is
set to 86.75 GHz to match the central frequency of the mixer.
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Fig. 4. (a) Measured BER performance of single-channel QPSK-OFDM signal fiber wireless transmission. (b) Three-channel QPSK-OFDM signal fiber
wireless transmission in optical B2B. (c) After 22.8-km SMF. (Insets: the received constellations of different channels in the three-channel case.)

We measure the performance for both cases of single-channel
and 3-channel at the data rate of 8.3 Gb/s/ch. After considering
the 7% Reed-Solomon FEC overhead, the effective bit rate
is 7.719 Gb/s/ch. Fig. 4(a) presents the BER performance
versus the received optical power at the PD after different
air distances as well as fiber propagation in the single-channel
case. It is observed that 22.8 km SMF induces less than 1 dB
power penalty at the FEC limit (BER of 2×10−3) for all
air transmission cases. Moreover, after fiber transmission, the
receiver sensitivity at the FEC limit is achieved at −4.3 dBm,
−1.4 dBm and 0.8 dBm for air transmission of 0.5 m, 1.2 m
and 2 m, respectively. The signal to noise ratio is decreased
as air distance increases, resulting in higher required optical
power at the FEC limit.

Fig. 4(b) shows the wireless transmission BER performance
of 3-channel QPSK-OFDM W-band signal in the optical
back-to-back (B2B) case. We can observe that the receiver
sensitivity of the 1st channel to reach the FEC limit is 2 dBm,
4.5 dBm, 6.2 dBm for air transmission of 0.5 m, 1 m and
2 m, respectively, which is 6.3 dB higher than those in the
single-channel case. This power penalty is expected, since the
optical signal to noise ratio (OSNR) of 3-channel is about
4.5 dB lower than that of single-channel at a given optical
power, which is indicated in the optical spectra in Fig. 1.
We can also see from Fig. 4(b) that the 3rd channel has
1 dB power penalty compared to the 1st channel. This can be
attributed to the bandwidth limitations of the RF components
involved. Moreover, the phase ripple and non-flat frequency
response destroy the orthogonality of the OFDM subcarriers
and introduce inter-symbol interference (ISI). However, these
effects cause negligible performance degradation on the 2nd

channel by discarding one edge OFDM subcarrier during the
BER counter.

Fig. 4(c) shows the BER curves of 3-channel W-band signal
after 22.8 km SMF and 0.5 m air transmission. The receiver
sensitivity at the FEC limit is obtained at about 1.9 dBm for
the 1st channel, and hence the penalty induced by the fiber is
negligible compared with the Fig. 4(b). However, the system
performance is degraded when the received optical power at
the PD is higher than 4 dBm, corresponding to 9.5 dBm optical
power at the input of fiber. This can be explained that OFDM
signal is sensitive to the nonlinearity of fiber transmission
due to the high peak-to-average-power-ratio (PAPR) property.

The received constellations of 3-channel QPSK-OFDM signal
are shown in the insets of Fig. 4(c) as well.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have demonstrated a high speed and spectral efficient
W-band wireless fiber transmission system based on the
OFDM modulation and coherent all-optical frequency divi-
sion multiplexed techniques. By using ISFA and DPLL as
improved channel estimation method, 3-channel 8.3 Gb/s/ch
QPSK-OFDM signals at 86.75 GHz are transmitted over
0.5 m and 2 m air distance with and without 22.8 km SMF,
respectively. This system provides a promising solution to
realize high capacity wireless links, with the advantage of
transparency for future wireless/wireline seamless network
integration.
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Abstract: The photonic generation of electrical orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing
(OFDM) modulated wireless signals in the 75j110 GHz band is experimentally demon-
strated employing in-phase/quadrature electrooptical modulation and optical heterodyn
upconversion. The wireless transmission of 16-quadrature-amplitude-modulation OFDM
signals is demonstrated with a bit error rate performance within the forward error correction
limits. Signals of 19.1 Gb/s in 6.3-GHz bandwidth are transmitted over up to 1.3-m wireless
distance. Optical comb generation is further employed to support different channels, allow-
ing the cost and energy efficiency of the system to be increased and supporting different
users in the system. Four channels at 9.6 Gb/s/ch in 14.4-GHz bandwidth are generated and
transmitted over up to 1.3-m wireless distance. The transmission of a 9.6-Gb/s single-
channel signal occupying 3.2-GHz bandwidth over 22.8 km of standard single-mode fiber
and 0.6 m of wireless distance is also demonstrated in the multiband system.

Index Terms: Microwave photonics signal processing, frequency combs, heterodyning,
fiber optics systems, orthogonal frequency division multiplexing.

1. Introduction
Wireless communication links supporting very high capacity are required to provide access network
services such as 10-gigabit Ethernet (10 Gb/s), Super Hi-Vision (SHV)/Ultra High Definition (UHD)
TV data (9 24 Gb/s), OC-768/STM-256 data (43 Gb/s), and 100-gigabit Ethernet (100 Gb/s), and
also for close-proximity bulk data transfer [1]. Millimeter-wave wireless systems at around 60 GHz
and higher frequencies can provide bandwidth enough to easily support multi-Gb/s communi-
cations, being a potential solution for future seamless integrated optical/wireless access, as well as
for mobile backhauling [2]. The 60-GHz band has been widely studied as a wide bandwidth has
been regulated in many countries for unlicensed use with a high equivalent isotropic radiated power
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(EIRP) of higher than 40 dBm allowed [3]. A number of standards in the 60-GHz band have recently
been proposed, including WirelessHD, ECMA-387, IEEE 802.15.3c, and WiGig. These technologies
target to provide up to 7-Gb/s data rates at short-range indoor wireless distances of up to 10 m.
Standard devices of 60 GHz are also available for wireless display connectivity, for HD audio/video
streaming from the consumer electronics, personal computing, and portable devices to HDTVs. In
addition, other higher frequency millimeter-wave bands can potentially offer larger bandwidths to
support higher capacities, as well as lower atmospheric loss to extend wireless transmission
distances as compared to the 60-GHz band [4]. Of particular interest, the 71j76/81j86 GHz
paired band has been allocated for commercial use in the United States, Europe, and other
countries, and permits point-to-point communications over distances of several kilometers. Com-
mercial equipment is easily available in the 71j76/81j86 GHz band supporting 1.25-Gb/s Gigabit
Ethernet connectivity. Electronic-based millimeter-wave wireless links at frequencies higher than
100 GHz have also been demonstrated providing up to 20 Gb/s with polarization multiplexing
(PolMux) over the kilometer distance [5].

Radio-over-fiber technology combined with millimeter-wave wireless systems is seen as a fast
deployable and cost-effective solution for providing seamless integrated optical/wireless access at
9 10 Gb/s [2]. Radio-over-fiber systems operating within 7-GHz bandwidth in the 60-GHz band have
been reported to provide capacities higher than 10 Gb/s when spectrally efficient electrical ortho-
gonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) modulation based on quadrature amplitude mod-
ulation (QAM) and electrooptical modulation for upconversion are employed, such as 27 Gb/s for
2.5-m wireless distance employing 16-QAM-OFDM [6], 21 Gb/s for 500-m standard single-mode
fiber (SSMF) transmission and 10-m (or 2.5 m in bidirectional system) wireless transmission
employing 8-QAM-OFDM [7], 26.5 Gb/s for 100-km SSMF and 3-m wireless distance employing
adaptive-level QAM-OFDM in amplified long-reach networks [8], and 50 Gb/s for 4-m wireless
distance employing 16-QAM-OFDM and multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) spatial multiplexing
[9]. In addition, radio-over-fiber systems in the 75j110 GHz band (W-band) are recently attracting
increasing interest to deliver 40 Gb/s and beyond. A number of photonic wireless transmission
systems in the 75j110 GHz band have been demonstrated, as summarized in Table 1. A system
providing error-free 20Gb/s with on–off keying (OOK)modulation and simple RF power detection has

TABLE 1

Photonic Wireless Systems in the 75j110 GHz Band (MLL: Mode-locked laser, NBUTC-PD: Near-
ballistic uni-travelling-carrier photodiode, IQ: In-phase/quadrature electrooptical modulator, DP-QPSK:
Dual-polarization QPSK modulator, MZM: Mach–Zehnder modulator)
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been demonstrated including 25 km of fiber transmission [10]. Spectral efficient modulation formats
have also been employed, at 20 Gb/s and 40 Gb/s based on quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK)
and 16-QAM formats, respectively [11], and up to 100 Gb/s based on 16-QAM with PolMux [12]. A
system based on optical OFDM with optical detection has also been demonstrated [13]. For fixed
wireless access over the kilometer distance, photonic wireless links in the 75j110 GHz band have
been reported at G 10 Gb/s employing differential phase-shift keying modulation [14]. Finally,
millimeter-wave systems operating at frequencies higher than 110GHzbased on photonic generation
have been demonstrated to provide error-free 9 20 Gb/s at 300 GHz with OOK modulation [5].

Photonic millimeter-wave wireless links have been reported using the wide RF bandwidth in a
single channel. A different approach is to allocate multiple channels of lower data rate signals to
serve different users in the system. The multiband approach also enables flexible bandwidth
allocation by aggregating channels, thus relaxing the power and bandwidth requirements of elec-
trooptical equipment such as digital-to-analog/analog-to-digital converters (DAC/ADC) for energy-
efficient and cost-effective systems. Combined optical access and wireless transmission of
multiband OFDM-based signals in the 60-GHz band has been demonstrated based on subcarrier
multiplexing (SCM) [3]. Wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) architectures can also be em-
ployed, where multiple wavelengths produced by an optical frequency comb or by a continuous-
wave laser array support the different channels [15].

A number of approaches have been demonstrated for optical comb generation. Mode-locked
lasers provide stable and sharp spectral components over a wide bandwidth with low noise
qualities. In addition, optical frequency combs based on electrooptic modulators driven by large-
amplitude sinusoidal signals permit arbitrary wavelength spacing by adjusting the frequency of the
sinusoidal signals [16]–[18]. Although this technique can provide a relatively flat optical comb, it can
be limited by the insertion loss of the modulator together with the modulation efficiency. Finally, gain-
switched pulsed lasers can be employed for simple and cost-efficient multicarrier generation [19].
Additionally, the number of combwavelengths can be increasedwithout influencing optical bandwidth
by applying an adequate time-domain periodic multiphase modulation on the laser pulse train [20].

In this paper, we experimentally demonstrate the optical generation, wireless transmission, and
electrical heterodyn detection of multiband OFDM-based wireless signals in the 75j110 GHz band.
The proposed system has the following advantages: 1) Electrical OFDM modulation with a high
number of subcarriers has been widely used in optical and wireless communications systems to
benefit from its high spectral efficiency, flexibility, and robustness against fiber dispersion impair-
ments and wireless multipath fading [3], [21]. 2) Seamless allocation of multiple channels in the
wide RF bandwidth is demonstrated enabled by optical comb generation [22]. 3) Optical heterodyn
mixing enables seamless optical frequency upconversion, highly scalable in RF frequency [13]. The
phase and frequency drift originated from the wireless signal generation, and detection is com-
pensated by baseband digital signal processing (DSP) at the receiver, thus avoiding the need for
phase-locking techniques. Based on this approach, we have demonstrated the combined SSMF
and wireless transmission of a three-channel QPSK-OFDM signal at 8.3 Gb/s/ch with a bandwidth
of 5 GHz/ch (15-GHz total RF bandwidth) [22], as summarized in Table 1. The wireless transmis-
sion of three-channel signals has also been demonstrated employing 16-QAM-OFDM [23], as
summarized in Table 1. In this paper, the wireless transmission of four-channel 16-QAM-OFDM
signals [24] is compared with that of the signal generated in a single-band system, with a bit error
rate (BER) performance within the standard forward error correction (FEC) limit of 2 � 10�3, as
summarized in Table 1. After removing the 7% overhead for FEC, the effective data rates are
17.8 Gb/s and 8.9 Gb/s/ch with a spectral efficiency of 2.8 b/s/Hz and 2.8 b/s/Hz/ch, respectively.

2. Theoretical Description
Considering the line-of-sight (LOS) case in the wireless link, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the
receiver side can be calculated in dB using the link power budget equation [25]

SNR ¼ PT þGT þGR � LFS � LI � No þ 10logðBÞ þ NFð Þ (1)
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where PT is the transmitter power, GT and GR are the transmitter and receiver antenna gain,
respectively, IL is the implementation loss of the link, N0 is the thermal noise in 1 Hz of bandwidth,
B is the system bandwidth, and NF is the noise figure of the receiver. LFS represents the free
space loss as given by LFS ¼ 20logð4�fd=cÞ, where c is the light speed, f is the signal frequency,
and d is the wireless distance in the far field.

For link budget analysis, the most important aspect of a given modulation technique is the SNR
necessary for a receiver to achieve a specified level of reliability in terms of BER. BER is a function
of the energy per bit relative to the noise power Eb=No. In the additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) channel, single carrier and OFDM have approximately the same performance in terms of
Eb=No, and the theoretical BER of 16-QAM-OFDM is shown in Fig. 1 [25]. The corresponding curve
simulated for the 16-QAM-OFDM signal employed in the experimental work exhibits slight differ-
ences with the theoretical curve, as shown in Fig. 1. Note that Eb=No is independent of the system
data rate Rb. SNR and Eb=No can be related by

SNR ¼ ðEb=NoÞ � ðRb=BÞ: (2)

In addition, considering the resistance load and the responsivity of the photodetector employed in
the experimental work, PT can be related to the received optical power Popt by

PT (dBm) ¼ 2Popt(dBm)� 22: (3)

3. Experimental Setup
Fig. 2 shows the schematic of the experimental setup. At the optical OFDM transmitter, a baseband
OFDM signal is generated employing a two-channel arbitrary waveform generator (Tektronix
AWG7122C) and in-phase/quadrature (IQ) electrooptical modulation. The OFDM signal comprises
a data stream consisting of a pseudorandom bit sequence (PRBS) of length 215 � 1 mapped onto
72 16-QAM subcarriers, which, together with eight pilot subcarriers, one zero power dc subcarrier,
and 47 zero-power edge subcarriers, are converted to the time domain via an inverse fast Fourier
transform (IFFT) of size 128. A cyclic prefix of length 13 samples is employed, resulting in an OFDM
symbol size of 141. To facilitate OFDM frame synchronization and channel estimation, ten training
symbols are inserted at the beginning of each OFDM frame that contains 150 data symbols. The
real and imaginary parts of the complex OFDM signal are clipped and converted to analog signals
at the outputs of the AWG. The two filtered signals are amplified and applied to an IQ modulator
connected to an external-cavity laser (ECL) at �1 ¼ 1549:9 nm with 100-kHz linewidth. The IQ
modulator reduces to half the bandwidth requirement of the DAC, although it introduces high
transmission loss as it is biased at the minimum transmission point. In this way, an optical OFDM
signal is generated, which is amplified by an erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA). An optical
bandpass filter with 0.8-nm bandwidth is employed to filter noise.

The optical OFDM signal is expanded by optical comb generation based on an electrooptic phase
modulator (PM) [16] to form five OFDM channels. The output from the comb is further filtered by a

Fig. 1. Bit error probability curve for 16-QAM-OFDM in AWGN.
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fiber Bragg grating (FBG) with 25-GHz bandwidth operating in reflection to reduce crosstalk penalty
from the edge comb lines, as shown in Fig. 3(a). The comb wavelength spacing is set to 3.75 GHz to
minimize crosstalk penalty while maximizing spectral efficiency. It should be noted that the optical
comb repeats the same OFDM signal. The effect of crosstalk when independent data bit streams are
coded for each OFDM channel should be further investigated for the application in reality. This could
be done by using different optical carriers and modulate each of them in a different I/Q modulator by
each OFDM data signal. The modulated optical carriers would then be optically combined to
generate an optical multiband OFDM signal, as shown in [15]. Decorrelation of adjacent channels at
least has usually been considered for emulation of a real system, e.g., by employing frequency
shifting and optical delay [21] or two modulators for odd and even channels [15].

To perform optical frequency upconversion, the optical OFDM signal at point (1) in Fig. 2 is
amplified and combined with an unmodulated continuous-wave optical carrier from an ECL with
100-kHz linewidth at �2 located at the desired RF carrier apart. Fig. 3(b) shows the spectrum of the
combined signal at point (2) in Fig. 2. The combined signal is transmitted over fiber to a remote
antenna site where the optical ODFM signal and the unmodulated carrier are heterodyn mixed in a
100-GHz photodetector (u2t Photonics, XPDV4120R). The photodetected signal is an OFDM signal

Fig. 3. (a) Optical spectra measured at various points in Fig. 2. (b) Optical spectra measured at point (2)
in Fig. 2. (Resolution bandwidth: 0.01 nm).

Fig. 2. Experimental setup of an OFDM photonic wireless system in the 75j110 GHz band.
Configuration (A): single-band system. Configuration (B): multiband system employing optical comb
generation. PC: Polarization controller, VOA: Variable optical attenuator.
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at the desired RF carrier in the 75j110 GHz band, which is fed to a rectangular horn antenna in the
75j110 GHz band with 24-dBi gain.

After wireless transmission, the RF OFDM signal is received by a similar antenna with 25-dBi
gain and amplified by a low-noise amplifier (LNA; Radiometer Physics, 75j105 GHz) with 25-dB
gain. An electrical mixer (75j110 GHz RF and 1j36 GHz IF) driven by a local oscillator (LO) signal
at 74 GHz is employed for frequency downconversion. The LO signal is generated by frequency
doubling a 37-GHz signal from a signal generator (Rohde&Schwarz, SMF100A). The down-
converted signal is digitized by a digital signal analyzer at 80 GS/s with 32-GHz real-time bandwidth
(Agilent, DSAX93204A) and demodulated by offline DSP.

In the receiver DSP, each OFDM channel is demodulated individually after frequency downcon-
version and low-pass filtering (LPF). For each baseband OFDM channel, time synchronization,
frequency and channel estimation, pilot-assisted phase estimation, data recovery by symbol map-
ping and serialization, and BER test are performed. To mitigate the dispersion and nonlinearity
effects induced by fiber and wireless transmission, one-tap equalizer and an effective algorithm
combining intrasymbol frequency-domain averaging [26] and digital phase-locked loop are em-
ployed for channel estimation. The effect of the algorithm can be observed in the constellation
diagrams in [23]. The pilot-assisted phase estimation consists of estimating the common phase
error due to the laser phase noise, as described in [27]. BER is evaluated by counting the number of
errors considering 42 912 bits. Note that the frequency/phase estimation algorithm (frequency and
channel estimation and pilot-assisted phase estimation) can track the frequency jitter of the ECL
lasers provided that a maximum frequency offset is not exceeded; otherwise, advanced algorithms
may be employed [13].

4. Transmission Performance
The feasibility of the photonic generation and wireless transmission of 16-QAM-OFDM signals in
the 75–110 GHz band has been evaluated. The performance of single-band signals generated by
IQ modulation and optical heterodyn upconversion, configuration (A) in Fig. 2 is first evaluated.
Wireless transmission performance is further evaluated when the RF bandwidth is used in multiple
channels employing optical comb generation, configuration (B) in Fig. 2. The performance of the
single-channel signal in the multiband system when the RF signal driving the PM in Fig. 2 is off is
also evaluated.

4.1. Single-Band System
In the single-band system, configuration (A) in Fig. 2, the AWG operates at 10 GS/s, resulting in

an optical OFDM signal at 19.14 Gb/s ð10 GS/s � log2ð16Þ � 72=141 � 150=160Þ with a bandwidth of
6.328 GHz ð10 GS/s � 81=128Þ. Two antialiasing LPF with 3.4-GHz bandwidth are employed at the
AWG outputs. The RF carrier frequency is set at 80.6 GHz by tuning �2 in Fig. 2.

Fig. 4(a) shows the BER performance of the 19.14-Gb/s single-band 16-QAM-OFDM signal as a
function of the received optical power at point (3) in Fig. 2 for different wireless transmission
distances compared with the theoretical slope for 16-QAM-OFDM in AWGN. The receiver sen-
sitivities at the FEC limit of 2 � 10�3 are �2.1 dBm, �0.7 dBm, and 1.7 dBm for 0.5 m, 0.75 m, and
1.3 m of wireless distance, respectively. Fig. 4(b) shows received constellations confirming the
BER performance shown in Fig. 4(a). The electrical spectrum of the 19.14-Gb/s signal after
digitization at the receiver is shown in Fig. 4(c).

The difference in the receiver sensitivity at 0.5 m and 0.75 m or at 0.75 m and 1.3 m is near the
theoretical values of 1.75 dB or 2.4 dB, respectively. From (1) and (3), the difference in the received
optical power Popt required for a given BER at different wireless distance due to the increased free
space loss LFS is given by �Popt ¼ �LFS=2. In addition, the signal does not exhibit an apparent
BER floor, and it is not expected to be significantly limited by the residual phase error after pilot-
assisted phase estimation considering an estimated phase error variance of 0.0179 rad2 for a
combined laser linewidth of 200 kHz and a symbol rate of 70.2 MSymbol/s [28].
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4.2. Multiband System
In the multiband system, configuration (B) in Fig. 2, the AWG operates at 5 GS/s, resulting in

an optical OFDM signal at 9.57 Gb/s ð5 GS/s � log2ð16Þ � 72=141 � 150=160Þ with a bandwidth of
3.164 GHz ð5 GS/s � 81=128Þ. Two antialiasing LPF with 2.5-GHz bandwidth are employed at the
AWG outputs. The RF carrier frequency is set at 88 GHz by tuning �2 in Fig. 2.

Up to four RF OFDM bands out of the five optical OFDM bands can be demodulated within the
FEC limits due to the frequency response of the photodetector. BER performance of the four OFDM
channels at 9.57 Gb/s/ch has been evaluated and compared with the performance of the 9.57-Gb/s
single-band OFDM signal. The performance of the single-band OFDM signal is evaluated when the
RF signal driving the PM in Fig. 2 is off. Fig. 5 shows the electrical spectra of the single- and four-
band OFDM signals after digitization at the receiver. Received constellations are also shown in
Fig. 5, confirming the BER performance shown in Fig. 6. Fig. 6 shows the measured BER as a
function of the received optical power at point (3) in Fig. 2. Fig. 6(a) shows BER performance of the
9.57-Gb/s single-band 16-QAM-OFDM signal for combined optical and wireless transmission
compared with the theoretical slope for 16-QAM-OFDM in AWGN. The receiver sensitivity at the
FEC limit of 2 � 10�3 is �4.2 dBm and �0.6 dBm for optical back-to-back (B2B) and 0.6 m and 1.3 m

Fig. 5. Electrical spectra after digitization at the receiver at 4.5 dBm received optical power for optical
B2B and 0.6 m wireless distance, and constellation diagrams, for configuration (B) in Fig. 2. (a) 9.57 Gb/s
single-band OFDM signal. (b) 9.57 Gb/s/ch four-band OFDM signal.

Fig. 4. (a) BER performance of the 19.14 Gb/s single-band system, configuration (A) in Fig. 2, as a
function of the received optical power and wireless distance. (b) Constellation diagrams. (c) Electrical
spectrum after digitization at the receiver at 2 dBm received optical power and 0.75 m wireless distance.
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of wireless distance, respectively. As compared with the 9.57-Gb/s single-band OFDM signal in
Fig. 6(a), the 19.14-Gb/s single-band OFDM signal in Fig. 4(a) exhibits 2.7-dB and 2.3-dB penalty in
receiver sensitivity, respectively. Theoretically, it is expected that the single-band OFDM signal
in Fig. 4(a) at twice the data rate and bandwidth have a near 1.5-dB receiver sensitivity penalty
compared with the single-band OFDM signal in Fig. 6(a), as given by 10logð2Þ=2 from (1), (2), and
(3). The difference between theory and experiment may be mainly ascribed to the higher optical
SNR penalty due to residual laser phase noise, which is expected for the lower symbol rate signal
in Fig. 6(a) with an estimated phase error variance of 0.0358 rad2 [28]. The BER curves in
Figs. 4(a) and 6(a) have similar slopes. In addition, optical transmission over 22.8 km of SSMF
induces 0.4-dB receiver sensitivity penalty for 0.6-m wireless distance. BER is degraded for
received optical power higher than 0.3 dBm due to fiber nonlinearity, corresponding to an optical
power of 5.8 dBm at the input of the fiber. The fiber nonlinearity is the reason that the BER is not
below the FEC limit for combined 22.8-km SSMF and 1.3-m wireless distance.

Fig. 6(b) shows the wireless transmission performance of the four OFDM bands for optical B2B
compared with the theoretical slope for 16-QAM-OFDM in AWGN. There is negligible power penalty
among the different OFDM bands when one OFDM subcarrier in the second band is removed
during BER evaluation. The receiver sensitivity at the FEC limit of 2 � 10�3 is 1.5 dBm and 4.3 dBm
for 0.6 m and 1.3 m of wireless distance, respectively. The optical comb reduces the optical SNR;
the maximum power spectral density decreases by 6.6j7.6 dB, as shown in Fig. 3(b), thus inducing
a receiver sensitivity penalty of 5.7 dB and 4.9 dB for 0.6 m and 1.3 m of wireless distance,
respectively. The four-band BER in Fig. 6(b) slope more gradually with received optical power than
the single-band BER in Fig. 6(a) due to the increased optical noise. Although the SNR is dominated
by electrical noise, decreasing the received optical power increases the BER, the optical noise
affects performance. Reducing the channel spacing would increase the optical noise, thus reducing
the slope, as shown in [23]. Furthermore, BER is degraded for received optical power higher than
5 dBm and 6 dBm due to receiver saturation. In addition, although it is expected that BER is
degraded due to fiber nonlinearity from a higher received optical power for the multiband OFDM
signal compared with the single-band OFDM signal [23], the BER is not below the FEC limit for
combined 22.8-km SSMF and 0.6- or 1.3-m wireless distance.

Fig. 6 also indicates that the required received optical power to achieve BER G 2 � 10�3 is up to
5 dBm, corresponding to amaximum transmitter power of�12 dBm and amaximumEIRP of 12 dBm.
The received RF power is approximately �36 dBm and �36.5 dBm for 2-dBm and 5-dBm received
optical power at 0.6 m and 1.3 m of wireless distance, respectively. The wireless distance could be
extended by employing aW-band high-power amplifier at the transmitter and a higher gain LNA at the
receiver side.

As expected, the difference in the receiver sensitivity at 0.6 m and 1.3 m in Fig. 6(a) and in Fig. 6(b)
is near 3.4 dB, as given by �Popt ¼ �LFS=2.

Fig. 6. BER performance of the multiband system, configuration (B) in Fig. 2, as a function of received
optical power. (a) 9.57 Gb/s single-band OFDM signal as a function of optical and wireless transmission
distance. (b) 9.57 Gb/s/ch four-band OFDM signal as a function of wireless distance for optical B2B.
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The herein demonstrated system supports four channels in 14.4-GHz total bandwidth with
4.3-dBm receiver optical sensitivity for 1.3-m wireless distance as compared with three channels in
11.2-GHz or 9.4-GHz total bandwidth with 2.8 dBm or 3.2 dBm, respectively [23].

The demonstrated single-band transmission could be suitable for delivering 10-Gigabit Ethernet
signals [see Fig. 6(a)] or UHDTV signals [see Fig. 4(a)] to a single user. Although with higher
complexity and lower performance, the multiband system [see Fig. 6(b)] could be suitable for
providing multiuser or higher capacity access, e.g., up to four 10-Gigabit Ethernet users and up to
two UHDTV users or one OC-768/STM-256 user by aggregating channels.

5. Conclusion
The photonic generation and wireless transmission of electrical 16-QAM-OFDM signals in the
75j110 GHz band has been experimentally demonstrated using a single RF band and when the
RF bandwidth is used in multiple channels. A single-band system at 17.8-Gb/s effective data rate in
6.3-GHz bandwidth has been demonstrated up to 1.3 m of wireless distance. This signal exhibits up
to 2.7-dB penalty in receiver optical sensitivity as compared with a single band at 8.9 Gb/s effective
data rate in 3.2-GHz bandwidth in a system supporting multiband generation. The transmission of
the 8.9-Gb/s signal over combined 22.8-km SSMF and 0.6-m wireless distance has also been
demonstrated. The transmission of up to four channels at an effective data rate of 8.9 Gb/s/ch in
14.4-GHz bandwidth has been demonstrated up to 1.3 m of wireless distance employing an
optical comb. The proposed multiband radio-over-fiber approach can provide a cost- and power-
efficient solution for high-capacity hybrid wireless/optical links supporting multiple users with
flexible bandwidth allocation.
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Abstract—We present a simple architecture for realizing high ca-
pacity W-band (75–110GHz) photonics-wireless system. 42.13Gbit/s
16QAM-OFDM optical baseband signal is obtained in a seamless
15GHz spectral bandwidth by using an optical frequency comb gen-
erator, resulting in a spectral efficiency of 2.808 bits/s/Hz. Trans-
parent photonic heterodyne up-conversion based on two free-running
lasers is employed to synthesize the W-band wireless signal. In the
experiment, we program an improved DSP receiver and successfully
demonstrate photonics-wireless transmission of 8.9Gbit/s, 26.7Gbit/s
and 42.13Gbit/s 16QAM-OOFDM W-band signals, with achieved
bit-error-rate (BER) performance below the forward error correction
(FEC) limit.

1. INTRODUCTION

Due to the explosive bandwidth growth expected from the emerg-
ing wireless applications such as 3-D face-to-face communication
and super Hi-Vision/Ultra High Definition TV data (more than
24Gbit/s) [1], wireless communication links with very large capacity
(towards 100Gbit/s) are envisioned. However, current microwave wire-
less systems can provide only tens of Mbit/s because of regulatory con-
straints [2–4]. An alternative solution is to shift the carrier frequency
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to the millimeter-wave bands, where several GHz unregulated available
bandwidths are able to potentially provide very high capacity. Com-
pared to 60GHz [5, 6] and 120GHz bands, the unregulated W-band
(75–110GHz) is recently attracting increasing research interests due
to less air absorption loss and larger available frequency window [7, 8].
Furthermore, radio over fiber techniques in the W-band fiber-wireless
system are expected to enable not only broadband services and wide
wireless coverage, but also seamless integration of wireless links into
future optical networks.

As a highly spectral efficient and flexible modulation technique,
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) has been widely
used in current wireless system [9, 10], since it is robust against
fiber dispersion effects (chromatic dispersion and polarization mode
dispersion) in optical fiber channels and wireless multipath fading
in wireless channels. In the 60GHz band, OFDM technique has
already been used to realize 27Gbit/s [11] and 28Gbit/s [12] 16-
quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM)-OFDM fiber-wireless links
with coherent optical up-conversion at a modulator. In the W-band,
quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK) and 16-QAM have also been
used to achieve 20Gbit/s [13] and 40Gbit/s [14] wireless links. So
far, no high speed OFDM W-band wireless transmission system has
been reported. In these reported 60GHz band and W-band schemes,
hybrid photonic-electronic up-conversion (coherent method) is used
to generate the high wireless carrier frequency, and 2.5m wireless
transmission with achieved performance slightly above the forward
error correction (FEC) limit in [11] and 30mm wireless transmission
with achieved performance below the FEC limit in [13, 14] are
demonstrated. Recently, a photonic up/down-conversion (incoherent
method) with RF/bit-rate transparency has also been proposed for a
40Gbit/s OFDM W-band system without air transmission [15]. The
wireless transmission demonstration of very high speed OFDM W-
band signals will therefore contribute to the needed development of
ultra-broadband wireless communication technology.

In this paper, we present for the first time, a high speed and
scalable photonics-wireless transmission system in 75–110GHz by
combining the spectral efficient OFDM modulation and coherent
optical frequency division multiplexing techniques. By using optical
heterodyne mixing of a high-speed optical OFDM baseband signal
with a free-running laser, the system can seamlessly generate a
high capacity W-band wireless signal, while preserving transparency
to bit rates, modulation format and RF carrier. A digital signal
processing (DSP) based receiver benefits us with significant complexity
reduction and increased flexibility. Furthermore, 0.6m photonics-
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wireless transmission of 42.13Gbit/s OOFDM signal is successfully
achieved in the experiment. We also demonstrate the capacity and
bandwidth scalability of the proposed system.

2. PRINCIPLE OF HETERODYNE UP-CONVERSION
AND DOWN-CONVERSION

The block diagram of the proposed system is shown in Fig. 1. In
the transmitter, the optical in-phase/quadrature-modulated OFDM
signal is heterodyne mixed with a free running laser to generate the W-
band wireless signal. The baseband electrical OFDM signal EOFDM(t),
the optical OFDM signal Es(t) and the beating laser Ec(t) can be
represented as:

EOFDM(t) = I(t) + jQ(t),

Es(t) =
√
Ps · EOFDM(t) · exp[−j(ωst+ φs(t))],

Ec(t) =
√
Pc · exp[−j(ωct+ φc(t))], (1)

where I(t) and Q(t) are the real and image part of the electrical
baseband OFDM signal. Ps, ωs and φs(t) represent the optical power,
angular frequency and phase of the signal laser respectively, so as Pc,
ωc and φc(t) for the beating laser. The combined signal is beating at a
photodiode for heterodyne up-conversion, and the output signal E(t)
could be described as:

E(t) ∝ |Es(t) + jEc(t)|2 = Ps + Pc + ERF(t),

ERF(t) = 2
√
PsPc · [I(t) · sin(�ωt+�φ(t))

+Q(t) · cos(�ωt+�φ(t))],

�ω = ωc − ωs, �φ(t) = φc(t)− φs(t), (2)
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Figure 1. The block diagram of the proposed photonics-wireless
system.
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where ERF(t) represents the generated W-band signal with carrier
frequency of �ω, and the phase noise of signal laser and beating laser
are included in �φ(t). By using a horn antenna, the W-band wireless
signal is detected after air transmission. AW-band balanced mixer and
a sinusoidal LO signal are used for electrical down-conversion. The LO
signal is expressed as ELO(t) =

√
PLO · cos(ωLOt+ φLO(t)), here PLO,

ωLO and φLO(t) represent the power, angular frequency and phase of
the LO signal, respectively. After the electrical down-conversion, the
generated intermediate frequency (IF) signal can be described as:

EIF(t) = 〈ERF(t) · ELO(t)〉
=
√

PsPcPLO · [I(t) · sin(�ωIFt+�φIF(t))

+Q(t) · cos(�ωIFt+�φIF(t))],

�ωIF = ωLO − (ωc − ωs), �φIF(t) = φLO(t)− (φc(t)− φs(t)), (3)

where �ωIF and �φIF(t) represent the angular frequency and phase of
the IF carrier signal. The phase noise of the signal laser, beating
laser and LO signal are all included in �φIF(t). After electrical
down-conversion, 2-steps demodulation algorithms are performed in
our DSP receiver. In the first step, IF frequency down-conversion
is implemented by multiplying IF signal EIF(t) by exp(−j�ωIFt), as
expressed in Eq. (4). A low-pass filter is used to filter out the high-
order items, and the generated signal E1(t)

′ is described in Eq. (4) as
well.

E1(t) = EIF(t) · exp(−j�ωIFt),

E1(t)
′ =

1

2

√
PsPcPLO · [I(t) · sin(�φIF(t))− jI(t) · cos(�φIF(t))

+Q(t) · cos(�φIF(t)) + jQ(t) · sin(�φIF(t))]

= −1

2
j
√
PsPcPLO · (I(t) + jQ(t)) · exp(j�φIF(t)). (4)

As shown in Eq. (4), the I(t) + jQ(t) item is the desired OFDM
signal, and the exp(j�φIF(t)) item is the phase noise which need to
be removed. Therefore, in the second step, frequency and channel
estimation and pilot-based phase noise estimation algorithms are used
for the OFDM demodulation in our experiment.

3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Figure 2 shows the experimental setup of the proposed high
capacity 16QAM-OFDM W-band wireless transmission system. At
the 16QAM-OOFDM transmitter, an arbitrary waveform generator
(AWG, Tektronix AWG 7122C) is performed to generate the OFDM
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waveform. In the signal generator, a data stream with a pseudo-
random bit sequence (PRBS) length of 215 − 1 is mapped onto 72 16-
QAM subcarriers, which are converted into the time domain together
with 8 pilot subcarriers, one unfilled DC subcarrier, and 47 unfilled
edge subcarriers by applying 128-point inverse fast Fourier transform
(IFFT) [16]. The cyclic prefix is 1/10 of the IFFT length resulting in
an OFDM symbol size of 141. To facilitate time synchronization and
channel estimation, 10 training symbols are inserted at the beginning
of each OFDM frame that contains 150 data symbols. The real and
imaginary parts of the OFDM signal are clipped and converted to
analog signals by two D/A converters operating at 5GS/s with a
D/A resolution of 10 bits. The generated OFDM signals are filtered
by two antialiasing low-pass filters (LPFs) with 2.5GHz bandwidth,
and then used to modulate a 100 kHz-linewidth continuous-wave (CW)
external cavity laser (ECL, λ1 = 1552.886 nm) at an optical in-
phase/quadrature (I/Q) modulator biased at its null point. An optical
OFDM signal at a net data rate of 9.57Gbit/s (5GSa/s × 4 × 72 ÷
141×150÷160) with a bandwidth of 3.164GHz (5GSa/s×81÷128) is
formed. An erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) and an optical filter
with 0.8 nm bandwidth are used to compensate the loss of optical I/Q
modulator and filter out the outband noise, respectively.

Subsequently, the optical OFDM signal is launched into an optical
frequency comb generator employing an overdriven Mach-Zehnder
modulator (MZM). The MZM is biased in its nonlinear region by
equalizing the power of the central 3 comb lines. The frequency spacing
of the comb lines is set to 3.125GHz, 4GHz and 5GHz for scalability
testing. In the case of 4GHz comb spectral spacing, 72 OFDM
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subcarriers are adopted in each comb-line to obtain an optical OFDM
signal at 28.72Gbit/s (3lines×5GSa/s×4×72÷141×150÷160) with a
spectral bandwidth of 11.164GHz (5GSa/s×81÷128+2×4GHz). In
the case of 3.125GHz spacing, one edge subcarrier of the OFDM signal
in each comb-line is deleted to avoid the inter-symbol interference
(ISI), resulting in an optical OFDM signal at 28.32Gb/s with a
spectral bandwidth of 9.375GHz (3lines × 5GSa/s × 80 ÷ 128). In
the case of 5GHz spacing, the sampling rate of AWG is set to
8GSa/s, and 71 OFDM subcarriers are adopted in each comb-line to
obtain an optical OFDM signal at 45.31Gbit/s (3lines × 8GSa/s ×
4 × 71 ÷ 141 × 150 ÷ 160) with a spectral bandwidth of 15GHz
(3lines×8GSa/s×80÷128). The generated optical signal at the output
of optical comb generator is seamless in the case of 3.125GHz and
5GHz spectral spacing, because the comb spacing is integral multiple
of the OFDM subcarrier spacing and all of the OFDM subcarriers from
different comb lines are orthogonal to each other. The second EDFA
and optical filter with 0.8 nm bandwidth are used to compensate the
insertion loss of the optical comb generator and to eliminate the high-
order modulation sidebands. It is noted that these 3-lines OFDM
signals are correlated, and the de-correlation of 3-lines and the effect
of inter-channel interference (ICI) between different lines are under
further investigation from a practical point of view.

The optical 3-lines 16QAM-OFDM signal is then combined with
a 100 kHz linewidth free-running CW laser (λ2 = 1553.574 nm)
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Figure 3. (a) The optical spectra of optical baseband signal (single-
line, 3-lines with 3.125GHz spacing and 4GHz spacing) and local
oscillator (LO). (b) Electrical spectra of 16QAM-OOFDM signal
(single-line, 3-lines with 3.125GHz, 4GHz and 5GHz spacing) after
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for optical transparent generation of W-band wireless signals. The
measured optical spectra of single-line, 3-lines with 3.125GHz and
4GHz spacing at the input of the photodiode are shown in the Fig. 3(a).
After 22.8 km of standard single mode fiber (SSMF) propagation, the
combined optical signal is heterodyne mixed in a 100GHz bandwidth
photodiode (PD, u2t XPDV4120R) at the remote antenna site to
generate a W-band wireless signal, which is then fed to a W-band
horn antenna with 24 dBi gain. A photograph of the global view of the
wireless link is inserted in Fig. 2 as well. After air transmission, the
signal is detected by a horn antenna with 25 dBi gain and amplified by
a W-band 25 dB gain low-noise amplifier (LNA, Radiometer Physics
W-LAN). A W-band balanced mixer driven by a 74GHz sinusoidal
LO signal after frequency doubling from a 37GHz signal synthesizer
(Rohde & Schwarz SMF 100A) is employed for electrical down-
conversion. The electrical spectra of intermediate frequency (IF)
signals after down-conversion for single-line, 3-lines with 3.125GHz,
4GHz and 5GHz spacing are shown in Fig. 3(b).

An 80GSa/s real-time sampling oscilloscope with 32GHz analog
bandwidth (Agilent DSAX93204A) is used to capture the IF signals.
Offline signal demodulation is then performed by a DSP-based
receiver consisting of frequency down-conversion, time synchronization,
frequency and channel estimation, pilot-based phase estimation, data
mapping and bit error rate (BER) tester. Furthermore, we program
one-tap equalizer and an effective channel estimation algorithm by
combining the intra symbol frequency-domain averaging (ISFA) [17, 18]
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signal after 22.8 km SMF and 0.65m air distance transmission without
ISFA-DPLL (BER of 1.49 × 10−2) and with ISFA-DPLL (BER of
2.33× 10−5).
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and digital phase-locked loop (DPLL) to mitigate the dispersion
and nonlinearity (e.g., four-wave mixing) effects induced by fiber
and wireless transmission. We can clearly observe the performance
improvement by comparing the received constellations with/without
ISFA-DPLL for 9.57Gb/s (single-line) 16QAM-OFDM W-band signal
after 22.8 km SMF and 0.65m air transmission in Fig. 4.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The millimeter-wave carrier frequency is set to 86GHz in our
experiment to match the central operation frequency of the electrical
mixer. To test the system scalability, we measure the performance
for single line, 3-lines with 3.125GHz, 4GHz and 5GHz spacing at
bit rates of 9.57Gbit/s, 28.32Gbit/s, 28.72Gbit/s and 45.31Gbit/s,
respectively. After considering the 7% Reed-Solomon forward-error
correction (FEC) overhead, the effective net bit rate is 8.9Gbit/s,
26.33Gbit/s, 26.7Gbit/s, and 42.13Gbit/s, respectively.

Figure 5(a) shows the measured BER in terms of the received
optical power into the PD after different air transmission distances
in optical back-to-back (B2B) for both single-line and 3-lines with
4GHz spacing. In the case of single-line, the 4GHz driving RF
signal at optical frequency comb generator is off. We can observe
that the receiver sensitivity at the FEC limit (BER of 2 × 10−3) is
achieved at −2.5 dBm and −0.5 dBm for air transmission of 0.65m and
1.35m, respectively. The signal to noise ratio decreases as air distance
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increases, resulting in higher required optical power at the FEC limit.
For 3-lines with 4GHz spacing, we can see that the receiver sensitivity
of the 1st line to reach the FEC limit is 1 dBm and 2.8 dBm for air
transmission of 0.65m and 1.35m, respectively. There is negligible
power penalty among different lines, and about 3.5 dB power penalty
between single line case and 3-lines cases at the same air distance.
This power penalty is expected, since the optical signal to noise ratio
(OSNR) of 3-lines is about 5 dB lower than that of single-line at a given
optical power, as indicated in Fig. 3(a).
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Figure 5(b) presents the BER performance of 8.9Gbit/s (single-
line) and 26.7Gbit/s (3-lines with 4GHz spacing) 16QAM-OFDM W-
band signal after hybrid 22.8 km SMF and 0.65m air transmission.
Compared to the optical B2B case, the system performance is degraded
when the received optical power into the PD is higher than 0 dBm for
single-line case and 2 dBm for 3-lines case. This can be explained that
OFDM signal is sensitive to the nonlinearity of the fiber and wireless
channel due to its high peak-to-average-power-ratio (PAPR).
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Figure 6(a) and Fig. 7(a) depict the BER curves of 26.33Gbit/s
(3-lines with 3.125GHz spacing) and 42.13Gbit/s (3-lines with 5GHz
spacing) W-band signal wireless transmissions. For 3-lines with
3.125GHz spacing, we can see that the receiver sensitivity of the 1st
line to reach the FEC limit is 1.9 dBm and 3.2 dBm for air transmission
of 0.6m and 1.35m, respectively. 0.9 dB power penalty compared to
3-lines with 4GHz spacing is attributed to the phase ripple and non-
flat frequency response, which degrade the orthogonality of the OFDM
subcarriers and introduce inter-symbol interference (ISI). In the case of
3-lines with 5GHz spacing, we successfully achieve BER performance
below the FEC limit for 42.13Gbit/s 16QAM-OFDM W-band signal
after 0.6m air transmission in the experiment. The receiver sensitivity
of the 1st line is 3.5 dBm, and there is negligible power penalty among
different comb lines. The received constellations of 26.33Gbit/s and
42.13Gbit/s W-band signals are shown in the Fig. 6(b) and Fig. 7(b)
as well.

5. CONCLUSION

We have presented a high speed OOFDM photonics-wireless
transmission system in 75–110GHz employing photonic technologies.
To our best knowledge, this is the first attempt to combine OFDM
modulation and coherent optical frequency division multiplexed
techniques to implement a W-band wireless signal up to 42.13Gbit/s.
By developing intra symbol frequency-domain averaging (ISFA)
and digital phase-locked loop (DPLL) as an improved channel
estimation method, 42.13Gbit/s 16QAM-OFDM signals at 86GHz are
successfully transmitted over 0.6m air distance. The proposed system
provides for us a promising solution to bring the capacities in optical
links to radio links, to realize the seamless integration of high speed
wireless and fiber-optic networks.
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h1 þ h2 � /=2 ¼ p=2; (6)

h3 þ h4 � /=2 ¼ p=2: (7)

The equivalent circuit of the filter is similar to a parallel-

coupled half-wavelength resonator filter, so the same design

method is available.

3. DESIGN EXAMPLE

A F4B substrate with a relative dielectric constant of 2.45, a

thickness of 0.8 mm, and a loss tangent of 0.001 is chosen for

the filter design. The corresponding parameters are listed below

h1 ¼ 70:6
�
; h2 ¼ 14:55

�
; h3 ¼ 40:11

�
; h4 ¼ 45:04

�
; / ¼ �9:7

�
;

K12 ¼ K34 ¼ 4:45; J23 ¼ 0:0012;

Z0 ¼ 52:18 X; Z0e ¼ 57:32 X; Z0o ¼ 47:9 X:

Figure 4 illustrates the measured and simulated results of the

filter. The designed center frequency is at 2.426 GHz with a

fraction bandwidth of 13.81% while the measured one is at 2.38

GHz with a fraction bandwidth of 13.45%. The first harmonic

passband is presented at about 3f0. The simulated minimum

insertion loss in the passband is 0.56 dB, while the measured

one is 0.84 dB. The difference is mainly caused by the extra

mismatch of the SMA connector in the measurement. Two

transmission zeroes are located at 1.43 and 2.98 GHz which

have greatly improved the roll-off rate. The implemented filter

is compact which has a dimension of 0.33kg by 0.21kg. Geo-
metric parameters of the filter are listed in Figure 1.

4. CONCLUSION

A bandpass filter using inductive coupled resonators is investi-

gated. The equivalent circuit of the filter is analyzed. Based on

the analysis, a fourth-order bandpass filter is fabricated which

shows compact size and good stopband rejection. The design

concept is validated as the measured result agrees well with the

simulation.
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ABSTRACT: We report on an experimental, W-band, uplink for hybrid
fiber-wireless systems which enables high speed communication from the
wireless end users to the central server. Overall system performances
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1. INTRODUCTION

Driven by the increasing demand for bandwidth intensive appli-

cations such as interactive 3D video, as well as the emergence

of the multifunctional portable devices as smart phones and tab-

let computers [1], the Federal Communications Commission

(FCC) has opened the commercial use of spectra in the 71–75.5

GHz, 81–86 GHz, 92–100 GHz, and 102–109.5 GHz bands [2],

which are recommended for multigigabit capacity wireless com-

munications. On the other hand, radio-over-fiber (RoF) technol-

ogy provides an elegant solution to deliver ubiquitous wireless

services through the centralized servers with low-cost and band-

width-abundant fiber-optic connectivity. In this context, the W-

band (75–110 GHz) hybrid fiber-wireless systems are under in-

tensive research [3–5]. To maximize the spectral efficiency, a

W-band OFDM data downlink transmission with multiple fre-

quency bands is recently reported [6, 7].

Meanwhile, to keep up with the increasing large-volume

instant video uploads, gigabit/s wireless capacity in the uplink

direction, from the wireless end users to the central server, can

be expected soon on demand [1]. In order to simultaneously

support multiple users with gigabit/s capacity per user, combin-

ing OFDM signal with frequency division multiple access

(FDMA) scheme in the W-band hybrid fiber-wireless networks

can be potentially a feasible solution. Figure 1 displays a typical

indoor wireless access environment, where multiple end user
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devices share the offered bandwidth. Depending on different

scenarios, the user number and bandwidth per user can be flexi-

bly allocated.

In this article, we present an experimental study of the pro-

posed W-band hybrid fiber-wireless system in the uplink direc-

tion. A W-band OFDM signal undergoes air transmission,

antenna detection followed by electrical down-conversion to an

intermediate frequency (IF), re-modulation onto an optical car-

rier, fiber transmission and is recovered at the receiver end by

offline digital signal processing (DSP). Electrical down-conver-

sion before optical re-modulation has the following advantages:

(1) Ultra-broadband optical modulator working up to W-band is

no longer needed; (2) The period of the periodical RF power

fading along transmission induced by the fiber dispersion is

effectively prolonged due to a lower carrier frequency used for

fiber transport [8]; (3) The down-converted IF signal can fit

within the 50 GHz WDM grid, enabling a potential integration

with future WDM-PON networks. A proof-of-concept demon-

stration of a single channel 1.48 Gbit/s 16QAM-OFDM signal

(occupying 840 MHz bandwidth) transmission over up to 2.3 m

air distance plus 22.8 km SSMF is presented.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The schematic diagram of the experimental setup is shown in

Figure 2. A electrical OFDM signal is generated by offline DSP

and converted to an analog signal by a 1.25 GS/s arbitrary

waveform generator (AWG). In the offline DSP, a data stream

consisting of a pseudo-random bit sequence (PRBS) of length

215-1 is mapped onto 129 subcarriers, of which 64 subcarriers

carry real QPSK/16QAM data and one is unfilled DC subcarrier.

The remaining 64 subcarriers are the complex conjugate of the

aforementioned 64 subcarriers to enforce Hermitian symmetry in

the input facet of 192-point IFFT. The cyclic prefix is 1/10 of

the IFFT length resulting in an OFDM symbol size of 211. For

frame synchronization and channel estimation, three training

symbols are inserted at the beginning of each OFDM frame that

contains 130 data symbols, resulting in a net data rate of 740.8

Mbit/s for QPSK and 1.48 Gbit/s (1.25 GS/s � 4 � 64/211 �
127/130) for 16QAM with a total bandwidth of 840 MHz (1.25

GS/s � 129/192). The generated OFDM signal is used to modu-

late a 100 kHz-linewidth external cavity laser (ECL, k1 ¼
1550.548 nm) at a Mach–Zehnder Modulator (MZM). After

amplification and filtering, the optical OFDM signal is combined

with a second 100 kHz-linewidth ECL (k2 ¼ 1549.896 nm) for

heterodyne up-conversion (see inset at point (a) in Fig. 2) at a

fast response photodetector (PD). The generated OFDM signal

centered at 81.5 GHz is launched to the air by a 25 dBi gain W-

band horn antenna, emulating the wireless signal of the end

user.

After the wireless transmission, the signal is picked up by a

second 25 dBi gain horn antenna and amplified by an electrical

low noise amplifier (LNA) with 4.5 dB noise factor before fed

into a broadband mixer, where the signal is mixed with a 74

GHz local oscillator (LO), resulting in an IF signal centered at

7.5 GHz. An ECL (k3 ¼ 1550.0 nm) is intensity modulated by

the IF signal at a second MZM and launched into a 22.8 km

SSMF. A 10 G PD is employed to recover the IF signal (inset at

point(c) in Fig. 2), which is sampled by a 40 GS/s digital sam-

pling oscilloscope (DSO) with 13 GHz real time bandwidth and

demodulated by offline DSP. The DSP receiver consists of fre-

quency down-conversion, low-pass filtering, synchronization,

channel estimation, data recovery by symbol mapping and seri-

alization, and a BER counter. In particular, a one-tap equalizer,

an intra-symbol frequency-domain averaging algorithm and a

digital phase-locked loop (DPLL) are used for channel estima-

tion to eliminate dispersion and nonlinearity effects induced dur-

ing the wireless and fiber transmission. BER is evaluated by

counting the number of errors considering 65,536 bits.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The quality of the W-band signal generated by the end user

emulator is firstly evaluated and used as a basic reference. In

this measurement, the down-converted electrical IF signal is

Figure 1 A typical indoor scenario with multiple wireless uplink

applications using FDMA scheme. [Color figure can be viewed in the

online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Figure 2 Experimental setup of the W-band uplink hybrid fiber-wireless system. Insets: Optical spectra at point (a) and electrical spectra at point (c).

[Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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directly sampled and demodulated without re-modulation onto

an optical carrier. The BER performance at different equivalent

isotropic radiated powers (EIRPs) for the QPSK/16QAM-OFDM

signals after 1.3 m and 2.3 m wireless transmission is shown in

Figure 3. For both QPSK-OFDM and 16QAM-OFDM signal,

the BER performance well below the 2 � 10�3 forward error

correction (FEC) limit can be achieved. No error is detected at

EIRP of 7 dBm and 11 dBm for the QPSK and 16QAM at 2.3

m wireless distance, respectively.

After the primary evaluation, the system transmission per-

formance is tested with a fixed value of EIRP set at 11 dBm for

both the QPSK and 16QAM signals. Figure 4 displays the BER

as a function of the received optical power (RoP) at the PD

(point (b) in Fig. 2) for the 740.8 Mbit/s QPSK-OFDM signal

before and after the 22.8 km SSMF transmission. For all cases,

the measured BER is well below the FEC limit and no error is

detected for 65,536 bits when the RoP is more than �11 dBm.

In Figure 4, it shows that optical fiber transmission over the

22.8 km link induces 0.5 dB receiver sensitivity penalty at the

FEC limit, which indicates that no severe RF power fading is

taking place. The constellation diagram of the received signal

after 2.3 m wireless plus 22.8 km SSMF transmission is shown

in the inset of Figure 4, which is clearly separated and no distor-

tion is observed.

The measured BER performance versus the RoP at the PD

for the 1.48 Gbit/s 16QAM-OFDM signal transmission is shown

in Figure 5. Similarly, it can be seen from Figure 5 that BER

values are achieved below the FEC limit for both the 1.3 m and

2.3 m wireless plus the 22.8 km fiber transmissions. However,

in the case of 2.3 m wireless transmission, there appears a slight

error floor above �8 dBm. This phenomenon can be attributed

to the limited SNR of the down-converted IF signal after re-

modulating onto the lightwave with the transmitted 11 dBm

EIRP, as shown in Figure 3. Moreover, respectively 1 dB and 2

dB power penalty at the FEC limit is induced by the 22.8 km

SSMF for 1.3 m and 2.3 m wireless cases. This is mainly due to

the fact that the accuracy of the channel estimation algorithm in

the DSP receiver, particularly the intra-symbol frequency-do-

main averaging algorithm and the DPLL, degrades with decrease

of signal SNR. A slight signal distortion can be noticed from

the received signal constellation shown in the inset of Figure 5.

4. CONCLUSION

We experimentally demonstrated a W-band hybrid fiber-wireless

uplink access system that has the potential to provide high-speed

connectivity from the wireless end user to the central server.

The proposed system is enabled by an electrical down-conver-

sion stage that eliminates the requirement for ultra-broadband

optical modulators, and also largely reduces the effect of the

dispersion-induced periodical RF fading. A proof-of-concept

demonstration of a single channel 1.48 Gbit/s 16QAM-OFDM

transmission within a bandwidth of 840 MHz is performed and

its system performance is evaluated. Considering the newly allo-

cated 20.5 GHz bandwidth in the 75–110 GHz band by the

FCC, up to 24 users with 1.48 Gbit/s/user can be simultaneously

supported by a FDMA scheme. As the down-converted IF signal

Figure 4 BER performance of the QPSK-OFDM signal as a function

of the RoP at the PD (point (b) in Fig. 2) w/wo 22.8 km SSMF at 11

dBm EIRP. Inset: received signal constellation after 2.3 m wireless and

22.8 km SSMF transmission. [Color figure can be viewed in the online

issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Figure 5 BER of the 16QAM-OFDM signal versus the RoP at the PD

(point (b) in Fig. 2) w/wo 22.8 km SSMF at 11 dBm EIRP. Inset:

received constellation after 2.3 m wireless and 22.8 km SSMF transmis-

sion. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available

at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Figure 3 BER performance at different EIRPs for QPSK-OFDM and

16QAM-OFDM after 1.3 m and 2.3 m wireless transmission
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can be fit within the 50 GHz WDM grid, the system has the

potential to be integrated with the future WDM-PON networks.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The original Schiffman phase shifter is the most attractive of all

phase shifters [1–4]. It has a very simple structure that consists

of a transmission lines and a coupled section. The main disad-

vantage of the conventional Schiffman phase shifter is its nar-

row band property due to a low impedance ratio (the ratio of

even mode impedance to odd mode impedance in the coupled

section) in the general coupled lines. To achieve a larger band-

width, it is necessary to use tightly coupled lines with a high

impedance ratio.

Various techniques to overcome this disadvantage have

been reported. Recently, the bandwidth has been improved by

using dentate microstrip [1] and a slot in the cavity under the

coupled line [1]. However, these structures are so complex and

have many design parameters, which makes fabrication

difficult.

In this letter, a novel design of 90� Schiffman phase shifter

using coupled suspended lines with tuning septums is presented

for broadband operations. The proposed broadband 90� Schiff-

man phase shifter is realized with high impedance ratio, which

cannot be implemented using the pure coupled lines.

2. DESIGN

Figure 1 shows the structure of the proposed standard 90�

Schiffman phase shifter using coupled suspended lines with

tuning septums beneath the coupled lines. The maximum of

differential phase shift, in terms of impedance ratio, is derived

in [2] as

D/max ¼ Ktan�1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Kq� 2

ffiffiffi
q

p
2

ffiffiffi
q

p � K

s
� cos�1 qþ 1� K

ffiffiffi
q

p
q� 1

8>>: 9>>; (1)

where K denotes the ratio of the length of the uniform transmis-

sion line to the coupled one. Figure 2 shows one design curve

based on impedance ratio and space gap between coupled lines

with respect to D/max.

By referring to the design curve of the 90� Schiffman phase

shifter, an impedance ratio is chosen to ensure an optimal band-

width and it is checked whether this ratio is possible with

coupled lines. If the limit of the spacing gap (S) with conven-

tional PCB process is 0.2 mm, then D/max � 5.0� cannot be

achieved with conventional coupled lines, according to the

results of Figure 2.

However, using coupled suspended lines with tuning sep-

tums, a Schiffman phase shifter with D/max � 5.0� is possible

because S is greater than 0.2 mm, the limit of the spacing gap

as mentioned above. In this letter, the ratio 3.0 is chosen

because it cannot be implemented with conventional coupled

lines and its ratio is the optimal value obtained from Eq. (1) for

designing a 90� Schiffman phase shifter with 65.0� phase

deviation.

Accordingly, the even and odd mode impedances of the

coupled lines are determined as Zoe ¼ 50
ffiffiffi
q

p ¼ 86.6 X and

Zoo ¼ 50=
ffiffiffi
q

p ¼ 28.9 X. To achieve such even and odd mode

impedances at 2.4 GHz, the width of the coupled lines and the

space gap between the coupled lines were determined as 1.05

and 0.13 mm on a FR4 substrate with a relative dielectric con-

stant of 4.4 and a thickness of 1 mm. In fact, the coupled micro-

strip line with 0.13 mm gap is difficult to fabricate because of

manufacturing limitations. If the septums (t ¼ 3.0 mm) is placed

in the ground beneath coupled lines, the above even and odd im-

pedance can be implemented using the coupled line with a 1.4

mm width and 0.2 mm gap. The transmission line widths of the

input and output ports are the same, i.e., both 1.7 mm for 50-X
impedance matching. The performance of the proposed phase

shifter is predicted through the parametric studies carried out by

Zeland IE3D software.
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1. Introduction 

Wireless communication is an area that has witnessed substantial technology advancement in the past two decades. 
End-users have benefited from such advances and a large fragment of our economy is growing around broadband 
communication services, such as social networking, cloud computing, e-health systems, video streaming, gaming 
and so on. Capacity improvements in both optical networks and wireless systems have been based on incremental 
refinements of existing technologies. However, it is becoming evident that this growth model may not provide the 
projected future capacity – conservative estimations project a 18-fold increase between 2011 and 2016 in global 
mobile data traffic. Furthermore, the average smartphone will generate 2.6 GB of traffic per month in 2016, a 17-
fold increase over the 2011 average of 150 MB per month. Aggregate smartphone traffic in 2016 will be 50 times 
greater than it is today, with a compounded annual growth rate of 119 percent [1]. Current technologies will not 
support such traffic growth, since wireless bands are already saturated. Millimeter-wave at 60 GHz band is viewed 
as a promising candidate with its 7 GHz spectrum available for radio communication (57-64 GHz) [2, 3].  

On the other hand, seamless convergence between fiber-optic and wireless networks in the "last mile" has a great 
potential for delivering data services to the end-users with more flexibility and mobility [4]. In optical access 
networks, wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) technique is considered as a promising candidate as it can 
increase the total throughput as well as ensure the scalability of the network by allocating wavelengths to each end 
user [5, 6]. However, when integrating the conventional radio-over-fiber (RoF) signals at 60 GHz and above with 
the dense WDM (DWDM) system with 50 GHz or 25 GHz channel spacing, the signal carriers will be filtered out 
by the arrayed waveguide gratings (AWG). Meanwhile, the fiber chromatic dispersion induced double-side band 
RoF signal power fading will further limit the flexibility of the system. In this paper, we propose an optical fiber-
wireless DWDM access system using optical incoherent heterodyne up-conversion by employing an centralized 
optical frequency comb (OFC)-based local oscillator (LO). As the carrier signals are added after the AWG, no 
adaptation to the baseband DWDM signals is needed and the system flexibility is preserved. The proposed system 
has the potential to simultaneously support multiple users with both wireline and wireless broadband services.  

2. Architecture of the optical wireless DWDM network 
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Figure 1. (a). Conceptual diagram of the proposed optical wireless DWDM system using optical frequency comb-based incoherent heterodyne 

up-conversion. (b). Measured 60 GHz RF power vs. ratio of LO power and signal power. (c). RF power vs. optical power when PLO/Psignal = 0 dB 
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Figure 1 shows the conceptual diagram of the proposed optical fiber-wireless DWDM access system. In the central 
office, multiple CW lightwaves from λ1 to λn separated by 25 GHz are used to carry the baseband data (Inset (i) in 
Fig. 1 (a)). An AWG aggregates the signals into a transmission fiber. A second AWG at the access gateway is used 
to separate the wavelengths that are assigned to specific users. An optical frequency comb from λ1' to λn' with 
25 GHz frequency separation is employed as a local oscillator (LO) and combined with each incoming signal. Since 
the shift between λ and λ' is 10 GHz, we observe a 60 GHz separation between the corresponding comb line and the 
signal, shown in Inset (ii) and (iii) in Fig. 1. The combined signals are then sent to the wireline/wireless end-users. 
For the wireline user, the baseband signal is directly detected by a low frequency PD followed by a low-pass filter 
(LPF). For wireless applications, the signal is sent to the remote antenna unit (RAU), where the heterodyne mixing 
is performed at a fast-response PD. As shown in Inset (iv) in Fig. 1, the baseband signal is simultaneously up-
converted to different RF bands including X-band, Ka-band, V-band and W-band. Signal amplification and filtering 
are performed to select the on-demand RF band based on the user applications.  

 An initial characterization of the generated RF signal at 60 GHz is firstly carried out. We use two free-running 
CW lasers with < 100 kHz linewidth to perform the incoherent heterodyning mixing. Fig. 1 (b) shows the generated 
RF power as a function of the power ratio between the two lasers. The optimal power ratio between the two lasers is 
found at 0 dB, meaning that when the two lasers gives equal power, the RF signal is maximized. This result is 
consistent with our previous theoretical analysis [7]. The RF power with respect to the combined optical power is 
shown in Fig. 1 (c), where the lasers power ratio is optimized. 

3. Experimental setup and results 

Figure 2 shows the experimental setup for a single optical channel. A CW lightwave emitted from a Distributed 
Feedback Laser (DFB, λ1=1548.05 nm) with < 100 kHz linewidth is modulated via an intensity modulator (IM) 
driven by a 2.5 Gb/s pseudo-random binary sequence (PRBS) electrical signal of length 27-1 to generate an On/OFF 
keying (OOK) optical baseband signal. An erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) is employed for amplification, and 
an optical bandpass filter (OBPF) with 0.8 nm bandwidth is used to filter the out-of-band noise. After that, the signal 
is transmitted to the access gateway via a 25 km standard single mode fiber (SSMF) link. A second DFB laser 
(λ2=1547.57 nm) with < 100 kHz linewidth is launched into an OFC generator employing an overdriven Mach-
Zehnder modulator (MZM). The MZM is biased in its nonlinear region by equalizing the power of the central 3 
comb lines that are separated by 25 GHz (Fig. 2. (i)). After amplification the OFC is combined with the baseband 
signal at a 3 dB coupler. The separation between the signal and the center comb line is 60 GHz, as shown in 
Fig. 2. (ii). The signal is then split into two paths, one going directly to the wireline user terminal where a low 
frequency PD performs O/E conversion of the baseband signal before sending it to the bit-error-ratio tester (BERT) 
for BER evaluation; the other transmitting to the RAU where the signals heterodyne mixing takes place at a 60 GHz 
PD. Following photodetection and amplification, a RF filter with 3 dB bandwidth ranging from 56.26 - 62 GHz is 
used to select the up-converted signal centered at 60 GHz. The filtered RF signal then feeds a standard V-band horn 
antenna of 20 dBi for up to 6 m wireless transmission. An identical horn antenna is used to pick up the signal at the 
receiver. 

In order to detect the RF signal transparently to modulation formats, an electrical mixer is used to perform the 
down-conversion. A 14 GHz signal generator and a frequency multiplier by 4 are employed to generate the LO 
signal for down-conversion. The transmitted RF signal centered at 60 GHz is then converted to an intermediate 
frequency (IF) at 4 GHz. The analog to digital conversion (A/D) is realized in a digital storage scope with 40 GS/s 
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Figure 2. Experimental setup. PPG: pulse-pattern generator; BERT: bit-error-ratio tester; DSO: digital storage oscilloscope; LPF: low-pass filter. 
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and 13 GHz bandwidth. The signal demodulation is performed by offline digital signal processing (DSP). To 
overcome the frequency jitter that usually occurs with optical incoherent heterodyne mixing, a digital self-
heterodyning is firstly performed to further down-convert the IF signal to baseband in the digital domain. The signal 
then passes a LPF followed by the decision and BER evaluation. 

First, the performance of the baseband signal received by the wireline user terminal is evaluated. Figure 3 (a) 
shows the BER curve of the baseband signal before and after the 25 km SSMF link. Negligible shape distortion of 
the received eye diagram is seen after the fiber transmission. A power penalty of less than 1 dB is observed coming 
from the fiber dispersion. We then evaluate the wireless transmission performance. To begin with, we firstly assess 
the case that the LO is a single optical line instead of the OFC by switching off the 25 GHz generator. The BER 
curves of different wireless distances from 0.5 m till up to 6 m for both B2B and after 25 km SSMF are shown in 
Fig. 3 (b). We can see that for all cases the BER performance yield values below the FEC limit of 2×10-3 without an 
apparent BER floor. Compared with B2B, the penalty after 25 km SSMF transmission at the FEC limit is around 
2 dB for all wireless distances. After this, we substitute the LO with the OFC generator, while keeping the peak 
power of each comb line the same level with the single line case. Figure 3 (c) shows the BER performance of the 
cases that OFC-based LO is employed for signal up-conversion. Similarly, for all cases with and without 25 km 
SSMF transmission plus up to 6 meters wireless transmission, BERs of well below the FEC limit are achieved. 
Compared with the single-line LO case, we observe around 3.5 dB difference in performance in terms of sensitivity 
at the FEC limit. This difference is from the power of the adjacent comb lines, which are filtered out before the 
wireless transmission. For the case of 25 km SSMF plus 6 meters wireless transmission, the requirement for the 
received optical power at the BER of 2×10-3 is 2.5 dBm. 

4. Conclusion  

We have proposed an optical fiber-wireless DWDM access system that simultaneously provides wireline and 
wireless broadband services with no adaptation to the baseband signals while preserving the system flexibility. The 
60 GHz mm-wave is generated using the optical incoherent heterodyne up-conversion method with an optical 
frequency comb-based LO. A 60 GHz signal has been experimentally generated with a LO of 3 comb lines with 
25 GHz separation mixing with a 2.5 Gbit/s OOK optical baseband signal. Signal transmission through a 25 km 
SSMF and up to 6 meters air distances is successfully received with a BER performance well below 2×10-3. The 
optical power penalty for the 60 GHz mm-wave signal after SMF transmission is around 2 dB. 
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Abstract We propose a simple wireless access point for hybrid access networks and experimentally 
demonstrate bidirectional operation in W-Band. Photonic up-conversion and electrical down-
conversion are used in the downlink, while in the uplink both up- and down-conversion are conducted 
by electrical means.  

Introduction 
Hybrid fiber-wireless transmission systems can 
serve as the key building block to support many 
services and applications that can bring 
conveniences to our daily life. Services like e-
health monitoring, distance e-education and 
holographic video conferencing all rely on 
machine to machine communication, employing 
wired or wireless physical media. With the 
recent maturity and popularity of portable 
devices like tables and smartphones, services in 
wireless are normally preferred by end-users. 
Due to the high bandwidth demand for these 
applications, conventional wireless bands won't 
be able to support enough capacity in the near 
future. Therefore, using wireless carriers at 
higher frequency bands with broader 
transmission bandwidth, e.g. millimeter-wave 
(mm-wave) region is becoming necessary 1.  
 Recently, experimental demonstrations on 
high-speed downlink (DL) fiber-wireless 
transmission in the V-band (50-75 GHz), W-
band (75-110 GHz) and higher frequency bands 
have been reported 2-8. From a practical 
architectural point of view, considerations on 
bidirectional mm-wave over fiber transmissions 
have also been stressed in the Ka-band (26.5-

40 GHz), V-band and E-band (60-90 GHz) 9-14. 
In this paper, we go beyond the state-of-the-art 
by evaluating a bidirectional fiber-wireless link in 
the W-band for multi-gigabit access purposes, 
with focus on simplicity, as well as our study is 
complementary to ongoing research efforts. 
Furthermore, with the decreased coverage of 
mm-wave signals, a larger number of wireless 
access points can be expected in the future 
indoor access network scenarios. Thus 
simplicity of the access point structure should 
also be considered as a key factor in designing 
the next generation fiber-wireless access 
networks. 
 In this paper, we report on an experimental 
demonstration of a simple structured, high-
capacity bidirectional fiber-wireless system in 
the W-band that can provide multi-gigabit 
services for access networks. In the DL, a 
16 Gbit/s quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) 
signal can be recovered after transmitting over 
the fiber-wireless link, while a 1.25 Gbit/s 
amplitude shifted keying (ASK) signal in the 
uplink (UL) direction are simultaneously 
supported. A fiber link consisting of mixed 
single / multi-mode fiber (SMF/MMF) is 
assessed, representing the fiber-wireless 

 

Fig. 1: Experimental setup. MZM: Mach-Zehnder modulator. AWG: arrayed waveguide grating. PPG: pulse 
pattern generator. DSO: digital storage scope. VSG: vector signal generator. ED: envelope detector. DFB-

EAM: distributed feedback laser – electroabsorption modulator. BERT: bit-error-rate tester. 
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services delivery in the indoor access network 
scenarios. 

Experimental setup 
Figure 1 presents the experimental setup of the 
proposed bidirectional fiber-wireless system. In 
the downlink transmitter (DL Tx), a continuous-
wave (CW) lightwave at 1550.2 nm from an 
external cavity laser (ECL) is fed into a Mach-
Zehnder modulator (MZM). The MZM driven by 
a 20.35 GHz modulation signal can generate the 
fourth order harmonics at the modulator 
output 15. An arrayed waveguide grating (AWG) 
with 50 GHz channel grids is used to block the 
optical central carrier while separating the 
upper / lower sideband (USB / LSB). The LSB is 
launched into an integrated LiNbO3 dual parallel 
MZM driven by a two-channel 8 Gbaud pseudo-
random binary sequences (PRBS) with a word 
length of 215-1, resulting in an overall 16 Gbit/s 
QPSK signal at the output. The USB separating 
from the LSB with 81.4 GHz is polarization 
aligned and combined with the LSB branch at a 
3 dB coupler, acting as a carrier generating 
signal later for the optical heterodyne up-
conversion. The optical spectra before the AWG 
and after signal combining are shown in Fig. 
2 (a) and (b), respectively. After a mixed 
SMF/MMF transmission, the signal is up-
converted at a 100 GHz photodetector (PD) and 
radiated to the air by a 25 dBi horn antenna. At 
the receiver side, the received signal is firstly 
amplified by a 40 dB gain low noise amplifier 
(LNA), before being electrically down-converted 

and sampled by a 40 GSa/s digital storage 
oscilloscope (DSO) for offline signal processing 
and demodulation. 
 In the UL direction, a 1.25 Gbit/s electrical 
signal from the PPG is firstly up-converted to 
14.6 GHz by a vector signal generator (VSG) 
before feeding to an electrical frequency 
sextupler, which generates an 87.6 GHz ASK 
signal. The signal is then radiated by a 24 dBi 
horn antenna. At the access point, the signal is 
picked up by an identical antenna and then fed 
to a zero-biased Schottky diode performing a 
function of an envelope detector (ED) for down-
conversion from W-band to baseband. The 
baseband signal is then directly modulated onto 
lightwave by a distributed feedback laser -
 electroabsorption modulators (DFB-EAM). After 
transmission through the same fiber link, the 
signal is recovered by a 10 G PD and the 
transmission is evaluated in real time by a bit-
error-rate tester (BERT). 

Experimental results 
In this work, optical transmissions over 26 km 
SMF and 100 m MMF in both directions are 
evaluated. In the DL, the received QPSK signal 
after fiber plus up to 1 m wireless transmission 
can be demodulated within the 7% FEC limit of 
2×10-3. Figure 3(a) shows the measured BER as 
a function of received optical power at the PD, 
for transmission cases of different combination 
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Fig. 3: (a) DL BER vs. received optical power.  
(b) Corresponding received signal constellations.  
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of fiber types and lengths. The receiver 
sensitivity at the FEC limit is -5 dBm and - 2.5 
dBm for 0.5 m and 1 m wireless transmission 
without fiber links, respectively. Optical 
transmission over the 26 km SMF and 100m 
MMF induce ~0.5 dB receiver sensitivity penalty 
for both wireless cases. Further extension of 
wireless transmission distance is limited by the 
radiated signal power at the transmitter. 
Therefore, it can be expected to further increase 
the wireless distance by using active access 
point with mm-wave signal power amplifiers. 
Examples of recovered constellations for 0.5 m 
and 1 m wireless are shown in Fig. 3(b). Certain 
distortion can be observed for the 0.5 m wireless 
constellation, which is attributed to certain 
degree of saturation of the W-band LNA at the 
wireless receiver. On contrast, for 1 m wireless 
transmission, the distortion is no longer 
observed, however a slight decrease in the 
receiver's signal to noise ratio (SNR) can be 
seen. In spite of the trade-off between SNR and 
signal distortion, the clusters in the 
constellations for both cases are clearly 
separated. 
 The BER performance for the UL direction is 
presented in Fig. 4(a). Error free (BER<10-9) 
transmission can be achieved in all tested cases. 

The receiver sensitivity is -16 dBm and -
15.5 dBm for optical back-to-back (OB2B) plus 
0.5 m and 1 m wireless transmission. The 
sensitivity penalty induced by fiber transmission 
is less than 1 dB. Corresponding eye diagrams 
before and after fiber transmission at -14 dBm 
received optical power for both wireless 
distances are shown in Fig. 4(b). Despite the 
distortion in the eye shapes after fiber 
transmission, the eye openings are still clear to 
recover the transmitted data at the receiver. 

Conclusions 
We have proposed and experimentally 
demonstrated in this paper a bidirectional fiber-
wireless system in the W-band. Signal 
transmission over a fiber-wireless link consisting 
of 26 km SMF, 100 m MMF and up to 1 m 
wireless is evaluated in both directions. In the 
DL, 16 Gbit/s QPSK signal is transmitted and 
recovered with BER well below FEC limit of 
2×10-3. For the UL, error free (BER<10-9) 
transmission of 1.25 Gbit/s ASK signal is 
achieved. The proposed system with a simple 
structured access point has a high transparency 
and scalability to system data rates, which could 
be considered as a candidate in future seamless 
fiber-wireless access networks. 
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Fig. 4: (a) UL BER vs. received optical power. 
(b) Corresponding received signal eye diagrams 
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Abstract—We present a bidirectional wireless bridge in the 
W-band enabling the seamless convergence between the wireless 
and fiber-optic access networks. In the downlink, a 16 Gbit/s 
QPSK signal is photonically up-converted at the wireless 
transmitter and electrically down-converted at the wireless 
receiver. The down-converted signal is re-modulated on to the 
lightwave and transmit further through the fiber-optic system. In 
the uplink, both up-and down-conversion are performed by 
electrical means. Furthermore, we investigate both passive and 
active wireless transmitters in this work for both downlink and 
uplink transmissions. With an active wireless transmitter, up to 
15 meters wireless transmission is successfully achieved with a 
BER below the 7% FEC limit in the downlink. 

Keywords— radio-over-fiber; w-band communications; optical 
access network 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Hybrid photonic-wireless systems are envisaged to 

seamlessly provide high-capacity connections over multiple 
scenarios, such as bridges, indoor distribution and distribution 
antenna systems, among others. Radio-over-fiber (RoF) 
techniques are supporting to bridge the gap between the large 
capacity of optical fibers and the flexibility of wireless 
transmission [1, 2]. Currently, two main trends are impacting 
the RoF field: migration towards higher frequency bands and 
increase of the channel capacity. Frequency bands below 
10 GHz are already overcrowded, and therefore, open systems 
are looking for more spacious transmission bands such as 
60 GHz [3-5], 75-110 GHz [6-9] and even sub-THz [10]. The 
W-band (75-110 GHz) is attractive because of its wide 
frequency bands, and seems to be an accepted good choice for 
transmission capacities in the order of multi-gigabits. The 
increase of the channel capacity is simultaneously impacting 
the field in the form of utilization of advanced modulation 
formats instead of the dominating approaches as on-off keying 
of the optical segment. 

However, a main limitation of RoF systems is the poor 
conversion efficiency of the opto-electro-opto processes; 
namely, the efficiency of photodiodes and modulators. This 
efficiency shortcoming, in practical terms, introduces a 
limitation in the wireless range achieved by most experimental 
demonstrations of RoF systems, sometimes in the order of few 
centimeters or meters. This limitation may not affect scenarios 
such as short distance communications in data centers or  

 
Fig. 1: Network scenarios based on hybrid photonic-wireless 
links, such as wireless bridges and quick disaster recovery 
systems. 

indoor distributed antenna systems. However, scenarios such as 
disaster recovery, ad hoc last mile systems, or corporate 
communications as shown in Fig. 1, require transmission 
distances in the order of tens of meters. 

In this paper, we show an active transmitter enabling 
wireless transmission up to 15 meters. The overall system 
consists of a bidirectional hybrid photonic-wireless link, 
comprising a fiber link, a wireless bridge, and a final fiber link. 
The paper is organized as follows: in Section II, we show the 
experimental setup of the proposed bidirectional fiber-wireless-
fiber bridge. The experimental results for both passive and 
active wireless transmission are presented and discussed in 
Section III. Finally, conclusions are given in Section IV. 

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
Figure 2 presents the experimental setup of the proposed 

bidirectional wireless bridge for fiber-optic access systems. At 
the downlink (DL) transmitter, an continuous-wave (CW) 
lightwave at 1550.2 nm from an external cavity laser (ECL 1) 
is fed into a Mach-Zehnder modulator (MZM). By driving the 
MZM with a 20.35 GHz modulation signal and adjusting the 
applied bias voltage to the modulator, the second order 
harmonics of the driving signal can be generated at the 
modulator output [11]. After the MZM placed an arrayed 
waveguide grating (AWG) with 50 GHz channel grids, which 
is used to block the optical central carrier while separating the 



upper / lower sidebands (USB / LSB). The frequency 
separation between the USB and LSB is 81.4 GHz. The LSB is 
launched into a integrated LiNbO3 dual-parallel MZM driven 
by a two-channel 8 Gbaud pseudo-random binary sequences 
(PRBS) with a word length of 215-1, resulting in an overall 
16 Gbit/s QPSK signal at the output. On the other hand, the 
USB is polarization aligned and combined with the LSB at a 
3 dB coupler, acting as a carrier generating local oscillator (LO) 

later for the optical heterodyne up-conversion. The optical 
spectra of the AWG channels and the combined signal is 
shown in Fig. 3 (a). At the output of the DL transmitter, the 
combined signal and LO forming a single side-band (SSB) 
RoF signal is launched into a 26 km standard single mode fiber 
(SSMF). After transmission, the signal is up-converted to a W-
band RF signal at a 100 GHz photodetector. (PD 1). In this 
experiment, we test wireless transmissions both with and 
without a W-band power amplifier (PA) before radiating the 
signal to the air, representing the active and the passive 
wireless transmitter cases. A wireless bridge is established 
between a pair of 25 dBi horn antennas. At the receiver, the 
received signal is firstly amplified by a 40 dB gain low noise 
amplifier (LNA), before being electrically down-converted to a 
intermediate frequency (IF) centered at 6.4 GHz at a W-band 
balanced mixer. The IF signal is then re-modulated onto 
lightwave at a second MZM and transmitted a final 10 km 
SSMF. At the receiver, the IF-over-fiber signal is converted 
back to electrical domain at a second PD and sampled by a 
40 GSa/s digital storage oscilloscope (DSO) for offline signal 
processing and demodulation. 

In the uplink (UL) direction, a 1.25 Gbit/s electrical signal 
from a pulse pattern generator (PPG) is firstly up-converted to 
a IF at 7.3 GHz by a vector signal generator (VSG). Then the 
IF signal is modulated at the minimum transmission point of a 
MZM, forming a carrier suppressed-double sideband (CS-DSB) 
IF-over-fiber signal, the optical spectrum of which is shown in 
Fig. 3 (b). The signal transmits over the same 10 km SSMF as 
used in the DL before being converted back to electrical at a 
PD. After that the IF signal is fed to an electrical frequency 
sextupler, which up-converts the signal to an 81.6 GHz 
amplitude shifted-keying (ASK). Detailed characterization of 
the frequency sextupler can be found in [12]. Similarly, both 
the active and passive wireless transmitters are tested, by 
adding or skipping the W-band PA. The signal is then radiated 
by a 24 dBi horn antenna. At the wireless receiver, the signal is 
picked up by an identical antenna and then fed to a zero-biased 
Schottky diode performing a function of an envelope detector 
(ED) down-converting the W-band signal directly to baseband. 
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Fig. 2: Experimental setup. ECL: external cavity laser. MZM: Mach-Zehnder modulator. AWG: arrayed waveguide grating. 

PPG: pulse pattern generator. PD: photodetector. DSO: digital storage scope. VSG: vector signal generator. ED: envelope 
detector. DFB-EAM: distributed feedback laser - electroabsorption modulator. BERT: bit-error-rate tester. 

 

 
Fig. 3: Optical spectra measured at downlink point (a) and 

uplink point (b) in Fig. 2. 



The down-converted signal is directly modulated onto 
lightwave at an distributed feedback laser - electroabsorption 
modulator (DFB-EAM). After transmitting the same 26 km 
SSMF fiber link as the DL, the signal is recovered by a 10 G 
PD and the transmission is evaluated in real time by a bit-error-
rate tester (BERT). 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Passive wireless transmitter 
The transmission performance of the system is 

experimentally evaluated by means of bit-error-rates (BERs). 
In the first step, we skip the W-band PA at the transmitter in 
both DL and UL directions, benchmarking the transmission 
performance of the passive wireless transmission case. Figure 
4(a) and (b) shows the measured BER curves in both DL and 
UL in such case. We evaluate the BERs as a function of the 
received optical power at PD after the last piece of fiber 
transmission. The wireless power in both directions are 
adjusted to give the best performance for each wireless 
distance during the measurements, which means maximizing 
the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), while minimizing the signal 
distortion caused by the LNA saturation at the wireless receiver. 

In the DL, as shown in Fig. 4(a), the received QPSK signal 
after the compounded 36 km SSMF plus the wireless bridge 
can be recovered within the 7% forward error correction (FEC) 
limit of 2×10-3. Due to the low radiated RF power in this 
passive case, the transmitted air distances of the wireless bridge 
are limited to 1 m. The receiver sensitivity at the FEC limit is -
5.5 dBm and -6 dBm for 0.5 m and 1 m wireless transmission 
without fiber links, respectively. Negligible penalty (<0.5 dB) 
is observed after transmission over both the first 26 km and the 
final 10 km fiber links. For the UL, Error free (BER<10-9) 
transmission can be achieved in all tested cases. The receiver 
sensitivity at BER of 10-9 is -15.5 dBm and -15 dBm for 0.5 m 
and 1 m wireless transmission with only the first 10 km SSMF 
fiber link. ~1 dB penalty is introduced by the final 26 km 
SSMF transmission, which can also be regarded as negligible.  

B. Active wireless transmitter 
After benchmarking the passive wireless transmission case, 

we add a W-band PA of 14 dB gain to the wireless transmitter 
to boost the radiated RF power. By doing this the wireless 
coverage is highly increased. In the DL direction, we 
succeeded reaching up to 15 meters wireless transmission with 
received BER performance within the 7% FEC limit. 
Figure 5(a) presents the BER performances of the DL 

 
 

Fig. 4: Measured BER vs. received optical power in the (a) 
DL and (b) UL, with passive wireless transmitter. 

 
 

Fig. 5: Measured BER vs. received optical power in the (a) 
DL and (b) UL, with active wireless transmitter. 



transmission with wireless distance of 2 m, 5 m, 10 m and 
15 m. With only the first 26 km SSMF and the wireless link, 
the receiver sensitivities at the FEC limit are -9.5 dBm, -7 dBm, 
-5 dBm and -3 dBm. These performance differences are due to 
the different SNR at the receiver for different wireless 
distances. The final 10 km SSMF transmission induces 
<0.5 dB penalty in all wireless distances. It is noted that longer 
transmission distances are limited by the frequency selective 
fading induced by multipath effect in the indoor experimental 
environment rather than wireless power. Therefore further 
efforts to mitigate this issue will be necessary. 

In the UL direction, the transmission demonstration in the 
active case is limited to 5 meters due to the physical constrains 
of the laboratory condition. According to the measured BER 
curves shown in Fig. 5(b), BER of 10-9 can be reached with 
received power larger than -14 dBm, despite a slight error floor 
is observed due to the slightly distortion induced by the W-
band PA. Again, no penalty of the sensitivity is induced after 
the final 26 km SSMF transmission. The received eye diagrams 
after the total 36 km SSMF and 0.5 m / 1 m air transmission in 
the passive case and 5 m transmission in the active case are 
shown in Fig. 6. We can see that in the passive case the eye 
diagrams are clear and open without being distorted, while 
after adding the W-band PA in the active wireless transmitter 
case, a certain level of distortion in the eye diagram can be 

observed. In spite of certain degradation induced by the active 
transmitter, achieving transmission over long distance of up to 
15 meters can be expected, as the wireless signal has a large 
enough power margin. Moreover, the UL signal is more 
immune to frequency selective fading in the indoor 
environment due to its narrower bandwidth compared with the 
DL signal. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 
This paper has shown an experimental demonstration of a 

bidirectional hybrid photonic-wireless link with a 81.4 GHz W-
band wireless transmission. Two different transmitters are 
shown, passive and active, the latter enabling a wireless 
transmission of 15 meters. The fiber guided sections 
compounded a total of 36 km. The demonstrated channel 
capacity is 16 Gbit/s, although higher capacity can be achieved 
since the W-band has more available bandwidth. Both the 
downlink and the uplink reach error free performance without 
perceptible error flour, which indicates that the capacity higher 
bound is yet to be reached.  
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Abstract: We report on experimental demonstration of 2x2 MIMO-OFDM 
5.6-GHz radio over fiber signaling over 20 km WDM-PON with directly 
modulated (DM) VCSELs for femtocells application. MIMO-OFDM 
algorithms effectively compensate for impairments in the wireless link. 
Error-free signal demodulation of 64 subcarrier 4-QAM signals modulated 
at 198.5 Mb/s net data rate is achieved after fiber and 2 m indoor wireless 
transmission. We report BER of 7x10 3 at the receiver for 16-QAM signals 
modulated at 397 Mb/s after 1 m of wireless transmission. Performance 
dependence on different wireless transmission path lengths, antenna 
separation, and number of subcarriers have been investigated. 
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1. Introduction 

Wireless networks based on radio over fiber (RoF) technologies have been proposed as a 
promising cost effective solution to meet ever increasing user demands for high data rate and 
mobility. Since it was first demonstrated for cordless and mobile telephone services in 1990 
[1], extensive research has been carried out to investigate its limitation and develop new high 
performance RoF technologies. Multiple input multiple output (MIMO) is widely used to 
increase wireless bit rates [2] and improve larger area coverage than traditional single input 
single output (SISO) antennas. Such multiple antenna techniques, however, present a 
challenge for RoF systems, which have to ensure clean transmission of multiple signals 
between elements of the antenna array, and must mitigate signal path impairments which 
introduce crosstalk, attenuation and multipath fading [3]. Sophisticated receiver algorithms 
have to be implemented and receiver components synchronization needs to be very accurate to 
overcome these path-dependent effects [4]. 

Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) has emerged as one of the leading 
modulation techniques in the wireless domain. The combination of OFDM with MIMO 
provides an attractive solution because OFDM potentially offers high spectral efficiency and 
resilience to multipath fading. Specifically, MIMO-OFDM signals can be processed using 
relatively straightforward matrix algebra, and seems to be a promising candidate for RoF 
system because of the simultaneous compensation of multipath fading in wireless channels 
and dispersion effects in optical fiber links [5]. Furthermore, OFDM is a future candidate for 
femtocell application [6] because the interference can be reduced by using more frequency 
resources. In addition, for multi-carrier systems like OFDM, a large computational complexity 
will be introduced by using the classical MIMO channel estimation method based on the 
butterfly structure because an adaptive filter needs to be assigned for each OFDM subcarrier. 
Consequently, a training-based channel estimation method has the relatively low 
computational complexity at the receiver [7] and draws more interest in analyzing multi-
carrier systems. 

The goal of femtocells is to provide reliable communication using existing broadband 
internet connection and improve the indoor coverage [8]. Femtocells provide many benefits in 
terms of cost, power, capacity and scalability [6]. However, there are many challenges in the 
deployment of femtocell such as network architecture, allocation of spectrum resources and 
the avoidance of electromagnetic interference. One of the main impairments of wireless 
channels is frequency selective fading. It is especially so in intense multipath environments 
where the behaviour of the channel differs between different frequencies. This is particularly 
true in indoor and urban environments. The combination of the throughput enhancement [9] 
and path diversity [10] offered by MIMO technologies with the robustness of OFDM against 
frequency selective fading is regarded a very promising basis for femtocell multi-user wireless 
transmission applications [6]. A small sized femtocell access point (FAP) is usually located in 
a home or office where it also linked to a broadband internet connection as shown in Fig. 1. 
The recent explosive growth of the internet has triggered the introduction of a broadband 
access network based on fiber to-the-office (FTTO) and fiber-to-the-home (FTTH). Therefore, 
the increasing of wireless demands makes RoF as an enabling technology to support femtocell 
in the WDM network [11] for FTTH and FTTO network. 

Wavelength division multiplexed passive optical network (WDM-PON) systems can 
transparently deliver radio frequency signaling required to support hybrid fixed and wireless 
access networking systems. WDM-PON technology is therefore expected to further improve 
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the throughput in the wireless service area covered by RoF-MIMO antennas [12]. Previously, 
distributed feedback (DFB) laser diodes have been suggested for use in WDM-PON but have 
only gained limited industry attention because of the high cost [13]. Directly modulated 
 

 

Fig. 1. Femtocell in home and office environment for radio over fiber network. 

vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers (VCSELs) have emerged as an attractive solution for 
WDM-PON due to the cost effective production, low power consumption [14], and low 
threshold and driving current operation [15]. Simulation work regarding integration of 
MIMO-OFDM technology with RoF has been presented in [3], and regarding integration of 
dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) with MIMO-OFDM in [16]. The 
experimental work in [17] demonstrates the MIMO RoF concepts, but implemented separate 
fibers for each remote access unit (RAU). 

Previously in [18], we have successfully demonstrated DM-VCSEL 2 x 2 MIMO OFDM 
over WDM-PON. The OFDM-MIMO training sequence algorithm are applied to compensate 
the receiver complexity will be further described in this paper. We give an overview of the 
experimental setup and present the performance evaluation and discussion. Additionally we 
add investigations of the influence on performance by the number of subcarriers in the OFDM 
signals, and we present initial experimental results of 16-QAM OFDM-MIMO at 397 Mb/s. 

2. OFDM-MIMO training sequence algorithm 

Multiple transmit-and-receive antennas in OFDM systems can improve communication 
quality and capacity. For the OFDM systems with multiple transmitter antennas, each tone at 
each receiver antenna is associated with multiple channel parameters, which makes channel 
estimation difficult. Fortunately, channel parameters for different tones of each channel are 
correlated and the channel estimators are based on this correlation. Several channel estimation 
schemes have been proposed for the OFDM systems with multiple transmit-and-receive 
antennas for space diversity, or (MIMO) systems for wireless data access [19]. Channel 
estimation is important for signal demodulation in MIMO systems, in particular when a large 
number of subcarriers and advanced multiplexing technique are employed. The training-based 
channel estimation method is computationally efficient because of its simple expression [20]. 
However, their transmission efficiencies are reduced due to required overhead of training 
symbols such as preamble or pilot tones that are transmitted in addition to data symbol. In our 
work we allocated three training symbols in each of the frame. We implemented different 
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training symbols for each sub-element of the MIMO-OFDM signal. This enables estimation 
on the receiver side of the MIMO wireless channel response using this MIMO-OFDM 
algorithm. 

3. Experimental setup 

Experimental setup of the system is illustrated in Fig. 2. In the central office (CO), two 
different real valued 64-subcarrier 4-QAM OFDM baseband signals with 198.5 Mb/s net data 
rate (excluding the training symbols) and 312 MHz of bandwidth are generated by an arbitrary 
waveform generator (ArbWaveGen). The OFDM symbols are arranged in frames of 10 
symbols. The first 3 symbols implement the training sequence, and 10% cyclic prefix is 
added. A dual channel baseband MIMO-OFDM signal is generated in the ArbWaveGen, 
which is then up- converted to a 5.65 GHz radio frequency (RF) carrier; the signal in one arm 
is up-converted using a mixer and the other arm implements RF up-conversion using the 
vector signal generator (VSG). 

 

Fig. 2. Experiment setup for all-VCSELs for WDM-PON with 4-QAM OFDM signals over 20 
km NZDSF and 2x2 wireless MIMO. RF carrier frequency of 5.65 GHz was used for both 
branches of the MIMO channel. 

Different training sequences are used for each sub-element of the MIMO-OFDM signal; 
this enables estimation of the MIMO wireless channel response. The electrical MIMO-OFDM 
signals directly modulate two VCSELs operating at different bias levels to generate different 
wavelengths of 1535.29 nm and 1536.09 nm. The two optical signals are combined using a 3 
dB coupler; they propagate through 20 km non- zero dispersion shifted fiber (NZDSF). The 
NZDSF is employed due to improved dispersion performance in the PON system [21]. The 
optical spectrum of the CO transmitter output is shown in Fig. 2(a). After 20 km NZDSF 
transmission, the downstream WDM signals are divided using an arrayed waveguide grating 
(AWG). After the photodetector, RF amplifiers boost the signal with 20 dB gain, at the FAP 
antenna. The wireless signals propagate through 1 meter distance. Elements of the 2x2 
antenna array implemented at both femtocell access point (FAP) and mobile station (MS) are 
vertically spaced by 1 meter; vertical polarization is implemented for the wireless link for 
femtocell network. At the MS receiver, the signals are captured by two antennas and 
amplified with a 20 dB gain electrical amplifier. The RF OFDM signals are sampled by a 
digital sampling scope (DSO), with 20 Gs/s sampling rate. The electrical MIMO-OFDM 
spectrum is shown in Fig. 2(b) for the VSG and Fig. 2(c) for the mixer. 

A digital signal processing (DSP) enabled receiver at the MS uses the different training 
sequences implemented on sub-elements of the MIMO-OFDM wireless transmission to 
identify the MIMO signals radiated from each antenna element, and demodulates the OFDM 
signals. Signal down-conversion, time synchronization, frequency and phase offset removal 
and fast Fourier transform (FFT) processing are implemented in DSP. Compensation for 
crosstalk and multipath fading is done using a minimum-mean-square-error (MMSE) 
algorithm. The bit error rate (BER) is calculated after symbol demapping. Transmission 
quality was assessed using BER sensitivity to received optical power metric. We consider a 
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BER of 2x10 3, since forward error correction (FEC) techniques may be applied to obtain 
error free transmission when the 7% of FEC overhead are taken into account. 

4. Results and discussion 

Figure 3 presents BER results obtained as the MIMO signal propagates through the system: 
we distinguish between signal elements upconverted using mixer (solid symbols) and VSG 
(hollow symbols). Figure 3(a) presents BER variation with received optical power (ROP) at 
different wireless distances between FAP and MS; results are assessed at 1 m (circle), 2 m 
(square) and 3 m (triangle). We fixed the separation spacing between the elements of the FAP 
and MS antenna arrays at 1 meter. The insets show received constellation diagrams observed 
at the MS; clear 4-QAM OFDM constellations are obtained. The increasing of power penalty 
is observed as wireless transmission distance increases. With a fixed transmit power, the 
increased path loss associated with longer wireless transmission lengths results in reduced 
receiver signal to noise ratio (SNR), leading to increased BER. This agrees well with 
experimental observations. The MIMO-OFDM signal could be received error free after 2 
meters of wireless transmission. This can be clearly seen from the 4-QAM OFDM 
constellation diagram in Fig. 3(a). After 3 meters wireless transmission, the signals could still 
be demodulated with a BER below FEC limit of 2x10 3. We observe that the increase of the 
distance between FAP and MS reduces the performance. 

 

Fig. 3. Showing variation of (a) BER with ROP after fiber transmission, at various distances 
between RAU and MS: and (b) BER with ROP after fiber transmission, for different antenna 
separation, with fixed 1 meter distance between RAU and MS. (c) BER with ROP with 4-QAM 
modulation using different subcarriers: (d) BER with ROP for 4-QAM and 16-QAM 
modulation scheme with 64 subcarriers and fixed 1 meter distance between RAU and MS. 
MIMO signal elements which are upconverted using mixer (solid symbols) and VSG (hollow 
symbols) are identified. Insets show constellation obtained at FEC limit (BER = 2x10 3). 

After fiber transmission, the effect of antenna separation on performance is assessed by 
varying the spacing between the elements of the FAP and MS antenna arrays, while 
preserving 1 m transmission distance between FAP and MS. The results obtained with 
antenna spacing of 0.5 m (square), 1 m (circle) and 1.5 m (diamond) are presented in Fig. 
3(b). We observed similar performance without any penalty for all separations for both 
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channels in Fig. 3(b). This is shows that the good transmission was obtained at different 
antenna separation higher than 0.5m. 4-QAM constellation diagrams for 0.5 m antenna 
separation are shown for both channels in the Fig. 3(b); these obtained at BER 2x10 3. 

Figure 3(c) shows the different number of subcarriers transmitted in the system over 
wireless transmission with 4-QAM modulation scheme. The 64 subcarriers represent by 
(square), 128 subcarriers (circle) and 256 subcarriers (triangle). Theoretically increasing the 
number of subcarriers should be able to give better performance in a sense that we will be able 
to handle larger delay spreads. This statement can be supported by looking at the Fig. 3(c) 
when the number of subcarriers increased from 64 to 128 the ROP performance become 
better. But several typical implementation problems arise with a large number of subcarriers. 
When we have large numbers of subcarriers, we have to assign the subcarrier frequencies very 
close to each other with same amount of bandwidth. We know that the receiver needs to 
synchronize itself to the carrier frequency very well, otherwise a comparatively small carrier 
frequency offset may cause a large frequency mismatch between neighboring subcarriers. 
When the subcarrier spacing is very small, the receiver synchronization components need to 
be very accurate, which is still not possible with low-cost RF hardware [4]. We observe that at 
256 subcarriers, the performance is degraded. We attribute this degradation to a combination 
of RoF nonlinearities and receiver synchronization to the narrowly spaced subcarriers. Thus, a 
reasonable trade-off between the subcarrier spacing and the number of subcarriers must be 
achieved. 

A performance comparison between different modulation scheme also been done in this 
experiment. Figure 3(d) shows the performance evaluation of 4-QAM (square) and 16-QAM 
(triangle). The insets show received constellation diagrams observed at the MS; 16-QAM 
OFDM constellations are obtained at BER of 7x10-3 with 397Mb/s net data rate. At higher 
amplitudes, the constellation symbols are dispersed widely compared with the one at the 
center because the nonlinearity of the VCSELs. The BER curves for 16-QAM also do not 
reach the standard FEC limit because the higher the modulation format requires higher power 
to increase the signal to noise ratio (SNR). 

5. Conclusions 

We have presented the MIMO-OFDM signal distribution in a WDM-PON system using DM-
VCSELs optical sources with wireless MIMO transmission. This provides potentially a cost 
effective solution for future femtocells access networks. MIMO-OFDM algorithms effectively 
compensate for impairments in the wireless link. We also investigate the effects of various 
wireless transmission path lengths, antenna separation, various number of subcarriers in 
OFDM and different modulation schemes to see the ability of the MIMO-OFDM algorithm to 
estimate the MIMO wireless channel response. We report error free transmission after 20 km 
NZDSF and 2 meter 2x2 wireless MIMO-OFDM. The 4-QAM signals modulated at 
198.5Mb/s net data rate with 5.65 GHz radio over fiber signaling transmission for WDM-PON 
system. For 16-QAM, after 1m wireless transmission a BER of 7x10 3 is reported at the 
receiver. MIMO-OFDM has a good potential to be implemented for indoor systems because 
the complexity at the receiver side can be reduced with training sequence algorithm. The 
maximum number of subcarriers that are allowed in this system is 128 because of the tradeoff 
between the subcarrier spacing and the number of subcarriers must be achieved. However, for 
higher modulation technique, powerful receiver algorithm is required to synchronize the 
signals and higher power to drive the transmission signal. Future work needs to be done for 
the upstream to demonstrate the bidirectional WDM PON with MIMO in femtocell 
application. We believe this work can be a potentially attractive candidate for future 
femtocells network especially for indoor office environment. 
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ABSTRACT

We propose and demonstrate a 2 × 2 multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) wireless over fiber transmission
system. Seamless translation of two orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) signals on dual optical
polarization states into wireless MIMO transmission at 795.5 Mbit/s net data rate is enabled by using digital
training-based channel estimation. A net spectral efficiency of 2.55 bit/s/Hz is achieved.

Keywords: radio frequency photonics, wireless communication, polarization multiplexing, MIMO, OFDM

1. INTRODUCTION

Hybrid optical fiber-wireless transmission systems will play an important part in the next generation user-
centered access networking. This truly user-centered network will be powered by free access to services and
applications enabled by seamless broadband fiber-wireless connections to various devices nearby. To realize the
seamless integration of wireless and fiber-optic networks, the wireless links needs to be developed to preserve
transparency to bit-rates and modulation formats.1

Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) is a promising candidate signal format for future hybrid
optical fiber-wireless access systems. This is because of the inherent high chromatic dispersion tolerance of
OFDM signals in optical fibers and its robustness against frequency selective fading or narrowband interference
in wireless channels.2, 3 More interestingly, the spectral efficiency in fiber links can be further increased by
polarization multiplexing (PolMux).4 Research on baseband PolMux OFDM transmission has been reported.5, 6

In wireless channels, multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) technique provides an attractive solution to increase
capacity for bandwidth limited systems.7 Meanwhile, the well-known radio-over-fiber (RoF) technology, which
combines optical fiber and wireless techniques, provides a good solution to increase the coverage while maintaining
the mobility of the broadband services in the local area networking scenarios. Based on these reasons, a RoF
system combining optical PolMux, wireless MIMO and OFDM data format is able to fulfill the requirements of
robustness, high flexibility and high spectral efficiency for providing broadband services in local networks. So
far, in reported work focusing on PolMux wireless MIMO systems, only simple modulation format like on-off
keying (OOK) is used.7

In addition, for multi-carrier systems like OFDM, a large computational complexity will be introduced by
using the classical MIMO channel estimation method based on the butterfly structure because an adaptive filter
needs to be assigned for each OFDM subcarrier. Consequently, a training-based channel estimation method has
the relatively low computational complexity at the receiver5 and draws more interests in analyzing multi-carrier
systems.
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In this paper, we experimentally demonstrate a proof-of-concept hybrid fiber wireless system. A PolMux
4-quadrature amplitude modulation (4-QAM) OFDM RoF signal is seamlessly translated into a 2×2 MIMO
wireless transmission. By using training sequence-based OFDM-MIMO channel estimation, transmitted wireless
signal in both branches are successfully demodulated and a net spectral efficiency of 2.55 bit/s/Hz is achieved.
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Figure 1. Block diagram of a wireless MIMO Channel

2. TRAINING-BASED CHANNEL ESTIMATION FOR OFDM-MIMO

In optical fiber-wireless MIMO systems, accurate channel estimation is important for signal demodulation. This
is because it is the prerequisite for designing the channel equalizer in the digital domain at the receiver. In
particular, when a large number of sub-carriers and advanced multiplexing technique are employed, more accurate
channel estimation is required. Figure 1 shows the block diagram of a wireless MIMO OFDM channel.

In our proposed PolMux-MIMO system, the total fiber-wireless channel response for a MIMO-OFDM signal
can be described as: [

rx

ry

]
=

[
hxx hyx

hxy hyy

]
×
[

tx

ty

]
(1)

where tx and tx respectively stands for the transmitted signal in X and Y branch, and ty and ry are the
received X and Y branch signal at the receiver. The 2 × 2 matrix in the equation describes the response of
the fiber-wireless MIMO channel, including both the polarization mixing in the fiber and the crosstalk during
wireless transmission. To obtain the parameters in the channel transfer matrix is the purpose of the channel
estimation.

In order to derive this channel transfer matrix parameters, we transmit a pair of time-interleaved training
sequences TX = [T1, 0]

T , TY = [0, T2]
T in the OFDM signal of the two tributaries, respectively. By precisely

controlling the synchronization between the two branches’ signals during the fiber-wireless transmission, assuming
there is no difference in the arrival time of the two transmitted signals to the receivers in the two branches, the
received training sequences in two consecutive training durations can be described as

[
RTx1 RTx2

RTy1 RTy2

]
=

[
hxx hyx

hxy hyy

]
×
[
T1 0

0 T2

]
(2)
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Figure 2. Experimental set-up (AWG: Arbitrary waveform generator; ECL: External cavity laser; MZM: Mach-Zehnder
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in which RTx1 and RTx2 stands for the received training symbol from X branch at the first and second
training durations respectively. So are the RTy1 and RTy2 for the Y branch. As these received training symbols
can be directly obtained at the receiver side after transmission, the channel transfer matrix then can be easily
calculated as

[
hxx hyx

hxy hyy

]
=

[
RTx1/T1 RTx2/T2

RTy1/T1 RTy2/T2

]
(3)

This training-based channel estimation method is computationally efficient because of its simple expression.8

On the other hand, when implementing this channel estimation method into practice, especially in the wireless
MIMO systems, strict synchronization between the two channels is required. By using this method, the MIMO-
OFDM signals demodulation algorithm can be implemented digitally.

3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experimental setup for the PolMux RoF plus wireless 2×2 MIMO system is shown in figure 2. At the
RoF signal transmitter, a 1.25 GSa/s arbitrary waveform generator (AWG) is used to generate two baseband
real-valued 4-QAM OFDM signals with 64 sub-carriers by an up-sampling factor of 4. The OFDM signals have
bandwidth of 625 MHz, corresponding to a gross data rate of 625 Mbit/s in each branch. The signals are arranged
in frames of 10 symbols, out of which 3 are training symbols used for synchronization and channel estimation
purpose. An cyclic prefix with 0.1 symbol length is added in each symbol. Therefore the signal in each X branch
and Y branch has a net data rate of 397.7 Mbit/s. These two OFDM signals with time-interleaved training
sequences are then separately up-converted to 5.65 GHz.

A narrow line width external cavity laser (ECL) with central wavelength at 1550 nm is used as the lightwave
source. The output optical signal is equally divided into two optical tributaries at a 3 dB coupler. By using
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two Mach-Zehnder modulators (MZM) which are biased at their linear points, the two RoF OFDM signals are
modulated onto the optical carriers at each of the two branches. After that, by using two polarization controllers
to align the polarization states of the signals at the two branches to the X and Y inputs of a polarization beam
combiner (PBC), which are designed orthogonal with each other, the two signals are polarization multiplexed
at the output of the PBC. A polarization controller placing after the PBC is used for roughly controlling the
polarization state of the signal. The output signal then has a net data rate of 795.5 Mbit/s and thus a net
spectral efficiency of 2.55 bit/s/Hz is achieved. In fact, the spectral efficiency of this system is expected to be
further increased if an AWG with a higher sample rate is employed and higher level modulation formats are to
be used.

After being amplified by a booster erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA), the PolMux RoF OFDM signal
transmits through a 22.8 km standard signal mode fiber (SSMF). At the wireless access point, the optical signal
is divided back to X and Y polarizations by a polarization beam splitter (PBS). After electrical amplification, the
optical signals of these two tributaries are converted into the RF domain by two photodiodes (PD), separately,
and then fed to two transmitter antennas. At the user side, two receiver antennas, placed with the same
separation as the transmitter antennas, form a 2 × 2 wireless MIMO system. The received signals are then
delivered to a 40 GS/s analog-digital convertor (ADC), where the analog signals are converted into the digital
domain. A digital signal processing (DSP) based receiver, consisting of frequency and phase recovery, frequency
down-conversion, training based MIMO-OFDM channel estimation and OFDM demodulation modules, is used
to demodulate the received signals and evaluate bit error rate (BER).
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Figure 3. BER as a function of optical power at PD without wireless links (upper constellation: X polarization branch
after 22.8 km SMF; lower constellation: Y polarization branch)

4. RESULTS

Figure 3 shows the tested bit-error-rate (BER) curves for the two channels’ RoF signals in both optical back-
to-back and after 22.8 km single mode fiber transmission without any wireless through the air. Considering the
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FEC limit at a BER of 2 × 10−3, from the figure it can be seen that there is around 3 dB difference between
X and Y polarization signals. This difference is attributed to the fact that the performances of the components
used during the experiment, particularly the responsivity of the two photodiodes used in the two branches are
different. Apart from the difference in the performance of components, we can see that the penalty between
back-to-back and fiber transmission in both branches are less than 1 dB at the FEC limit. The reason for such
small penalty is that at low bit rate the dispersion effect in the fiber is almost negligible. Moreover, it can also
be seen from the inserts of figure 3 that the received constellations of optical signals after fiber transmission in
X branch (upper) and Y branch (below) are both clear.
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Figure 4. BER as a function of optical power at PD for different wireless distances (upper constellation: X branch at 1
m; lower constellation: Y branch at 1 m)

The BER curves as a function of the received optical power at the photodiode after 22.8 km fiber for different
wireless transmission distances are shown in figure 4. From the figure we can see that both X and Y channels
achieve up to 3 m wireless transmission with BER well below the FEC limit. Moreover, the power differences
between the BER curves achieving FEC limit at 1 meter wireless and 2 meters wireless are smaller than the
differences between 2 meters and 3 meters wireless, for both X and Y branches. We attribute this phenomena
to the more accurate channel estimation when the crosstalk angle from reference angle becomes smaller, which
exceeds the influence of the decreased received RF power. The constellations of received signals after 1 m wireless
transmission for X and Y branches are also shown in the insert of figure 4. It can be seen that the clusters in
the constellations are still clearly separated.

5. CONCLUSION

We propose an hybrid fiber-wireless system which seamlessly translate the optical PolMux OFDM signal into
a wireless MIMO channel. The combination of the PolMux and MIMO technologies enables data transmission
with a net spectral efficiency of 2.55 bit/s/Hz. Furthermore, a training-based scheme is digitally developed
to estimate the polarization multiplexed MIMO transmission channel. A net data rate of 795.5 Mbps OFDM
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signal transmission over 22.8 km SMF plus 3 m wireless distance is successfully demodulated at the receiver for
demonstration purpose. This experimental result is believed to be the first step in our ultrahigh capacity fiber-
wireless system research. Therefore, higher bit rate with larger bandwidth at higher frequency band together
with more advanced modulation formats can be expected in our future works.
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Abstract: We propose a spectral efficient radio over wavelength division 
multiplexed passive optical network (WDM-PON) system by combining 
optical polarization division multiplexing (PDM) and wireless multiple 
input multiple output (MIMO) spatial multiplexing techniques. In our 
experiment, a training-based zero forcing (ZF) channel estimation algorithm 
is designed to compensate the polarization rotation and wireless multipath 
fading. A 797 Mb/s net data rate QPSK-OFDM signal with error free (<1 × 
10 5) performance and a 1.59 Gb/s net data rate 16QAM-OFDM signal with 
BER performance of 1.2 × 10 2 are achieved after transmission of 22.8 km 
single mode fiber followed by 3 m and 1 m air distances, respectively. 
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1. Introduction 

Recently, known as ‘home base station’, femtocell network has been attracting more and more 
attentions due to its improved indoor coverage, increased capacity and reliable 
communication compared to macrocell network [1]. Radio-over-fiber (RoF) is considered as a 
promising candidate technology for femtocell networks because it allows for centralization of 
signal processing and network management, resulting in simple remote antenna unit (RAU) 
design and therefore low-cost implementation [2]. However, to meet the ever growing 
demand for high capacity wireless services like video-on-demand and video conferencing, it 
is highly desirable to develop new technologies for in-building femtocell networks. 
Wavelength division multiplexed passive optical network (WDM-PON) technology is 
therefore widely adopted to increase the capacity of RoF networks and the number of base 
stations serviced by a single central station [3], and the schematic scenario of in-home and in-
building femtocell network is shown in Fig. 1. Moreover, to further increase the capacity per-
wavelength of the femtocell network system, high spectral efficiency modulation and 
transmission technologies are highly desired. For instance, optical polarization division 
multiplexing (PDM) technology [4, 5] is regarded as an appealing solution by transmitting 
data in two orthogonal polarization modes within the same spectral range. Likewise, wireless 
multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) technology is also a promising technology to exploit 
the spatial dimension by applying multiple antennas at both the transmitter and receiver sides 
[6]. 

Due to the inherent high chromatic dispersion tolerance in optical fibers and robustness 
against frequency selective fading or narrowband interference in wireless channels, 
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) has been widely used in current RoF 
systems [7]. Therefore, a RoF system combining OFDM with PDM and MIMO techniques 
can fulfill requirements of robustness, high flexibility and high spectral efficiency for 
providing broadband services in femtocell network. In addition, for multi-carrier systems like 
OFDM, a large computational complexity will be introduced by using the classical MIMO 
channel estimation method. In contrast, training-based channel estimation has the relatively 
low computational complexity at the receiver and draws more interests [8]. 

To date, some work has presented the concept of MIMO RoF system, but implemented 
separate fibers for each RAU [9]. A 397 Mb/s 16-quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) 
OFDM-MIMO signal over WDM-PON system has been demonstrated in [10, 11] using 
different wavelengths instead of PDM technique for two transmitter antennas. 5 Gb/s PDM 
wireless MIMO transmission over 60 GHz wireless link has also been reported in [12], 
however, employing on-off keying (OOK) modulation. Moreover, some high speed PDM-
OFDM transmission systems have been realized in [13, 14] without wireless transmission. 

In this paper, we demonstrate a 2x2 MIMO-OFDM radio over WDM-PON system based 
on polarization division multiplexing and wireless MIMO techniques. The MIMO-OFDM 
training-based zero forcing (ZF) channel estimation algorithm is designed to compensate the 
optical polarization rotation and the wireless multipath fading. Furthermore, up to 1.59 Gb/s 
16-QAM MIMO-OFDM fiber-wireless transmission over 1 m air distance and 22.8 km single 
mode fiber (SMF) are achieved for broadband wireless services around Gb/s. We also 
demonstrate the scalability of the proposed system under different signal to noise ratio (SNR), 
cross channel interference and wireless coverage by changing the wireless distance in our 
experiment. 
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Fig. 1. The schematic scenario of in-home and in-building femtocell network system. 

2. Training-based PDM-MIMO-OFDM composite channel estimation 

Channel estimation is important for signal demodulation in MIMO system, in particular when 
a large number of subcarriers and advanced multiplexing technique are employed. In our 
PDM MIMO-OFDM system, the two orthogonal polarization modes which carry independent 
OFDM signal will experience a slow polarization rotation, which can be described as: 

cos sin
,

sin cos
x x

F
y y

r t
Hr t (1) 

where tx and rx are respectively transmitted and received X branch optical signals, so as ty and 
ry for Y branch signals. The symbol  is the rotational angle. HF represents the combined 
effect of fiber chromatic dispersion and polarization dependent loss. In our transmitter, after 
two photodetectors, two antennas are used to radiate two radio signals, respectively. The 
wireless channel response could be represented by a matrix HMIMO. Notice that, the 
polarization rotation in fiber does not change so fast compared to the wireless channel, so it is 
not difficult to estimate the channel. The hybrid optical and wireless response for our MIMO-
OFDM signal can be represented as Eq. (2), where nx and ny are the random noises, and hxx, 
hxy, hyx and hyy represent the elements in the combined channel response matrix. 

cos sin
.

sin cos
x x x xx xy x x

MIMO F
y y y yx yy y y

r t n h h t n
H Hr t n h h t n  (2) 

In order to estimate this composite channel transfer matrix at the receiver, we transmit a 
pair of time-interleaved training sequences TX = [T1, 0]T, TY = [0, T2]T in the two tributaries. 
The received training sequences in two consecutive training durations can be expressed as: 

1 2 1 21

1 2 1 22

0
,

0
x x xx xy x x

y y yx yy y y

RT RT h h n nT
RT RT h h n nT

(3) 

where RTx1 and RTx2 stand for the received training symbol from X branch at the first and 
second training duration, respectively, so do RTy1 and RTy2 for the Y branch. And nx1, nx2, ny1
and ny2 are the random noises. The estimated channel transfer matrix then can be easily 
calculated as Eq. (4). From Eq. (4) we see that even with perfect channel estimation an error 
term will occur due to the random noises. More advanced algorithm such as minimum mean-
squared-error (MMSE) algorithm could be used to improve the performance. However, in our 
experiment, zero forcing (ZF) instead of MMSE algorithm is used for channel estimation due 
to its lower computational complexity [4]. 
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Fig. 2. Experimental setup for the proposed PDM MIMO-OFDM system. 

3. Experimental setup 

The experimental setup for a single wavelength channel of our proposed MIMO-OFDM 
signal over PDM WDM-PON system is shown in Fig. 2, for a demonstration purpose. At the 
central office (CO), a 1.25 GSa/s arbitrary waveform generator (AWG) is performed to 
generate two-channel baseband real-valued OFDM signals. For each channel, a data stream 
with a pseudo-random bit sequence (PRBS) length of 215-1 is mapped onto 129 subcarriers, of 
which 64 subcarriers carry real QPSK/16-QAM data and one is unfilled DC subcarrier. The 
remaining 64 subcarriers are the complex conjugate of the aforementioned 64 subcarriers to 
enforce Hermitian symmetry in the input facet of 256-point inverse fast Fourier transform 
(IFFT). The cyclic prefix is 1/10 of the IFFT length resulting in an OFDM symbol size of 
281. To facilitate time synchronization and MIMO channel estimation, 3 training symbols are 
inserted at the beginning of each OFDM frame that contains 7 data symbols. Each channel has 
a net data rate of 398.5 Mb/s (1.25 GSa/s × 2 × 64/281 × 7/10) for QPSK case and 797.1 Mb/s 
for 16QAM case with a bandwidth of 629.8 MHz (1.25 GSa/s × 129/256). For simplicity, one 
frame delay is applied in one channel to decorrelate the two channel signals in the AWG. 
These two-channel OFDM signals are then separately up-converted to 5.65 GHz. The two RF 
OFDM signals are used to modulate a 100 kHz-linewidth continuous-wave (CW) external 
cavity laser (ECL, 1 = 1550 nm) at two Mach-Zehnder modulators (MZMs), respectively. A 
pair of polarization controllers (PCs), namely PCX1 and PCY1 are used to optimize the 
response of the MZMs. PCX2 and PCY2 are inserted at the MZMs outputs to align the optical 
OFDM signal in each channel to the X and Y axis of the following polarization beam 
combiner (PBC), which then combines the two orthogonal polarizations. Subsquently PCF is 
introduced to roughly adjust the polarization of optical signal in the trunk fiber and set the 
variable power splitting ratio for equal SNR at each transmitter antenna. An erbium-doped 
fiber amplifer (EDFA) and an optical filter with 0.8 nm bandwidth are used to boost the 
optical OFDM signal and filter out the outband noise. The optical spectrum and the poincaré 
sphere of the combined optical signal are shown in the insets of Fig. 2. After excluding the 
overhead from cyclic prefix and training sequences, the output signal from the PBC is at a net 
data rate of 797 Mb/s with a spectral efficiency of 1.26 bits/s/Hz for QPSK case and 1.59 Gb/s 
with a spectral efficiency of 2.52 bits/s/Hz for 16-QAM case. 

After 22.8 km of standard single mode fiber (SSMF) propagation, the optical OFDM 
signal is divided back to X and Y polarizations by a polarization beam splitter (PBS) at the 
femtocell access point (FAP). By using two 10 GHz bandwidth photodiode (PD), these two 
tributaries are converted into the RF signals, which are then fed into the FAP antennas after 
two RF amplifiers with 20 dB gain. After air transmission, these two wireless signals are 
detected by two receiver antennas and amplified by two 20 dB gain low-noise amplifiers 
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(LNAs) at the mobile station (MS) receiver. Subsequently, a 40 GSa/s digital sampling 
oscilloscope (DSO) with 13 GHz analog bandwidth is used to capture these two RF signals. 
Offline signal demodulation is then performed by a digital signal processing (DSP)-based 
receiver consisting of frequency and phase recovery, frequency down-conversion, training-
based PDM MIMO-OFDM channel estimation, OFDM demodulation modules, data mapping 
and bit error rate (BER) tester. In our experiment, 80896 bits are calculated for BER test. 
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Fig. 3. Measured BER performance of Pol-x and Pol-y singal in optical B2B case and 22.8 km 
SMF fiber transmission case. 
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Fig. 4. Measured BER performance of PDM MIMO-OFDM signal wireless transmission with 
22.8 km SMF fiber transmission. 

4. Experimental results and discussions 

Figure 3 shows the measured BER in terms of the receiver optical power into the PD in both 
optical back to back (OB2B) and 22.8 km SMF transmission cases without wireless link. In 
optical B2B case, we can observe that the receiver sensitivity at the forward-error correction 
(FEC) limit (BER of 2 × 10 3) is achieved at 17.2 dBm and 14.3 dBm for the X 
polarization OFDM signal (Pol-x) and Y polarization OFDM signal (Pol-y), respectively. This 
2.9 dB power penalty between Pol-x and Pol-y could be attributed to the different 
performances of optical and electrical components, particularly the responsivity of the two 
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photodiodes used in these two branches. Negligible power penalty (around 0.5 dB) is induced 
after 22.8 km SMF transmission by using training-based MIMO OFDM channel estimation 
algorithm. The received constellations of Pol-x and Pol-y signal after 22.8 km SMF 
transmission are shown in the insets of Fig. 3 as well. 

Figure 4 presents the wireless transmission BER performance of QPSK-OFDM PDM-
MIMO signal after 22.8 km SMF transmission. The separation spacing between the elements 
of the FAP and MS antenna arrays is fixed at 1 m in the experiment. The received sensitivity 
at the FEC limit is obtained at 15.2 dBm, 13.4 dBm and 12.5 dBm for the Pol-x signal 
over air transmission of 1 m, 2 m and 3 m, respectively. The higher required optical power at 
the FEC limit as air distance increases can be attributed to the increasing cross interference, 
severer multipath effect and lower SNR. We can also note that larger power penalty is 
induced between Pol-x and Pol-y for longer air distance. This could be explained by the 
misalignment between the transmitter and receiver antennas. The received constellations of 
Pol-x and Pol-y with 3 m air distance and 22.8 km SMF transmission are indicated in the 
insets of Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 5. Measured BER performance of 797 Mb/s QPSK MIMO-OFDM and 1.59 Gb/s 16-
QAM MIMO-OFDM signal over 1 m air distance and 22.8 km SMF transmission. 

We also test the performance of 1.59 Gb/s 16-QAM MIMO-OFDM signal over 1 m air 
distance and 22.8 km SMF transmission, as depicted in Fig. 5. We can see that the receiver 
sensitivity of 16-QAM MIMO-OFDM Pol-x signal to reach the FEC limit is 10.7 dBm. 4.5 
dB power penalty compared to QPSK MIMO-OFDM Pol-x wireless transmission can be 
explained that the constellations states of higher-level modulation format are closer than 
QPSK, resulting in higher SNR requirement for the same performance. The received 
constellations of 16-QAM MIMO-OFDM signal are shown in the insets of Fig. 5. The 
constellation symbols at the higher amplitude are dispersed widely compared to the center 
ones. This is expected, since OFDM signal is sensitive to the nonlinearity of fiber and 
wireless transmission due to its high peak-to-average-power-ratio (PAPR). However, we can 
get BER of 5.01 × 10 4 and 1.28 × 10 2 for 16-QAM MIMO-OFDM Pol-x and Pol-y signal 
after 1 m air distance and 22.8 km SMF transmission, respectively. 

5. Conclusion 

We have presented a spectral efficient and WDM-PON compatible MIMO-OFDM access 
system by combining optical polarization division multiplexing (PDM) and wireless multiple 
input multiple output (MIMO) spatial multiplexing techniques. Moreover, a training-based 
zero forcing (ZF) scheme is digitally developed to estimate the polarization multiplexed 
MIMO transmission channel. A 797 Mb/s net data rate QPSK-OFDM signal and a 1.59 Gb/s 
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net data rate 16 QAM-OFDM signal at 5.65 GHz RF carrier frequency are transmitted over 3 
m and 1 m air distance with 22.8 km single mode fiber, respectively. This system has 
potential application in future in-door femtocell network supporting Gb/s broadband wireless 
service. 
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Abstract—We experimentally demonstrated a polarization
multiplexed (PolMux) RoF system with a 2× 2 MIMO wireless
link using constant modulus algorithm (CMA) channel esti-
mation. 4 bit/s/Hz spectral efficiency and CMA-enabled 2 dB
receiver sensitivity improvement were achieved.

I. INTRODUCTION

Radio-over-fiber (RoF) technology provides a good solution

to increase the coverage while maintaining the mobility of

the broadband services in the local area network scenario.

However, there are challenges when turning this technology

into practice, including spectral efficiency, wavelength reuse,

wireless channel capacity and components cost [1]. Polariza-

tion multiplexing (PolMux) is a promising technique to double

the spectral efficiency by transmitting data in two orthogo-

nal polarization modes within the same spectral range. [2].

Furthermore, wireless multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)

technique provides the possibility for bandwidth-limited sys-

tems to increase their channel capacity through spatial mul-

tiplexing [3]. For the wireless MIMO systems, channel es-

timation is essential for signal demodulation. Work has been

done either using fixed antenna distances [4] or using training-

based channel estimation [5]. However, strict synchronizations

are required in these methods. In contrast, constant modulus

algorithm (CMA) based equalizer is able to make blind

estimation when transmitting constant envelope signals, e.g.

QPSK [6]. Meanwhile, CMA could also treat the polarization

rotation in the fiber together with the wireless crosstalk when

combining the PolMux RoF system with MIMO technique.

In this paper we experimentally demonstrate a PolMux-RoF

system with a 2 × 2 MIMO wireless link. By using both

PolMux and wireless MIMO, 5 Gbps QPSK signal at 5.4

GHz carrier radio frequency (RF) with spectral efficiency of 4

bit/s/Hz is successfully transmitted through a 10 km SMF plus

up to 2 m wireless link. This is the highest wireless capacity

reported at this carrier frequency to the best of our knowledge.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experimental setup for our PolMux-MIMO system is

shown in Fig. 1. Two 1.25 Gbps pseudorandom bit sequences

(PRBS) with a bit length of 215 − 1 are generated from a

Fig. 1. Experimental set-up (VSG: Vector signal generator; PBC/PBS:
Polarization beam combiner/splitter; PA: Power amplifier; LNA: Low-noise
amplifier)

pattern generator. These two data sequences are combined and

modulated as in-phase and quadrature components at a vector

signal generator (VSG) to generate a 2.5 Gbps electrical QPSK

signal with 5.4 GHz carrier frequency. The signal is directly

modulated on to the lightwave by using a vertical-cavity

surface-emitting laser (VCSEL) at central wavelength 1550

nm. After a 3 dB power divider and by adding a delay in one

branch, the signals at the two branches become uncorrelated,

representing two independent RoF QPSK signals. The two

signals are polarization multiplexed at a polarization beam

combiner (PBC). The combined PolMux QPSK RoF signal

with data rate of 5 Gbps is amplified by a booster Erbium-

doped fiber amplifier (EDFA)and transmitted over a 10 km

single mode fiber (SMF).

At the wireless access point (WAP), the received signal is

aligned to a polarization beam splitter (PBS), which divides

the PolMux signal back to X and Y polarization. The RF

signals are then recovered by two photodiodes (PD) and fed

to two transmitter antennas. The two pairs of transmitter and

receiver antennas formed a 2×2 wireless MIMO system. The
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Fig. 2. Received signals’ constellations of X and Y branches before (upper)
and after (lower) CMA equalization)

separation between the two transmitter antennas is set to 1

meter, so as the separation between the receiver antennas. The

two signals received by the receiver antennas are sampled by

a 40 GSa/s digital anology converter (ADC) and demodulated

by a digital signal processing (DSP) based MIMO receiver.

III. RESULTS

CMA equalizer, which has two input signals with crosstalk

from each other, can lock each one component of the equalizer

outputs on to each input. Therefore after equalization the

crosstalk can be reduced or eliminated. The performance

improvement is studied by comparing the received signal

quality before and after the CMA processing. As shown in

Fig. 2, after back-to-back (B2B) optical PolMux plus 1 m

wireless MIMO transmission, the received signals’ constel-

lations disseminated due to polarization rotation in optical

links and the wireless crosstalk from neighboring transmitter

antennas. In contrast, after the optimized CMA equalization,

the constellations became much smoother and more compact.

Fig. 3 (a) shows the bit-error rate (BER) as a function of

received optical power by the PDs in optical B2B and after

10 km SMF, both with 1 m wireless distance between the

transmitting and receiving antennas. Due to the slightly dif-

ferent responsivity of two PDs, the performances have around

0.5 dB penalty between the X and Y branches. Meanwhile,

we can observe that there are around 2 dB penalties between

10 km SMF transmission and optical B2B. BER curves for

different wireless distances (1 m, 2 m and 3 m) after fiber

transmission are shown in Fig. 3 (b). In this figure the BER

are calculated for the total 5 Gbps QPSK signals transmitted

in both channels. It indicates that there is only 1 dB penalty

between 1 m and 1.5 m wireless transmission, while 3 dB

when the distance goes up to 2 m, This is because as the

attenuation in the air becomes larger, the SNR at the receiver

goes lower, so that the system turn to noise-limited,where

CMA has limited equalization capability. Considering the FEC

limit at a BER of 2 × 10−3, it is clearly shown that in all

measured distances we are able to achieve transmissions with

BER well below this limit.
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Fig. 3. (a) BER as a function of optical power into PD for optical B2B and
10 km SMF transmission, both with 1 m wireless MIMO; (b) BER curves
for different wireless distances after 10 km SMF transmission

IV. CONCLUSION

We experimentally demonstrated a VCSEL-based RoF sys-

tem by combining PolMux and wireless MIMO techniques to

increase the spectral efficiency. A CMA-based digital equalizer

was proposed to implement blind estimation of a wireless

MIMO channel. In the experiment, a 2 m wireless and 10

km SMF transmission of 5.4 GHz QPSK with data rate

up to 5 Gbps, and hence 4 bit/s/Hz spectral efficiency was

successfully achieved. The performance improvement by the

CMA equalizer in its supportable wireless distance makes

our spectral efficient MIMO system an attractive solution for

providing short range wireless services.
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List of Acronyms

ADC analogue-to-digital conversion

ArWG arbitrary waveform generator

ASICs application-specific integrated circuits

ASK amplitude-shift keying

BER bit-error-rate

BS base stations

CMA constant modulus algorithm

CO central office

CS-DSB carrier suppressed-DSB

DD direct detection

DFB distributed-feedback laser

DSB double sideband

DSO digital storage oscilloscope

DSP digital signal processing

DWDM dense wavelength division multiplexing

ED envelope detector

FCC Federal Communications Commission

FEC forward error correction
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FPGAs field-programmable gate array

HDMI high-definition multimedia interface

HDTV high-definition TV

IF intermediate frequency

IM/DD intensity modulation / direct detection

ISI inter-symbol interference

LO local oscillator

LOS line-of-sight

LTE long term evolution

MIMO multi-input multi-output

MMF multimode fiber

mm-wave millimeter-wave

MZM Mach-Zehnder modulator

UTC-PD uni-traveling carrier photodiode

NGA next generation access

NGN next generation networks

OFC optical frequency comb

OFDM orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing

OOK on-off keying

O/E opto/electro

PAM pulse amplitude modulation

PD photodiode

PDL polarization dependent loss

PolMux polarization multiplexing
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PMD polarization mode dispersion

PSK phase-shift keying

QAM quadrature amplitude modulation

QPSK quadrature PSK

RAU remote antenna units

RF radio frequency

RoF radio-over-fiber

SDM spatial division multiplexing

SNR signal-to-noise ratio

SISO single-input single-output

SSB single sideband

WAP wireless access points

WDM wavelength division multiplexing

WLAN wireless local area network

WPAN wireless personal area network

WWAN wireless wide area network
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